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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 
A coastal air-ocean coupled system (CAOCS) that includes the Princeton Ocean 

Model (POM) as the oceanic component and the Pennsylvania State University/National 

Center for Atmospheric Research (PSU/NCAR) Mesoscale Model Fifth Generation 

(MM5) as the atmospheric component was developed for the East Asian Marginal Seas 

(EAMS) – a littoral environment that is a common operating area for the United States 

Navy (USN).  CAOCS output verified against surface wind data from the National 

Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) and sea surface temperature (SST)/Sea 

Surface Salinity (SSS) data collected from buoy stations.  CAOCS output clearly shows 

the significance of atmospheric and oceanic mesoscale features and their associated air-

sea interaction processes such as coastal upwelling, Ekman transport, and enhancement 

of upward vertical motion during cyclogenesis.  These mesoscale features and air-sea 

interaction processes occur during periods prior to summer monsoon onset as well as 

during time periods following summer monsoon onset. 

The study provides support that CAOCS does perform well in forecasting EAMS 

surface current circulation, SST/SSS structure, surface wind stress, and low-level 

atmospheric structure.  Some weaknesses of CAOCS were identified that will aid in 

future improvement of the model. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

The mission of the United States Naval Meteorology and Oceanography 

Command (NMOC) includes interpreting and applying meteorological and 

oceanographic data for tactical warfare deployment (Commander Naval Meteorology and 

Oceanography Command, 2001).  United States Navy (USN) contingency planning and 

current operations emphasize the employment of naval forces to influence events in 

littoral regions of the world (Welch, 1999).  In support of the NMOC mission and in 

consideration of the emphasis placed on naval operations in the littoral regions of the 

world, the focus of USN meteorology and oceanography (METOC) support is often on 

littoral regions at the mesoscale level and needs to be near-real time.  One critical 

operating area of the USN, particularly for the 7th Fleet, is the East Asian Marginal Seas 

(EAMS).  The EAMS is comprised of the South China Sea (SCS), Yellow/East China 

Sea (YES), and the Japan/East Sea (see Appendix A).  In an effort to enhance the 

METOC support for this region a coastal air-ocean coupled system (CAOCS) has been 

developed at the Naval Postgraduate School (NPS). 

The CAOCS is significant because it focuses on air-sea interaction at the 

mesoscale level for a littoral region.  Air-sea interaction is crucial over the EAMS 

because the local monsoon system primarily forces the intermediate to upper layer 

oceanic circulation patterns of the EAMS and significantly alters the sea surface 

temperature (SST) and mixed layer depth (MLD) over regions of the EAMS (Wyrtki, 

1961; Chu et al., 1997a; Chu et al., 1997b, Chu and Li, 2000, Shaw and Chao, 1994; 

Metzger and Hurlburt, 1996).  Additionally, atmospheric forcing and local winds stress 

significantly contribute to the seasonal variation of the thermal structure of shallow 

oceanic areas of the EAMS (Chu et al., 1997a; Chu et al., 1997b)  

Furthermore, CAOCS is significant because it is representative of the future 

capability of the USN METOC community’s coupled ocean-atmosphere mesoscale 

prediction system (COAMPS) being further developed by the Marine Meteorology 

Division (MMD) of the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL).  As of this date the oceanic 

component of the COAMPS is still under development and testing (NRL, 2001).  
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CAOCS is also significant because it is a source of near-real time data for USN METOC 

community officers and enlisted personnel. 

Earlier studies on the oceanic component of CAOCS show the model is accurate 

in predicting the thermal structure and current system of the EAMS (Chu et al., 2000) as 

well as the multi-eddy structure of regions of the EAMS (Chu et al., 1999a). There have 

not been many studies that focus on the accuracy of the atmospheric component of 

CAOCS. 

This paper focuses on the atmospheric processes of the lower level of the 

atmosphere, the oceanic processes at the surface of the ocean, and the air-sea interaction 

between the lower atmosphere and the surface of the ocean.  These atmospheric and 

oceanic processes and the air-sea interaction are observed from model output of CAOCS 

between May and July 1998.  More specifically, two time periods were identified that 

included significant oceanic and atmospheric mesoscale features present over the EAMS 

or in the vicinity of the EAMS in the lower atmosphere or at the surface of the ocean.  

The first time period was prior to the onset of the summer monsoon while the second 

time period was after the onset of the summer monsoon.  Output of the atmospheric 

component of CAOCS was verified using available previously analyzed data.  Output of 

the oceanic component of CAOCS was also verified against available previously 

collected data from buoy stations. 

There are several intentions of this paper.  First, it intends to provide further 

support that CAOCS does perform well in simulating the EAMS surface current 

circulation, SST structure, and sea surface salinity (SSS) structure.  Secondly, it intends 

to provide support that CAOCS does perform well in simulating the EAMS surface wind 

stress and low level atmospheric structure.  Thirdly, through analysis of CAOCS output, 

it intends to show how the atmosphere and ocean behave in a way that cannot be 

described climatologically due to the small temporal scales of the numerous mesoscale 

features present at the surface of the ocean and in the lower levels of the atmosphere even 

during a period following the onset of the summer monsoon.  This will provide support 

regarding the usefulness of CAOCS over an uncoupled, climatologically forced ocean or 

atmospheric model.  Fourthly, through analysis of CAOCS output, it intends to show the 
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significance of the air-sea interaction processes that occur between the lower atmosphere 

and the surface of the ocean and that CAOCS is indeed handling these air-sea interaction 

processes.  Finally, the paper emphasizes the near-real time capability of CAOCS and in 

combination with all the above intentions, it intends to show that CAOCS is an excellent 

tool for USN METOC community personnel because the accurate, near-real time model 

output will contribute to increased meteorological, oceanographic, and acoustic 

forecasting skill in a littoral environment.  A comparison is also made between the output 

of the ocean component of CAOCS and the available output of an uncoupled ocean 

model. 

The following is a basic outline of the structure of the remainder of this paper.  

Section 2 provides a basic overview of EAMS geography, oceanography, and seasonal 

variation of atmospheric surface forcing.  Section 3 discusses the oceanic and 

atmospheric components of CAOCS and what the model coupling entails.  Section 4 is a 

discussion of the methods used to extract necessary data from CAOCS output as well as 

the software used to display CAOCS output.  Section 5 discusses verification procedures 

and the results of the comparisons of CAOCS output with atmospheric data from 

National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) and oceanic data from available 

buoy stations.  Section 6 discusses the atmospheric processes that were observed from the 

output of the atmospheric component of CAOCS during the May time period and the July 

time period.  Section 7 discusses oceanic processes that were observed from the output of 

the oceanic component of CAOCS during the May time period and the July time period.  

Section 8 investigates air-sea interaction processes as observed from CAOCS output.  

Section 9 discusses the results of a comparison between some uncoupled oceanic model 

output with the output of the oceanic component of CAOCS. 

All figures are included as appendices at the end of the thesis.  Readers will be 

referred to the appropriate appendix. 
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II. OVERVIEW OF EAMS GEOGRAPHY, OCEANOGRAPHY, 
AND SEASONAL VARIATION OF ATMOSPHERIC SURFACE 

FORCING 

A. JES 

The Japan Sea, known as the East Sea in Korea, is a semi-enclosed ocean basin 

covering an area of approximately 100,000 km2 that contains a steep bottom topography 

(Chu et al., 2001).  The JES is surrounded by the four countries of South Korea, North 

Korea, Russia, and Japan and has a maximum depth in excess of 3,700 m (see Appendix 

B).  The JES is isolated from open oceans with the exception of a few narrow and 

shallow straits that connect it to the Pacific Ocean (Park and Chung, 1999; Minami et al., 

1999).  The Korean Strait is located in the southwest region and connects the JES to the 

Yellow Sea (YS) and the East China Sea (ECS).  The Tsugaru Strait is located in the east 

region between Hokkaido, Japan and Honshu, Japan and connects the JES to the 

northwestern Pacific Ocean. The Soya and Tatar Straits in the northeast region connect 

the JES to the Sea of Okhotsk. 

The JES contains three major basins called the Japan Basin, the Ulleng/Tsushima 

Basin, and the Yamato Basin as well as a high central seamount called the Yamato Rise.  

The scientific community often views the JES as a miniature prototype ocean since its 

basin wide circulation pattern, boundary currents, Subpolar Front (SPF), mesoscale eddy 

activity, and deep-water formation are similar to those in a large ocean (Chu et al., 2001). 

The JES is subjected to the seasonal monsoon system (Chu et al., 2001).  During 

the winter monsoon, from November through April, a cold northwest wind blows over 

the JES due to the presence of the Siberian High over the East Asian continent (see 

Appendix C).  Radiative cooling and persistent cold air advection maintain cold air over 

the JES during the winter monsoon season.  During the summer monsoon, from mid-May 

to mid-September, a weaker southeasterly wind blows over the JES due to the presence 

of the Manchurian Low over the East Asian continent and advects warm air into the 

region (see Appendix D). 

There are several named currents present at the surface layer of the JES (see 

Appendix E).  The Liman Current enters the northern JES from the Sea of Okhotsk via 
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the Tatar Strait and flows southward to southwestward along the Russian coast advecting 

cold water into the region.  As the Liman Current approaches the east coast of North 

Korea it becomes the North Korean Cold Current (NKCC). Local forcing by wind and 

buoyancy flux are factors in the formation of the NKCC (Seung, 1994).  The Tsushima 

Warm Current (TsWC) dominates the surface layer as it flows northeastward from the 

ECS through the Korean Strait and carries warm water into the JES (Chu et al., 2001; 

Minami et al., 1999).  The TsWC is also the only supplier of heat and salt for the JES, 

especially in the southern JES (Lie and Cho, 1994).  The TsWC separates north of 35°N 

into eastern and western channels (Chu et al., 2001).  The eastern channel flow follows 

the Japanese west coast and is known as the Japan Nearshore Branch (JNB).  The western 

flow follows the Korean east coast but begins to separate from the coast as it flows more 

northeastward and is known as the East Korean Warm Current (EKWC).  Local forcing 

by wind and buoyancy flux are also factors in the separation from the coast of the EKWC 

(Seung, 1994). The EKWC undergoes a bifurcation at 37°N into an eastern and western 

branch.   

The northeastward flowing eastern branch of the EKWC converges with the 

southwestward flowing NKCC at approximately 38°N with some meridional migration 

and forms the SPF that extends eastward across the basin to the west coast of Hokkaido, 

Japan (Seung and Yoon, 1995; Chu et al. 2001).  The region is also a source of large 

meanders and associated warm and cold eddies. The western branch of the EKWC 

generally moves northward and forms a cyclonic eddy in the eastern Korean Bay (Chu et 

al. 2001).  The JNB is generally weaker than the EKWC. 

The very deep, cold, and nearly homogenous Japan Sea Proper Water (JSPW) lies 

below the TsWC, the EKWC, and the JNB and dominates the lower part of the basin 

(Minami et al., 1999).  It accounts for roughly 80% of the total amount of water in the 

JES.  The JSPW lies below approximately 500 m and has a water temperature lower than 

1°C and salinity between 34.0 and 34.1 psu.  A layer of minimum dissolved oxygen 

occurs between 1,000 and 1,500 m, but dissolved oxygen is richer in the northern part of 

the JES as compared to the southern part.  The formation of JSPW is affected by the 

climate over the JES. 
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B. YES 

1. YS 

The YS is a semi-enclosed basin covering an area of approximately 295,000 km2 

(Yanagi and Takahashi, 1993).  It is located between China and the Korean peninsula 

with the Bohai Sea (BS) to the northwest and the ECS to the south (Chu et al., 1997a) 

(see Appendix F).  Four major rivers flow into it - the Yangtze River to the southwest, the 

Yellow River and the Liao River to the north, and the Han River to the east.  The mixing 

of the fresh water runoff from the rivers with the ECS and Kuroshio Current (KUC) 

waters is a major contributing factor to the hydrographic character of YS water masses.  

Despite covering a relatively large area, the YS is quite shallow (Chu et al., 1997b).  The 

water depth over most of the area is less than 50 m.  The deepest water is confined to a 

north-south oriented trench located in the central portion of the YS reaching a maximum 

depth of 90 m. 

Chu et al. (1997b) discuss two significant features of the YS depth distribution.  

First, the continental shelf is broad and shallow so that the water is readily affected by 

seasonally varying atmospheric forcing such as heating, cooling, and wind stress.  This 

results in a large seasonal variation of the water masses of the YS.  Second, the YS is 

characterized by east/west asymmetry. For example, extensive shoals less than 20 m are 

found in the western YS but are not generally found in the vicinity of the Korean 

peninsula and the 50-m isobath is located more than 100 km from the Chinese coast but 

only about 50 km from the South Korean coast.  This east/west asymmetry plays a crucial 

role in the shoaling of the MLD. 

As was the case for the JES, atmospheric forcing greatly contributes to the 

seasonal variation of the YS thermal structure (Chu et al., 1997a; Chu et al. 1997b).  

More specifically, the Asian monsoon circulation significantly alters the SST and greatly 

affects the MLD.  During the winter monsoon season, the location of the Siberian High 

over the East Asian continent results in very cold northerly to north northwesterly surface 

winds over the YS region (see Appendix C).  The polar front is to the north of the 

Philippines.  The mean surface wind speed in February is roughly 28 m/s.  The mean SST 

is 6°C at the northern extent of the YS and 10°C at the southeastern extent while the 

surface air temperature (SAT) varies between 0° and 8°C.  With a SAT roughly 2°-6°C 
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cooler than the SST, surface heat is lost to the atmosphere resulting in an upward 

buoyancy flux at the air-ocean interface.  The combination of the thermal forcing and the 

mechanical forcing associated with the strong wind stress generates turbulence and leads 

to the mixing of the surface water with the deeper water, entrainment, and a deepening of 

the MLD.  The MLD often extends to the bottom during the winter. 

The transition period between the winter and summer monsoon seasons usually 

begins in March as the SAT is generally 5°C warmer than in February and a rapid 

weakening of the Siberian High progresses into April.  By late April, the polar front 

moves northward toward Korea.  Frontally generated events often occur in late April and 

May resulting in highly variable winds, cloud amount, and precipitation.  By May, the 

daily high SAT rises to 15°-16°C.  The YS SST undergoes a 10°C average increase 

during the transition from winter to spring.  Strong westerly winds carrying yellow desert 

sand caused by easterly migrating low-pressure systems originating in Mongolia occur 

periodically during this timeframe.  In late May and early June an atmospheric low-

pressure system forms in the north of the YS and migrates westward over Manchuria by 

late June. 

By summer the polar front is located between 30 and 35°N.  The Manchurian 

Low over the East Asian continent and the Bonin High to the southeast produce southerly 

winds that advect warm, moist air over the YS and establish the onset of the southwest 

summer monsoon (see Appendix D).  The summer SAT is quite uniform and roughly 

24°-26°C.  With a SAT roughly 1.5°-2°C warmer than the SST and strong downward net 

radiation, surface heat is gained by the water surface resulting in a downward buoyancy 

flux at the air-ocean interface.  The thermal forcing stabilizes the upper layer of the water 

and causes a shoaling of the MLD.  A multi- layer structure is generally present during the 

summer months consisting of a mixed layer, thermocline, and sublayer.  Additionally, a 

closed cyclonic circulation occurs above the thermocline, which is approximately 13 m in 

August, and may reach a speed of 15 cm/s (Bartz, 1972).  The Yellow Sea Cold Water 

(YSCW) mass is found beneath the thermocline and remains unchanged and nearly 

motionless throughout the summer (Li and Yuan, 1992).  October is the beginning of the 

transition back to winter conditions.  The southerly winds weaken and the sea surface 
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slope reestablishes toward the winter pattern.  The SST steadily decreases from October 

through January. 

2. ECS 

The ECS lies to the south of the YS and north of Taiwan (see Appendix F).  The 

ECS is bounded by China to the west and by the Japanese Ryukyu Islands to the east.  

The Korean Strait is located in the northeast region and connects the YES to the JES.  

The Taiwan Strait is in the southwest region of the ECS and connects the ECS to the 

SCS.  The ECS is part of the continental shelf with the exception of the Okinawa Trough 

west of the Ryukyu Islands that reaches 2,700 m in depth.  

3. Currents of the YES 

As was the case for the JES, there are several named currents present at the 

surface layer of the YES (see Appendix G).  The KUC is a strong western boundary 

current that flows northeastward along the shelf break in the southern ECS.  The TsWC 

flows northward from the KUC west of Kyushu, Japan and passes through the Korean 

Strait.  The TsWC separation from the KUC occurs near the shelf break (Jacobs et al., 

2000; Lie and Cho, 1994; Katoh et al., 1996).  Additionally, the TsWC has been observed 

to split in the vicinity south of Cheju Island and the branch that turns northwestward and 

flows into the YS is often identified as the Yellow Sea Warm Current (YSWC) (Jacobs et 

al., 2000).  A portion of the northwestward flow makes an anticyclonic turn entering the 

Cheju Strait and is known as the Cheju Warm Current (Lie et al., 1998).  The Taiwan 

Warm Current (TWC) enters the ECS through the Taiwan Strait. 

A characteristic feature of the YS is the YSWC that flows beneath the surface 

northward from region just west of Cheju Island (Jacobs et al., 2000; Lie and Cho, 1994).  

The YSWC is an important source of the advection of warm water into the YS.  Near the 

surface of the YS during the summer there is northward flow.  Near the surface of the YS 

within the YS during the fall and winter there is southward flow.  The surface flow within 

the YS occurs as a direct response to the surface winds in the presence of highly stratified 

water.  (Teague and Jacobs, 2000).  During the winter and fall there is a mean northward 

flow below the surface within the YS to counter the southward mean surface flow 

induced by wind stress.  The mean northward flow below the surface within the YS 

during winter and fall is a response to the pressure gradient set up by the north monsoon 
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winds and serves as a mass balance response to the pressure fields set up by the surface 

winds (Riedlinger and Jacobs, 2000).  During the fall and winter northerly winds bursts 

generate the pressure gradient by forcing water from BS and northern YS and by 

intensifying the southward outflow along the Chinese coast. 

The Chinese Coastal Current flows southward around the tip of the Shandong 

peninsula and along the Chinese Coast.  The Chinese Coastal Current has been observed 

to flow along the entire Chinese coast to the Taiwan Strait especially during the winter 

(Zheng and Klemas, 1982; Jacobs et al., 2000).  The Korean Coastal Current flows 

southward along the Korean peninsula (Zheng and Klemas, 1982).  Also present during 

the summer is an influx of Yangtze River diluted water that has been observed as far east 

as Cheju Island (Park, 1986; Beardsley et al., 1985). 

C. SCS 

The SCS is a semi-enclosed tropical sea covering an area of approximately 

3,500,000 km2 (Chu et al. 1999a; Chu et al., 1999b).  It is the largest marginal sea in the 

Southeast Asia (Chu and Li, 2000; Hu et al., 2000).  It is located between the Asian 

landmass to the north and west, the Philippine Islands to the east, Borneo to the southeast, 

and Indonesia to the south (see Appendix H).  It includes the shallow Gulf of Thailand 

and connects to the ECS through the Taiwan Strait, the Pacific Ocean (via the Philippine 

Sea) through the Luzon Strait, the Sulu Sea through the Mindoro Strait and Balabac 

Channel, the Java Sea through the Gasper and Karimata Straits, and the Indian Ocean 

through the Strait of Malacca.  The center of the Gulf of Thailand is roughly 70 m deep.  

The straits are shallow with the exception of the Luzon Strait that has a sill depth of 2,400 

m.  The Luzon Strait, lying between Taiwan and the Philippines, is considered critical in 

determining the characteristics of SCS waters because of the connection to the Pacific 

Ocean and its relatively large width and deep sill depth (Chu and Li, 2000; Shaw 1991). 

The topography of the SCS is complex (Chu et al., 1999a; Chu et al. 1999b).  

Broad shallows of the Sunda shelf are located in the south/southwest and form the 

submerged connection between Southeast Asia, Malaysia, Sumatra, Java, and Borneo 

with a depth of 100 m in the middle.  The continental shelf of the Asian landmass in the 

north extends from the Gulf of Tonkin to the Taiwan Strait, is consistently near 70 m 

deep, and averages 150 km in width.  Extensive continental shelves (less than 100 m 
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deep) exist in the western and southern SCS while deep slopes with almost no shelves are 

found in the eastern SCS.  A deep, elliptical shaped basin is present in the center of the 

SCS at approximately 13°N that is 1,900 km along its major axis (oriented northeast-

southwest) and approximately 1,100 km along its minor axis, and it extends to over 4,000 

m depth.  Numerous reef islands and underwater plateaus are also scattered throughout 

the SCS. 

As was the case for the YES and the JES, the SCS is also subjected to the 

seasonal monsoon system (Wyrtki, 1961).  From November through March, the strong 

northeasterly winter monsoon winds create a maximum wind stress of roughly 0.3 N m-2 

due to the presence of high pressure over the Asian continent (Chu and Li, 2000; Chu et 

al., 1999a; Chu et al. 1999b) (see Appendix C).  The northeasterly winds advect relatively 

cooler, drier air over the SCS.  The equatorial trough is located south of the equator 

(Ramage, 1971).  As the winds cross the equator into the southern hemisphere they turn 

to the left due to Coriolis forcing and become north northwesterly to northwesterly. 

During the summer the subtropical ridge over the Pacific Ocean is displaced 

poleward. The equatorial trough lies over the central Philippines and extends 

northwestward to the Tibetan Plateau (Ramage, 1971).  Southeasterly surface winds from 

the southern hemisphere cross the equator into the southern SCS and they turn right due 

to Coriolis forcing and acquire a westerly component.  From April to August, the 

relatively weaker, warm, and moist southwesterly summer monsoon winds due to the 

presence of heat lows over the Asian continent and higher pressure over the Pacific 

Ocean create a wind stress of just over 0.1 N m-2 (Chu and Li, 2000; Chu et al., 1999a; 

Chu et al. 1999b) (see Appendix D).  Highly variable winds and surface currents 

characterize the transition periods between the winter and summer monsoons. 

The complex dynamics involved in the oceanic flow of the SCS is related to the 

geometry of the SCS, its connectivity with the Pacific Ocean, and the strongly variable 

atmospheric forcing (Metzger and Hurlburt, 1996; Chu et al., 1999a).  Water exchange 

between the SCS and ECS through the Taiwan Strait is also a contributing factor (Hu et 

al., 2000).  The seasonally reversing monsoon winds play a crucial role in determining 

the upper-ocean circulation (Shaw and Chao, 1994).  During the winter there is a 
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southward coastal jet off Vietnam and the general oceanic surface circulation of the SCS 

is cyclonic (Chu and Li, 2000; Chu and Fan, 2001; Hu et al., 2000) (see Appendix I).  

During the summer there is a northward coastal jet off Vietnam and the general oceanic 

surface circulation of the SCS is anticyclonic (see Appendix J). 

Eddies are often present in the SCS (Dale, 1956; Uda and Nakao, 1972; Chu et 

al., 1997c; Chu and Fan, 2001; Chu and Chang, 1997).  Chu et al. (1999b) note two 

distinct behaviors of eddies located in the SCS.  First, cold core eddies are more common 

than warm core eddies. Second, bottom topography significantly affects eddies and they 

generally occur in regions of high current velocity. 

One particular eddy, located northwest of Luzon Island (NWL eddy), plays an 

important role in determining the circulation pattern of the northeastern SCS (Chu and 

Fan, 2001).  Chu and Fan (2001) characterize the circulation pattern present in the 

northeastern SCS as two separate regimes – bifurcation and loop.  The KUC, originating 

from the North Equatorial Current, flows northward as a western boundary current east of 

Luzon.  During the bifurcation regime the NWL eddy is cyclonic and KUC water enters 

the SCS through the entire Luzon Strait and bifurcates into northward and northwestward 

branches northeastward of the NWL eddy (see Appendix K).  The northwestward branch 

makes a cyclonic turn around the NWL eddy while the northward branch of the KUC 

intrusion flows northward along the western coast of Taiwan.  During the loop regime the 

NWL eddy is anticyclonic and KUC water flows into the SCS through the southern half 

of the Luzon Strait, makes an anticyclonic turn around the NWL eddy, and exits the SCS 

through the northern Luzon Strait to rejoin the KUC as it flows northward along the 

eastern coast of Taiwan (see Appendix L). 

The waters of northern SCS are cold and saline with small annual variability in 

salinity due to inflow and diffusion of high salinity water from the Pacific Ocean through 

the Luzon Strait (Chu et al., 1999b).  The waters of the southern SCS are warm and fresh. 

Where the two waters meet in the center of the SCS, there is a higher horizontal gradient 

of salinity with a larger temporal variability due to seasonal monsoon effects.  The 

summer MLD in the SCS is generally 30 to 40 m while the winter MLD varies between 

70 to 90 m. 
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III. CAOCS 

A. OCEAN COMPONENT – PRINCETON OCEAN MODEL (POM) 

1. Model Description 

The oceanic component consists of the POM.  POM is a time dependent, 

primitive equation circulation model on a three dimensional grid that includes realistic 

topography and a free surface (Chu et al. 1999a).  Developed at Princeton University, the 

model was specifically designed to accommodate mesoscale phenomena, including the 

often non- linear processes commonly found in estuarine and coastal oceanography 

(Blumberg and Mellor, 1987).  A rectilinear grid is used with horizontal spacing of 

0.167° by 0.167° and 23 non-uniform vertical σ levels.  The model uses realistic 

bathymetry data from the Naval Oceanographic Office (NOO) Digital Bathymetry 

Database with 5-minute resolution (DBDB5) (see Appendix M). 

2. Boundary Conditions  

Closed lateral boundaries, such as the modeled ocean bordered by land, were 

defined using a free slip condition for velocity and a zero gradient condition for 

temperature and salinity.  No advective or diffusive heat, salt or velocity fluxes occur 

through these boundaries (Chu et al., 2000) 

At open boundaries, monthly varying volume transports from a global inverse 

model were used (see Appendix M).  When the water flows into the model domain, 

temperature and salinity at the open boundary are likewise prescribed from the  

climatological data.  When water flows out of the domain, a radiation condition described 

by Chu et al. (2000) was applied. 

3. Initial Boundary Conditions and Model Initialization 

Prior to coupling with the MM5 POM was integrated for four years and four 

months from zero velocity and January climatological temperature and salinity fields.  

POM was forced by monthly mean surface wind stress from the Comprehensive Ocean 

and Atmosphere Data Set (COADS) and by the restoring-type surface heat and salinity 

fluxes that were relaxed to the surface monthly values.  The final states of temperature, 

salinity, and velocity were used as the initial ocean conditions for May 1, 1998 (Chu et al. 

2000). 
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B. ATMOSPHERIC COMPONENT – MESOSCALE MODEL FIFTH 
GENERATION (MM5) 

1. Model Description 

The atmospheric component consists of the Pennsylvania State 

University/National Center for Atmospheric Research (PSU/NCAR) MM5 version 3.4.  

MM5 is a limited-area, non-hydrostatic, terrain-following sigma-coordinate model 

designed to simulate or predict mesoscale and regional-scale atmospheric circulation 

(MM5 homepage, 2001). 

2. Land Surface Parameterization 

The horizontal resolution is 30 km.  Sixteen pressure levels were used.  A soil 

water availability function was used for computing the soil and water content by using 10 

specified vegetation types (Chu et al. 2000). 

3. Initial Conditions and Lateral Boundary Conditions  

The initial conditions and the initial horizontal lateral boundary conditions for 

wind, temperature, water vapor, and surface pressure were interpolated from analyses of 

observations from the European Center for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts 

(ECMWF).  They were projected onto a spectral T42 grid and a vertical resolution of 16 

pressure levels.  The initial conditions were the fields at 00Z May 1, 1998.  The lateral 

boundary conditions were provided by a relaxation method and updated every 12 hours 

(Chu et al. 2000). 

C. OCEAN-ATMOSPHERIC COUPLING 

The model domain (67°-142°E, 7°S-55°N) covers the entire EAMS as well as 

surrounding lands and islands.  The surface fluxes of water, heat (excluding solar 

radiation), and momentum are applied synchronously with opposite signs in the 

atmosphere and ocean.  MM5 and POM update fluxes every 15 minutes.  Flux 

adjustments were not used (Chu et al., 2000).  The same MM5 flux parameterization was 

used for CAOCS with the one exception.  The difference was the use of SST data.  In a 

stand-alone MM5 model, SST is prescribed by a given parameter.  In CAOCS, the POM 

SST is used at each time step of the MM5. 
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IV. DATA ANALYSIS 

A. EXTRACTION AND VISUALIZATION OF DATA FROM OCEAN 
COMPONENT OF CAOCS 

The oceanic component of CAOCS output was analyzed using a series of Formula 

Translation (FORTRAN) programs and Matrix Laboratory (MATLAB) coding.  

FORTRAN programs were created in order to convert the files that contained the 

CAOCS oceanic output, as well as the latitude and longitude data, into a format readable 

by MATLAB.  Once the data was in a format compatible with MATLAB, MATLAB 

code was used to read in the various parameters of the oceanic data such as SST, SSS, 

and the u-and v- components of surface velocity.  Since the CAOCS oceanic output was 

available at several times per day, a daily mean average was calculated as part of the 

MATLAB code.  Addit ionally, MATLAB was a very effective tool for use in displaying 

the oceanic data. 

B. EXTRACTION AND VISUALIZATION OF DATA FROM 
ATMOSPHERIC COMPONENT OF CAOCS 

Conversion of the atmospheric component of CAOCS output into a series of files 

that could be easily ingested by MATLAB code was more complex.  A FORTRAN 

program entitled Read/Interpolate/Plot (RIP), developed by Mark Stoelinga at both 

NCAR and the University of Washington (Stoelinga, 2000), was used for this purpose.  

More specifically, a component of RIP, RIP Data Preparation (RIPDP), was used to 

convert the atmospheric component of CAOCS output data file into a series of data files 

that contained all times and all variables.  MATLAB code was designed to read in the 

various parameters of the atmospheric data such as surface latent heat flux.    

Additionally, MATLAB was a very effective tool for use in displaying the desired 

atmospheric parameters. 

When MATLAB was not needed and only a visualization of the atmospheric data 

was necessary, two programs were available.  The first program was RIP and the second 

program was GRAPH. 

RIP was used to specify the desired plots by editing a formatted text file.  RIP 

would create an NCAR Graphics file that was easily viewed with a metacode translator 
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application called Interactive Display Tool (IDT).  The NCAR Graphics computer 

graphics metacode (CGM) file could also be converted into other formats using 

translators that are part of the NCAR Graphics library.  RIP has the ability to convert 

from the sigma coordinate system to pressure level.  Other benefits of RIP included the 

ability to control the appearance of all aspects of the plots such as color and labeling. 

The GRAPH program is part of the NCAR Graphics library and generates simple 

diagnostics and plots for some standard meteorological variables (MM5 Home page, 

2001).  The user edits a series of formatted text files in order to specify the desired plots.  

Unlike RIP, the GRAPH program reads the atmospheric component of CAOCS output 

data file directly.  The GRAPH program would create an NCAR Graphics file that was 

easily viewed with a metacode translator application called IDT.  The NCAR Graphics 

CGM file could also be converted into other formats using translators that are part of the 

NCAR Graphics library.  The GRAPH program also has the ability to convert from the 

sigma coordinate system to pressure level.  Although the plots are not as enhanced as 

those of RIP, the GRAPH program was useful for plotting parameters such as the 10-

meter wind fields. 
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V. CAOCS OUTPUT VERIFICATION 

A. VERIFICATION OF CAOCS ATMOSPHERIC OUTPUT 

1. Comparison of Interfacial Fluxes Between CAOCS Atmospheric 
Output and NCEP Data 

The surface latent heat flux, surface sensible heat flux, surface longwave radiation 

flux, and surface shortwave radiation flux of the CAOCS atmospheric output were 

compared to NCEP data for verification purposes.  Verification consisted of visual 

inspection of the respective parameter contour plots for both CAOCS atmospheric output 

and NCEP data. 

Results of the visua l inspections show values of surface latent heat flux, surface 

sensible heat flux, and surface shortwave radiation flux are in good agreement in both 

magnitude and position.  Surface longwave radiation flux values for the CAOCS 

atmospheric output were too high in magnitude. 

2. Comparison of 10-m Wind Fields Between CAOCS Atmospheric 
Output and NCEP Data 

The 10-m wind fields for the CAOCS atmospheric output were compared to 

NCEP data for verification purposes.  Verification consisted of visual inspection of the 

10-m wind field vector plots for both CAOCS atmospheric output and NCEP data. 

Results of the visual inspections show 10-m wind fields to be in good agreement 

in both magnitude and position.  Some of the results are provided in the appendix. (see 

Appendix N).  

B. VERIFICATION OF CAOCS OCEANIC OUTPUT 

1. Comparison of SST and SSS Values Between CAOCS Oceanic Output 
and Buoy Station Data 

The SST and SSS values for the CAOCS oceanic output were compared to 

archived buoy station data for verification purposes.  Verification consisted of visual 

inspection of the SST and SSS values for both CAOCS oceanic output and the buoy 

station values. 
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A plot of the locations of the buoy stations is included in the appendix (see 

Appendix O).  Results of the visual inspections show SST and SSS values to be in good 

agreement (see Appendix O). 
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VI. ATMOSPHERIC PROCESSES DURING MAY-JULY 1998 

The visual plots of the analyzed data were examined and two significant time 

periods were chosen.  The time periods are significant because they include major 

mesoscale oceanic and atmospheric events that take place prior to the onset of the 

summer monsoon and following the onset of the summer monsoon. 

The first chosen time period was May 13, 1998 through May 31, 1998 and 

consisted of several major mesoscale atmospheric storms that either developed over the 

EAMS or transited across the EAMS prior to the onset of the summer monsoon.  

Additionally, mesoscale oceanic features were observed in the surface current velocity, 

SST, and SSS plots that were atypical of the climatologically discussed current structure 

within the EAMS. 

The second chosen time period was from July 18, 1998 through July 31, 1998 and 

consisted of several major mesoscale atmospheric storms that either developed over the 

EAMS or transited across the EAMS after the onset of the summer monsoon.  

Additionally, mesoscale oceanic features were observed in the surface current velocity, 

SST, and SSS plots that were atypical of the climatologically discussed current structure 

within the EAMS. 

The plots of the CAOCS atmospheric component output of the JES, YES, and 

SCS were broken down into regions to facilitate discussion of atmospheric processes that 

took place during the two time periods (see Appendix P).  First the atmospheric processes 

that took place during the May time period will be discussed in detail for each of the 

three major seas that comprise the EAMS.  Secondly, the atmospheric processes that took 

place during the July time period will be discussed in detail for each of the three major 

seas that comprise the EAMS.  In the following chapter oceanic processes will be 

discussed. 

A. MAY TIME PERIOD: MAY 13 THROUGH MAY 31, 1998 

Readers should refer to Appendix Q for the 500-mb relative vorticity/geopotential 

height plots over the EAMS for the May period.  The figures in Appendix Q are in time 

sequential order ever 12 hours from 00Z May 13 through 12Z May 31.  
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Readers should refer to Appendix R for the 700-mb vertical velocity/geopotential 

height plots over the EAMS for the May period.  The figures in Appendix R are in time 

sequential order ever 12 hours from 00Z May 13 through 12Z May 31. 

During this period the summer monsoon is not yet established.  There is no semi-

permanent 500-mb trough located over Manchuria and the 500-mb shortwave troughs 

that do occur over the Asian continent during this timeframe are rapid movers as they 

migrate from west to east.  Additionally, the ridge associated with the Bonnin High that 

occurs during the summer monsoon is not yet present. 

1. JES 

Readers should refer to Appendix S for the surface level pressure/SAT/surface 

wind plots over the JES for the May period.  The figures in Appendix S are in time 

sequential order ever 12 hours from 00Z May 13 through 12Z May 31. 

From 00Z to 12Z May 13 a 500-mb trough is present over the JES that moves 

eastward.  During the same time period a 700-mb trough is also present over the JES that 

moves eastward. 

At 00Z May 13 a surface low lies east of the southeast region of the northern JES 

and affects the majority of the JES.  A surface anticyclone lies to the southwest of the 

west region of the southern JES, centered at the southern boundary of the west region of 

the northern ECS, and affects the west region of the southern JES. 

Surface winds in the northern JES, in the central JES, and in the east region of the 

southern JES make a cyclonic turn around the surface low lies east of the southeast 

region of the northern JES and are northeasterly at 15 knots in the northeast region of the 

northern JES, northeasterly to westerly at 5 to 10 knots in the southeast region of the 

northern JES, west northwesterly at 15 knots in the southwest region of the northern JES, 

westerly at 20 knots in the central JES, and westerly at 15 to 20 knots in the east region of 

the southern JES.  Surface winds in the west region of the southern JES and Korean Strait 

are west northwesterly at 10 to 20 knots due to a surface anticyclone to the southwest that 

is centered at the southern boundary of the west region of the northern ECS. 

At 12Z May 13 surface pressure over the JES rises while the pressure gradient 

weakens.  The surface low has moved southeastward, is now located east of the southern 
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boundary of the northern JES, and its associated troughing continues to affect the 

southeast region of the northern JES and east region of the central JES.  The surface 

anticyclone remains centered at the southern boundary of the west region of the northern 

ECS, but its associated ridging affects the majority of the eastern JES as well as the east 

region of the southern JES. A region of high pressure lies to the northeast of the northeast 

region of the northern JES and affects the northeast region of the northern JES.  A surface 

cyclone is located northwest of the northeast region of the northern JES over Russia. 

Surface winds throughout the JES weaken.  Surface winds in the northeast region 

of the northern JES make an anticyclonic turn around high pressure to the northeast and 

are easterly to south southeasterly at 5 to 10 knots.  Surface winds in the southeast region 

of the northern JES and in the east region of the central JES make a cyclonic turn due to 

troughing associated with a surface low east of the southern boundary of the northern JES 

and are easterly to northerly at 5 to10 knots in the southeast region of the northern JES 

and northwesterly at 5 to 10 knots in east region of the central JES.  Surface winds in the 

southwest region of the northern JES, in the west region of the central JES, in the 

southern JES, and in the Korean Strait make an anticyclonic turn due to ridging 

associated with the surface anticyclone centered at the southern boundary of the west 

region of the northern ECS and are west southwesterly to northwesterly at 3 to 5 knots in 

the southwest region of the northern JES, westerly to northwesterly at 5 to 15 knots in the 

west region of the central JES, northwesterly at 10 knots in the east region of the southern 

JES, westerly to north northwesterly at 5 knots in the west region of the southern JES, 

and north northwesterly at 10 knots in the Korean Strait. 

From 00Z to 12Z May 14 a small shortwave 500-mb ridge moves eastward across 

the northern JES while a 500-mb trough remains over the central and southern JES.  

During the same time period, a small 700-mb ridge moves eastward across the northern 

JES and weakens while a 700-mb trough remains over the majority of the central and 

southern JES. 

At 00Z May 14 surface pressure over the JES rises.  The pressure gradient over 

the northeast region of the northern JES increases while the pressure gradient over the 

remainder of the JES continues to weaken.  The surface anticyclone to the southwest is 
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now centered over China west of the northwest region of the central ECS, but its 

associated ridging affects the majority of the central and southern JES.  The more 

northern surface anticyclone now lies east of the northeast region of the northern JES and 

affects the east region of the northern JES.  The surface cyclone to northwest of the 

northeast region of the northern JES has moved eastward and affects the southwest region 

of the northern JES. 

Surface winds in the east region of the northern JES make an anticyclonic turn 

around high pressure east of the northeast region of the northern JES and are 

southwesterly at 10 to 15 knots in the northeast region and easterly to southerly at 5 to 10 

knots in the southeast region.  Surface winds in the southwest region of the northern JES 

are south southwesterly to westerly at 3 to 5 knots due to the surface cyclone northwest of 

the northeast region of the northern JES.  Sur face winds in the east region of the central 

JES make a cyclonic turn and are light easterly to light northwesterly.  Surface winds in 

the west region of the central JES, in the southern JES and in the Korean Strait make an 

anticyclonic turn due to ridging associated with the surface anticyclone over China west 

of the northwest region of the central ECS and are westerly to northwesterly at 3 to 5 

knots in the west region of the central JES, northwesterly at 5 knots in the east region of 

the southern JES, northwesterly to northeasterly at 5 to 10 knots in the west region of the 

southern JES, and northeasterly at 10 to 15 knots in the Korean Strait. 

At 12Z May 14 surface pressure falls over the northern JES.  The pressure 

gradient over the northern JES increases.   A surface anticyclone develops in the region 

of ridging that was present over the southern JES and is centered over the southern 

boundary of the central JES and affects the majority of the central and southern JES.  The 

surface cyclone northwest of the northeast region of the northern JES has moved further 

eastward and affects the northern JES.  A surface front associated with the surface 

cyclone lies inland and along the Russian coast in the vicinity of the northern JES. 

Surface winds in the northern JES are west southwesterly to south southwesterly 

at 10 to 15 knots ahead of the surface front.  Surface winds in the central JES are 

southwesterly at 10 to 15 knots in the northwest region and southwesterly at 5 to 10 knots 

in the northeast region due to the surface anticyclone centered over the southern 
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boundary of the central JES and the surface cyclone northwest of the northeast region of 

the northern JES.  Surface winds in the south region of the central JES, in the southern 

JES, and in the Korean Strait make an anticyclonic turn around the surface anticyclone 

centered over the southern boundary of the central JES and are southerly to northeasterly 

at 5 to 10 knots in the south region of the central JES, northeasterly at 5 knots in the 

southern JES, and northeasterly at 10 knots in the Korean Strait. 

From 00Z May 15 to 00Z May 16 a large 500-mb ridge propagates eastward 

across the JES.  During the same time period, a large 700-mb ridge moves eastward 

across the JES. 

At 00Z May 15 surface pressure continues to fall in the northern JES as the 

surface cyclone that was northwest of the northeast region of the northern JES continues 

to move eastward and is now located north of the northeast region of the northern JES.  

The surface front associated with the surface cyclone remains inland and along the 

Russian coast in the vicinity of the northern JES and dissipates.  A second surface 

cyclone is located northwest of the southwest region of the northern JES.  The pressure 

gradient over the northern JES does not change much while the pressure gradient in the 

central and southern JES increases as the surface anticyclone that remains centered over 

the southern boundary of the central JES builds. 

Surface winds in the northern and central JES are southwesterly at 5 to 15 knots 

due to the surface anticyclone centered over the southern boundary of the central JES and 

the surface cyclone north of the northeast region of the northern JES.  Surface winds in 

the southern JES and in the Korean Strait make an anticyclonic turn around the same 

central high pressure and are northerly to southerly at 3 to 5 knots in the southern JES 

and northeasterly at 10 to 15 knots in the Korean Strait. 

At 12Z May 15 surface pressure increases over the JES because the surface 

cyclone that was north of the northeast region of the northern JES continues to move 

eastward and is now located northeast of the northeast region of the northern JES and 

also because the surface anticyclone that was centered over the southern boundary of the 

central JES moves eastward and is now centered over the southern boundary of the east 

region of the central JES and continues to build.  The surface cyclone that was located 
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northwest of the southwest region of the northern JES moves eastward but remains 

northwest of the southwest region of the northern JES.  The pressure gradient over the 

JES increases due to the building anticyclone centered over southern boundary of the east 

region of the central JES and the surface cyclone northwest of the southwest region of the 

northern JES. 

Surface winds in the far north region of the northern JES slacken and become 

southerly to southwesterly at 5 knots while in the remainder of the northern JES they 

intensify to 20 knots and remain southwesterly.  Surface winds in the central JES, in the 

southern JES, and in the Korean Strait make an anticyclonic turn around the surface high 

centered over the southern boundary of the east region of the central JES and are 

southerly to southwesterly at 10 to 20 knots in the northwest region of the central JES, 

south southeasterly to southerly at 10 knots in the southwest region of the central JES, 

southwesterly to west southwesterly at 10 to 20 knots in the northeast region of the 

central JES, south southeasterly to westerly at 5 knots in the southeast region of the 

central JES, easterly to east southeasterly at 5 to 10 knots in the east region of the 

southern JES, easterly to southeasterly at 10 knots in the west region of the southern JES, 

and easterly at 15 knots in the Korean Strait. 

At 00Z May 16 the surface cyclone that was located northwest of the southwest 

region of the northern JES remains stationary but its associated troughing causes the 

pressure over the far north region of the northern JES to fall.  Surface pressure increases 

over the remainder of the northern JES and over the majority of the central JES as the 

surface anticyclone that was centered over the southern boundary of the east region of the 

central JES moves northeastward so that it is now centered over Honshu, Japan to the east 

of the southeast region of the central JES while continuing to build. Surface pressure over 

the west region of the southern JES falls due a new surface cyclone that developed in a 

region of troughing over the eastern ECS and is centered over the east region of the 

northern ECS.  The pressure gradient over the majority of the JES increases due to the 

building anticyclone centered east of the southeast region of the southern JES, the newly 

developed surface cyclone to the southwest of the southern JES, and the surface cyclone 

northwest of the southwest region of the northern JES. 
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Surface winds in the northern JES are southwesterly at 10 to 20 knots in the 

northeast region, southwesterly at 15 to 20 knots in the southeast region, and southerly at 

10 knots in the southwest region.  Surface winds in the east region of the central JES 

make an anticyclonic turn around the surface high east of the southeast region of the 

central JES and are southeasterly to southwesterly at 10 to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the 

west region of the central JES experience divergence due to the surface anticyclone east 

of the southeast region of the central JES and the troughing associated with new surface 

cyclone centered in the middle of the east region of the northern ECS and are 

southeasterly to easterly at 10 to 15 knots in the southwest region and south southeasterly 

to southerly at 10 knots in the northwest region.  Surface winds in the southern JES and 

in the Korean Strait make a cyclonic turn due to troughing associated with the surface 

cyclone centered in the middle of the east region of the northern ECS and are 

southeasterly to east southeasterly at 15 knots. 

From 12Z May 16 through 00Z May 17 a small shortwave 500-mb trough 

propagates eastward across the southern and central JES while 500-mb ridging remains 

over the northern JES.  During the same time period, a 700-mb trough begins to affect the 

southern and central JES as well as the majority of the northern JES while a 700-mb ridge 

is located over the northeast region of the northern JES. 

At 12Z May 16 the surface cyclone that was located northwest of the southwest 

region of the northern JES moves eastward, but remains northwest of the southwest 

region of the northern JES.  Surface pressure falls over the majority of the JES as the 

surface anticyclone that was east of the southeast region of the central JES moves 

northeastward so that it is east of the southern boundary of the northern JES and it also 

falls because the surface cyclone that was centered over the east region of the northern 

ECS moves northward so that it is now centered over the Korean peninsula.  The pressure 

gradient over the majority of the JES remains strong due to the ridging associated with 

the anticyclone east of the southern boundary of the northern JES, the surface cyclone 

over the Korean peninsula, and the surface cyclone northwest of the southwest region of 

the northern JES. 
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Surface winds in the northeast region of the northern JES increase to 25 knots and 

remain southwesterly.  Surface winds in the south region of the northern JES, in the east 

region of the central JES, in the northwest region of the central JES, and in the east 

region of the southern JES make an anticyclonic turn due to ridging from the surface high 

east of the southern boundary of the northern JES and are southerly to southwesterly at 

10 to 20 knots in the southeast region of the northern JES, south southeasterly at 10 to 15 

knots in the southwest region of the northern JES, southeasterly to south southeasterly at 

10 to 15 knots in the northwest region of the central JES, south southeasterly to southerly 

at 5 to 15 knots in the east region of the central JES, and south southeasterly at 15 to 20 

knots in the east region of the southern JES.  Surface winds in the southwest region of the 

central JES, in the west region of the southern JES and in the Korean Strait make a 

cyclonic turn around the central low centered over the Korean peninsula and are 

southeasterly to northeasterly at 5 to 15 knots in the southwest region of the central JES, 

south southwesterly to southeasterly at 10 to 15 knots in the west region of the southern 

JES, and westerly to southwesterly at 10 to 15 knots in the Korean Strait. 

At 00Z May 17 the surface cyclone that was located northwest of the southwest 

region of the northern JES moves southward, but remains northwest of the southwest 

region of the northern JES.  Surface pressure falls over the majority of the JES due to the 

approaching surface cyclone northwest of the southwest region of the northern JES.  

Surface pressure also falls because the surface cyclone that was centered over the Korean 

peninsula has moved further northward so that it is west of the northwest region of the 

central JES.  The pressure gradient over the majority of the JES remains strong due the 

troughing associated with these two surface cyclones. 

Surface winds in the JES make a cyclonic turn due to troughing associated with 

the two cyclones and are south southwesterly and to 10 to 15 knots in the northern JES, 

south southwesterly at 15 knots in the east region of the central JES, southwesterly to 

south southwesterly at 15 knots in the west region of the central JES, southwesterly at 15 

knots in the southern JES, and west southwesterly at 10 to 15 knots in the Korean Strait. 
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From 12Z May 17 through 00Z May 19 another shortwave 500-mb trough 

propagates eastward across the entire JES.  During the same time period, a fairly intense 

700-mb trough propagates eastward across the JES. 

At 12Z May 17 the surface cyclone that was located northwest of the southwest 

region of the northern JES moves southeastward and is now located west of the northeast 

region of the northern JES.  The surface cyclone has deepened and has combined with the 

surface low previously west of the northwest region of the central JES.  A surface 

anticyclone lies east of the east region of the northern ECS.  Surface pressure does not 

change, but the pressure gradient over the majority of the JES strengthens due to the 

surface low to the northwest and the surface high to the south. 

Surface winds in the JES make a cyclonic turn around the central low pressure to 

the west of the northeast region of the northern JES and are southwesterly to easterly at 5 

to 15 knots in the north region of the northern JES, southwesterly at 20 knots in the south 

region of the northern JES, southwesterly at 10 to 15 knots in the east region of the 

central JES, southwesterly at 20 knots in the west region of the central JES, west 

southwesterly at 10 to 15 knots in the southern JES, and westerly at 5 to 10 knots in the 

Korean Strait. 

At 00Z May 18 the surface cyclone that was located west of the northeast region 

of the northern JES moves northeastward but remains west of the northeast region of the 

northern JES.  A surface anticyclonic circulation is present over the tip of the Korean 

peninsula and there is slight ridging over the southern JES due to an anticyclone to the 

southeast.  Surface pressure falls over most of the JES and the pressure gradient remains 

strong over the majority of the JES as the low pressure system to the northwest continues 

to move closer to the JES and a high pressure system remains to the south. 

Surface winds in the northern and central JES make a cyclonic turn around the 

surface low west of the northeast region of the northern JES and are southwesterly to 

easterly at 5 to 10 knots in the northeast region of the northern JES, southwesterly at 15 

to 20 knots in the southeast region, westerly to southwesterly at 10 to 20 knots in the 

southwest region of the northern JES, southwesterly at 10 to 15 kno ts in the east region of 

the central JES, and westerly to west southwesterly at 10 to 15 knots in the west region of 
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the central JES.  Surface winds in the southern JES are westerly at 5 to 10 knots.  Surface 

winds in the Korean Strait make an anticyclonic turn and are northerly to easterly at 3 to 

5 knots. 

At 12Z May 18 the surface cyclone that was located west of the northeast region 

of the northern JES has passed to the north of the northeast region of the northern JES 

and is now located northeast of the northeast region of the northern JES.  A surface 

anticyclone is located to the northwest of the southwest region of the northern JES.  A 

new anticyclonic circulation is located over the southeast region of the Korean peninsula.  

There is ridging over the southern JES due to a surface anticyclone to the southeast.  

Surface pressure rises over most of the northern JES and the pressure gradient weakens 

over the majority of the JES as the surface low to the northeast moves away from the 

JES. 

Surface winds in the northern JES are northwesterly to westerly at 5 to 10 knots in 

the north region and southwesterly at 10 knots in the south region due to the surface low 

to the northeast of the northeast region of the northern JES.  Surface winds in the east 

region of the central JES are southwesterly at 10 knots while in the west region they 

make an anticyclonic turn due to ridging associated with the surface anticyclone to the 

southeast of the JES and are south southwesterly to southwesterly at 5 to 10 knots.  

Surface winds in the southern JES make an anticyclonic turn and are westerly to 

northwesterly at 3 to 5 knots in the east region and southwesterly to northeasterly at 5 

knots in the west region.  Surface winds in the Korean Strait are northeasterly at 5 knots. 

At 00Z May 19 the surface anticyclone that was located to the northwest of the 

southwest region of the northern JES has moved eastward and is now located northwest 

of the northeast region of the northern JES.  A surface cyclone is located northwest of the 

southwest region of the northern JES.  The anticyclonic circulation located over the 

southeast region of the Korean peninsula remains stationary.  Surface pressure rises over 

most of the JES and the pressure gradient remains weak as the two surface anticyclones 

dominate the JES. 

Surface winds in the north region of the northern JES make an anticyclonic turn 

around the surface high to the northwest of the northeast region of the northern JES and 
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are north northwesterly to northeasterly at 10 knots while in the southeast region they 

make a cyclonic turn and are northeasterly to north northwesterly at 5 to 10 knots.  

Surface winds in the southwest region of the northern JES are light and variable.  Surface 

winds in the east region of the central JES are west northwesterly to westerly at 3 to 5 

knots while in the west region they make an anticyclonic turn due to ridging associated 

with the surface anticyclonic circulation over the southeast region of the Korean 

peninsula and are west southwesterly to northwesterly at 5 to 10 knots.  Surface winds in 

the east region of the southern JES are west northwesterly to northwesterly at 5 knots 

while in the west region they make an anticyclonic turn due to ridging associated with the 

anticyclonic circulation over the southeast region of the Korean peninsula and are north 

northwesterly to north northeasterly at 5 knots.  Surface winds in the Korean Strait 

remain northeasterly at 5 knots. 

At 12Z May 19 a 500-mb ridge is present over the JES.  During the same time 

period, a fairly strong 700-mb ridge is located over the JES. 

At 12Z May 19 the surface anticyclone that was located northwest of the 

northeast region of the northern JES has passed to the north of the northeast region of the 

northern JES and is now located northeast of the northeast region of the northern JES.  

The surface cyclone located northwest of the southwest region of the northern JES has 

moved eastward and is now located north-northwest of the southwest region of the 

northern JES.  The anticyclonic circulation present over the southwest region of the 

Korean peninsula has moved eastward and is now centered over the southern boundary of 

the central JES.  Surface pressure remains high over the JES and the pressure gradient 

remains weak as the two surface anticyclones continue to dominate the JES. 

Surface winds in the east region of the northern JES make a slight anticyclonic 

turn around the central high pressure to the northeast of the northeast region of the 

northern JES and are easterly to southeasterly at 10 knots while in the southwest region 

they are southerly at 10 to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the east region of the central JES 

and in the southern JES make an anticyclonic turn around the surface high over the 

southern boundary of the central JES and are northwesterly to northerly at 3 to 5 knots in 

the east region of the central JES, northeasterly at 5 knots in the east region of the 
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southern JES, and northeasterly to southerly at 3 to 5 knots in the west region of the 

southern JES.  In the west region of the central JES they make a cyclonic turn due to 

troughing associated with the surface low north-northwest of the southwest region of the 

northern JES and are southwesterly to southerly at 5 to 15 knots.  Northwesterly winds at 

5 knots are present over the Korean Strait. 

From 00Z May 20 through 12Z May 20 a strong 500-mb trough is present over 

the northern JES while a 500-mb ridge lies to the west of the central JES.  During the 

same time period, a strong 700-mb trough is located over the northern JES while a 700-

mb anticyclone lies to the west of the central JES. 

At 00Z May 20 the surface cyclone previously located northwest of the southwest 

region of the northern JES has moved further eastward and is now located northwest of 

the northeast region of the northern JES.  The surface high previously located over the 

southern boundary of the central JES has moved southeastward and is now centered over 

Honshu, Japan and lies east of the east region of the southern JES.  Surface pressure falls 

over the northern JES and the pressure gradient strengthens over the northern JES as the 

surface cyclone continues to move toward the northern JES.  Ridging associated with a 

surface high centered over the southern boundary of the central YS maintains higher 

pressure over the southern and central JES. 

Surface winds in the northern JES, in the central JES and in the east region of the 

southern JES make a cyclonic turn around the central low northwest of the northeast 

region of the northern JES and are south southwesterly to southerly at 15 to 20 knots in 

the north region of the northern JES, northwesterly to southwesterly at 10 knots in the 

south region of the northern JES, southwesterly at 10 knots in the east region of the 

central JES, northwesterly to west southwesterly at 5 to 10 knots in the west region of the 

central JES, and southwesterly at 5 to 10 knots in the east region of the southern JES.  

Surface winds in the west region of the southern JES and in the Korean Strait make an 

anticyclonic turn due to ridging associated with a surface high centered over the southern 

boundary of the central YS and are westerly to northeasterly at 3 to 5 knots. 

At 12Z May 20 the surface cyclone previously located northwest of the northeast 

region of the northern JES has moved further eastward and is now located north of the 
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northeast region of the northern JES.  Surface pressure remains lower over the northern 

JES and the pressure gradient remains stronger over the northern JES as the surface 

cyclone passes north of the northeast region of the northern JES.  A surface anticyclone 

has developed in the region of ridging that was previously present in the southern and 

central JES and is centered over the southern boundary of the central JES.  Surface 

pressure over the southern and central JES rises due to the presence of the surface 

anticyclone. 

Surface winds in the north region of the northern JES make a cyclonic turn around 

the central low to the north of the northeast region of the central JES and are westerly to 

southwesterly at 10 to 15 knots.  Sur face winds in the remainder of the JES make an 

anticyclonic turn around the central high centered over the southern boundary of the 

central JES and are southerly to westerly at 5 to 10 knots in the south region of the 

northern JES, westerly to northeasterly at 5 knots in the east region of the central JES, 

southeasterly to south southwesterly at 5 knots in the west region of the central JES, 

northeasterly at 5 knots in the east region of the southern JES, northeasterly to easterly at 

5 knots in the west region of the southern JES, and northeasterly to northerly at 5 to 10 

knots in the Korean Strait. 

From 00Z May 21 through 00Z May 24 a strong 500-mb ridge propagates across 

the JES.  During the same time period, a strong 700-mb ridge propagates eastward across 

the JES. 

At 00Z May 21 the surface cyclone previously located north of the northeast 

region of the northern JES has moved further eastward and is now located northeast of 

the northeast region of the northern JES.  A surface anticyclone is located north-

northwest of the southwest region of the northern JES.  Surface pressure rises over the 

JES and the pressure gradient weakens over the northern JES as the surface cyclone 

continues to move away from the JES and as the surface anticyclone centered over the 

southern boundary of the central JES remains stationary and builds. 

Surface winds in the north region of the northern JES become northwesterly and 

increase to 10 to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the remainder of the JES make an 

anticyclonic turn around the central high pressure centered over the southern boundary of 
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the central JES and are southwesterly to west northwesterly at 5 to 10 knots in the south 

region of the northern JES, west southwesterly to westerly at 5 to 10 knots in the east 

region of the central JES, southwesterly to west southwesterly at 5 to 10 knots in the west 

region of the central JES, westerly to northeasterly at 3 to 5 knots in the east region of the 

southern JES, east northeasterly to southeasterly at 3 to 5 knots in the west region of the 

southern JES, and northeasterly at 10 knots in the Korean Strait. 

At 12Z May 21 the surface anticyclone previously located north-northwest of the 

southwest region of the northern JES has moved further eastward and is now located 

northwest of the northeast region of the northern JES.  A surface cyclone lies northwest 

of the southwest region of the northern JES.  Surface pressure rises over the northern JES 

as the more northerly surface anticyclone continues to move toward the JES.  Surface 

pressure falls over the southern and central JES due to troughing associated with the 

surface cyclone northwest of the southwest region of the northern JES and also because 

the surface anticyclone previously centered over the southern boundary of the central JES 

has moved eastward while weakening and is now located over Honshu, Japan east of the 

east region of the southern JES. 

Surface winds in the northern JES make an anticyclonic turn around the central 

high to the northwest of the northeast region of the northern JES and are northerly to 

northeasterly at 5 to 10 knots in the northeast region, northeasterly to southeasterly at 5 to 

10 knots in the southeast region, and south southeasterly to southerly at 5 knots in the 

southwest region.  Surface winds in the northeast region of the central JES are light and 

variable.  Surface winds in the northwest region of the central JES make a cyclonic turn 

due to troughing associated with the surface low northwest of the southwest region of the 

northern JES and are southwesterly to south southwesterly at 10 to 15 knots.  Surface 

winds in the remainder of the JES make an anticyclonic turn around the central high east 

of the east region of the southern JES and are southwesterly to west northwesterly at 5 

knots in the southeast region of the central JES, southerly to southwesterly at 5 to 10 

knots in the southwest region of the central JES, southeasterly to westerly at 3 to 5 knots 

in the east region of the southern JES, east southeasterly to southerly at 5 knots in the 

west region of the southern JES, and easterly at 5 knots in the Korean Strait. 
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At 00Z May 22 the surface anticyclone previously located northwest of the 

northeast region of the northern JES has moved further eastward and is now located north 

of the northeast region of the northern JES.  The surface cyclone previously northwest of 

the southwest region of the northern JES has moved northeastward, but remains 

northwest of the southwest region of the northern JES.  Surface pressure rises over the 

northern JES as the more northerly surface anticyclone passes north of the northeast 

region of the northern JES.  The surface anticyclone previously located east of the east 

region of the southern JES remains stationary and continues to weaken. 

Surface winds in the northern JES make an anticyclonic turn around the surface 

high north of the northeast region of the northern JES and are light an variable in the far 

north region, northeasterly to southeasterly at 3 to 5 knots in the remainder of the 

northeast region, easterly to southeasterly at 5 to 15 knots in the southeast region, and 

southeasterly at 5 to 10 knots in the southwest region.  Surface winds in the east region of 

the central JES experience convergence as they make an anticyclonic turn around the 

same surface high as well as a cyclonic turn due to troughing associated with the surface 

low northwest of the southwest region of the northern JES and are south southwesterly to 

southeasterly at 5 to 10 knots.  Surface winds in the west region of the central JES make a 

cyclonic turn due to troughing from the same central low and are southwesterly to south 

southeasterly at 5 to 10 knots.  Surface winds in the east region of the southern JES are 

southwesterly at 3 to 5 knots while in the west region they make an anticyclonic turn due 

to ridging associated with the surface high east of the east region of the southern JES and 

are southeasterly to south southwesterly at 3 to 5 knots.  Surface winds in the Korean 

Strait are easterly at 5 knots. 

At 12Z May 22 the surface anticyclone previously located north of the northeast 

region of the northern JES has moved southeastward and is now located east of the 

northeast region of the northern JES.  The surface cyclone previously northwest of the 

southwest region of the northern JES has moved eastward and is now located northwest 

of the northeast region of the northern JES.  A surface low develops west of the 

northwest region of the central JES.  Surface pressure falls over the JES as the surface 

anticyclone moves away from the JES and as the two surface cyclones approach the JES.  
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An east-west surface pressure gradient is present over the JES with slight ridging in the 

east and slight troughing in the west. 

Surface winds in the east region of the northern JES make a slight anticyclonic 

turn around the central high east of the northeast region of the northern JES and are 

southeasterly to south southeasterly at 10 to 15 knots while in the southwest region they 

are southwesterly to southerly at 10 knots.  Surface winds in the east region of the central 

JES make a slight anticyclonic turn around the same central high and are southeasterly to 

south southeasterly at 10 knots.  Surface winds in the west region of the central JES 

experience some convergence as they make a cyclonic turn due to troughing associated 

with the surface low west of the northwest region of the central JES and an anticyclonic 

turn due to ridging associated with central high east of the northeast region of the 

northern JES and are westerly to southerly at 5 to 10 knots west of 132°E and south 

southeasterly to southerly at 10 knots east of 132°E.  Surface winds in the southern JES 

are southeasterly at 5 to 10 knots in the east region and south southwesterly to southerly 

at 3 to 5 knots in the west region.  Surface winds in the Korean Strait are westerly to 

southwesterly at 5 knots. 

At 00Z May 23 the surface low previously located northwest of the northeast 

region of the northern JES has moved eastward and is now located north of the northeast 

region of the northern JES.  A surface cold front, associated with this surface low is 

present to the west of the northern JES along and inland of the Russian coastline The 

surface low west of the northwest region of the central JES remains stationary and fills.  

A surface anticyclone is located west of the southern border of the northeast region of the 

northern JES.  Another surface anticyclone is located southeast of the east region of the 

central JES.  Surface pressure falls over the northern JES as the surface cyclone passes 

north of the northeast region of the northern JES. 

Surface winds in the north region of the northern JES make a cyclonic turn ahead 

of the surface cold front and are westerly to southwesterly at 5 to 10 knots.  Surface 

winds in the south region of the northern JES experience divergence as they make a 

cyclonic turn ahead of the surface cold front as well as an anticyclonic turn around the 

surface high west of the southern border of the northeast region of the northern JES and 
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are northeasterly to southwesterly at 5 knots.  Surface winds in the east region of the 

central JES are southwesterly at 5 to 10 knots while in the west region they make a sharp 

cyclonic turn and are northeasterly to southwesterly at 3 to 5 knots.  Surface winds in the 

southern JES make an anticyclonic turn due to ridging associated with the surface high 

southeast of the east region of the central JES and are southerly to southwesterly at 5 to 

10 knots in the east region and southeasterly to southwesterly at 3 to 5 knots in the west 

region.  Surface winds in the Korean Strait are easterly at 5 knots. 

At 12Z May 23 the surface high previously located west of the southern border of 

the northeast region of the northern JES has moved northeastward and is now located 

northwest of the northeast region of the northern JES.  A surface low is located northwest 

of the southwest region of the northern JES.  A weak surface low is located east of the 

southeast region of the northern JES.  The surface anticyclone previously located 

southeast of the east region of the central JES moves eastward but remains southeast of 

the east region of the central JES.  Surface pressure rises over the northern JES as the 

more northerly surface anticyclone approaches the northeast region of the northern JES.  

Surface pressure falls over the majority of the remainder of the JES because the more 

southerly surface anticyclone southeast of the east region of the central JES moves away 

from the JES and also because of troughing associated with the surface low northwest of 

the southwest region of the northern JES. 

Surface winds in the far north region of the northern JES are light and variable 

while in the remainder of the east region they make a cyclonic turn around the weak 

surface low east of the southeast region of the northern JES and are easterly to northerly 

at 3 knots in the remainder of the northeast region and north northeasterly to north 

northwesterly at 3 to 5 knots in the southeast region.  Surface winds in the southwest 

region of the northern JES are southeasterly to south southeasterly at 5 to 10 knots.  

Surface winds in the east region of the central JES are south southeasterly to 

southeasterly at 5 knots while in the west region they make a cyclonic turn due to 

troughing associated with the surface low northwest of the southwest region of the  

northern JES and are westerly to south southeasterly at 10 knots.  Surface winds in the 

southern JES are southeasterly to south southeasterly at 5 knots in the east region and 
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south southwesterly to southerly at 5 to 10 knots in the west region.  Surface winds in the 

Korean Strait are northeasterly at 5 knots. 

At 00Z May 24 the surface high previously located northwest of the northeast 

region of the northern JES has passed to the north of the northeast region of the northern 

JES and is now located northeast of the northeast region of the northern JES.  The surface 

low previously located northwest of the southwest region of the northern JES has moved 

northward but remains northwest of the southwest region of the northern JES.  The 

surface anticyclone previously located southeast of the east region of the central JES 

continues to moves eastward but remains southeast of the east region of the central JES.  

Surface pressure falls over the southern and central JES as the surface anticyclone 

southeast of the east region of the central JES continues to move away from the JES and 

as the surface low northwest of the southwest region of the northern JES remains in the 

vicinity of the JES.  High pressure remains over the northern JES.  An east-west pressure 

gradient is present over the JES. 

Surface winds in the east region of the northern JES become southeasterly and 

increase to 10 to 15 knots while in the southwest region they are southerly at 10 knots.  

Surface winds in the east region of the central JES are southeasterly to southerly at 10 to 

15 knots while in the west region they make a cyclonic turn due to troughing associated 

with the surface low northwest of the southwest region of the northern JES and are 

westerly to southerly at 10 to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the southern JES are southerly 

at 10 to 15 knots in the east region and southwesterly to southerly at 5 to 10 knots in the 

west region.  Surface winds in the Korean Strait are variable at 5 knots. 

At 12Z May 24 a 500-mb trough is located over the JES.  Dur ing the same time 

period, a 700-mb trough is located over the JES. 

At 12Z May 24 the surface high previously located northeast of the northeast 

region of the northern JES has moved further eastward away from the JES.  The surface 

low previously located northwest of the southwest region of the northern JES remains 

stationary and deepens.  The surface anticyclone previously located southeast of the east 

region of the central JES continues to moves eastward away from the JES. A surface low 

is located east of the central ECS.  A ridge of high pressure associated with a surface 
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anticyclone west of the YES is located west of the northwest region of the central JES. A 

large surface trough is present over the JES.  Surface pressure over the JES falls 

significantly.  A strong east-west surface pressure gradient remains present over the east 

region of the northern and central JES. 

Surface winds in the east region of the northern JES remain southeasterly and 

further increase to 15 to 20 knots while in the southwest region they make a cyclonic turn 

due to troughing associated with the surface low northwest of the southwest region of the 

northern JES and are northwesterly to southerly at 5 to 10 knots.  Surface winds in the 

east region of the central JES are southeasterly to southerly at 15 knots while in the west 

region they make a cyclonic turn due to troughing associated with the surface low 

northwest of the southwest region of the northern JES and are northwesterly to 

southwesterly at 5 to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the east region of the southern JES 

experience some convergence and are south southeasterly to southerly at 10 to 15 knots 

east of 136°E and southwesterly to southerly west of 136°E while in the west region they 

make a cyclonic turn due to troughing associated with the surface low northwest of the 

southwest region of the northern JES and are northwesterly to westerly at 10 to 15 knots.  

Surface winds in the Korean Strait are northwesterly at 15 to 20 knots. 

From 00Z May 25 through 12Z May 28 a 500-mb ridge is  located over the JES.  

During the same time period, a 700-mb trough is located over the JES on 00Z May 25, 

but between 12Z May 25 and 12Z May 28 a 700-mb ridge moves across the JES. 

At 00Z May 25 the surface low previously located northwest of the southwest 

region of the northern JES continues to remain stationary and continues to deepen.  The 

surface low previously located east of the central ECS has moved northeastward and is 

now located east of the southern border of the northern JES.  The ridge of high pressure 

associated with the surface anticyclone west of the YES builds and extends into the 

southwestern JES between the two surface cyclones.  Surface pressure over the 

southwestern JES begins to rise due to the building surface ridge.  Surface pressure in the 

northeastern JES falls significantly due to the presence of the surface low east of the 

southern border of the northern JES.  The surface pressure gradient intensifies over the 
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central JES due to the surface low east of the southern border of the northern JES and the 

surface ridge over the southwestern JES. 

Surface winds in the far north part of the eastern region of the northern JES are 

southeasterly at 5 to 15 knots while in the central part they make a cyclonic turn due to 

troughing associated with the surface low east of the southern border of the northern JES 

and are southeasterly to westerly at 3 to 10 knots.  Surface winds in the remainder of the 

eastern region of the northern JES are northwesterly at 15 to 20 knots.  Surface winds in 

the southwest region of the northern JES make an anticyclonic turn due to ridging from 

the south and are southwesterly to northwesterly at 5 to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the 

east region of the central JES make a slight cyclonic turn due to the surface low east of 

the southern border of the northern JES and are northwesterly to westerly at 15 to 20 

knots while in the west region they make an anticyclonic turn due to ridging from the 

southwest and are north northwesterly to north northeasterly at 5 to 15 knots.  Surface 

winds in the southern JES are northwesterly to north northwesterly at 15 to 20 knots in 

the east region and northerly at 15 to 20 knots in the west region.  Surface winds in the 

Korean Strait are northerly at 15 knots. 

At 12Z May 25 the surface low previously located northwest of the southwest 

region of the northern JES continues to remain stationary and continues to deepen.  The 

surface low previously located east of the southern border of the northern JES has moved 

northward and is now located east of the northeast region of the northern JES.  A surface 

anticyclone develops within the ridge of high pressure associated with the surface 

anticyclone now west of the ECS and is located over the east region of the central JES.  

Surface pressure over the southern JES rises due to the surface anticyclone.  Surface 

pressure in the northern JES remains low due to the presence of the two surface cyclones 

in the vicinity.  The surface pressure gradient is strong over the south region of the 

northern JES and the west region of the central JES. 

Surface winds in the north region of the northern JES make a cyclonic turn around 

the central low pressure to the east of the northeast region of the northern JES and are 

north northeasterly to westerly at 5 to 15 knots while in the south region they make an 

anticyclonic turn around the central high over the east region of the central JES and are 
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south southwesterly to westerly at 15 to 20 knots.  Surface winds in the central JES make 

an anticyclonic turn around the same central high and are southwesterly to north 

northeasterly at 5 to 10 knots in the east region and south southwesterly at 10 to 20 knots 

in the west region.  Surface winds in the southern JES are northeasterly to northerly at 5 

to 10 knots.  Surface winds in the Korean Strait are northerly at 10 knots. 

At 00Z May 26 the surface low previously located northwest of the southwest 

region of the northern JES continues to remain stationary.  The surface low previously 

located east of the northeast region of the northern JES has moved eastward away from 

the JES but is still located east of the northeast region of the northern JES.  The surface 

anticyclone previously located over the east region of the central JES has moved slightly 

southeastward and is now located over the southeast region of the central JES.  Surface 

pressure over the JES rises due to the surface anticyclone.  The surface pressure gradient 

remains stronger over the south region of the northern JES and the west region of the 

central JES. 

Surface winds in the north region of the northern JES make a cyclonic turn due to 

troughing associated with the surface low east of the northeast region of the northern JES 

are northeasterly to westerly at 5 to 10 knots while in the south region they make an 

anticyclonic turn around the surface high over the southeast region of the central JES and 

are south southwesterly to west southwesterly at 10 to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the 

east region of the central JES make an anticyclonic turn around the same surface high and 

are south southwesterly to southwesterly at 5 to 10 knots while in the west region they 

make a cyclonic turn due to troughing associated with the surface low northwest of the 

southwest region of the northern JES and are westerly to southwesterly at 10 knots.  

Surface winds in the east region of the southern JES are northeasterly at 3 to 5 knots 

while in the west region they make an anticyclonic turn and are southeasterly to north 

northeasterly at 3 to 5 knots.  Surface winds in the Korean Strait are north northwesterly 

to northerly at 5 to 10 knots. 

At 12Z May 26 the surface low previously located northwest of the southwest 

region of the northern JES continues to remain stationary.  The surface anticyclone 

previously located over the southeast region of the central JES has moved northeastward 
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and is now located east of the central JES.  The surface pressure gradient between the 

surface low and the surface high intensifies setting up a strong east-west pressure 

gradient over the middle of the northern and central JES. 

Surface winds in the northern JES are southeasterly at 10 knots in the northeast 

region, southerly at 5 to 15 knots in the southeast region, and south southwesterly to 

southerly at 15 knots in the southwest region.  Surface winds in the east region of the 

central JES make an anticyclonic turn around the surface high east of the central JES and 

are easterly to south southwesterly at 5 to 10 knots while in the west region they make a 

cyclonic turn due to troughing associated with the surface low northwest of the southwest 

region of the northern JES and are southwesterly to southerly at 10 to 15 knots.  Surface 

winds in the east region of the southern JES make an anticyclonic turn and are easterly to 

south southeasterly at 5 knots while in the west region they make a cyclonic turn and are 

westerly to south southwesterly at 5 knots.  Surface winds in the Korean Strait are 

westerly at 5 to 10 knots. 

At 00Z May 27 the surface low previously located northwest of the southwest 

region of the northern JES moves northward but remains northwest of the southwest 

region of the northern JES.  The surface anticyclone previously located east of the central 

JES has moved northeastward and is now located east of the southern border of the 

northern JES. A surface anticyclone is also located over the northern boundary of the 

west region of the central ECS and its associated ridging affects the west region of the 

southern JES and the Korean Strait.  The surface pressure gradient over the northern JES 

remains strong due to the surface high to the east of the southern border of the northern 

JES and the surface low northwest of the southwest region of the northern JES.  

Surface winds in the northern JES are southerly at 10 to 15 knots in the east 

region and south southwesterly to southerly at 10 knots in the southwest region.  Surface 

winds in the east region of the central JES are south southeasterly to southerly at 5 to 10 

knots while in the west region they make a cyclonic turn due to troughing associated with 

the surface low northwest of the southwest region of the northern JES and are westerly to 

southerly at 5 to 10 knots.  Surface winds in the east region of the southern JES are south 

southeasterly to south southwesterly at 5 knots while in the west region they are west 
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northwesterly to west southwesterly at 5 knots.  Surface winds in the Korean Strait make 

an anticyclonic turn due to ridging associated with the surface high over the northern 

boundary of the west region of the central ECS and are northwesterly to northerly at 5 

knots. 

At 12Z May 27 the surface anticyclone previously located east of the southern 

border of the northern JES remains stationary and builds.  Lower pressure lies to the 

north of the northern JES.  A surface anticyclone remains located over the northern 

boundary of the west region of the central ECS.  The surface pressure gradient over the 

northern JES remains strong due to the surface high to the east of the southern border of 

the northern JES and the lower pressure to the north of the northern JES. 

Surface winds in the northern JES make an anticyclonic turn due to the surface 

high east of the southern border of the northern JES and are south southwesterly at 15 

knots in the northeast region, southerly to south southwesterly at 10 knots in the southeast 

region, and southerly at 10 knots in the southwest region.  Surface winds in the central 

JES make an anticyclonic turn around the same surface high and are easterly to southerly 

at 5 knots in the east region and southerly at 10 knots in the west region.  Surface winds 

in the southern JES are easterly at 5 to 10 knots in the east region and easterly to 

southerly at 5 to 10 knots in the west region.  Surface winds in the Korean Strait are 

northeasterly to northwesterly at 5 knots. 

At 00Z May 28 the surface anticyclone previously located east of the southern 

border of the northern JES has moved slightly southward and is now located east of the 

northeast region of the central JES and continues to builds.  Lower pressure lies to the 

north of the northeast region of the northern JES.  A surface anticyclone previously 

located over the northern boundary of the west region of the central ECS is now located 

over the northern boundary of the ECS.  A surface low is located west-northwest of the 

southwest region of the northern JES.  Surface pressure continues to rise as the 

anticyclone to the east of the northeast region of the central JES continues to build and 

the east-west surface pressure gradient over the southern JES intensifies. 

Surface winds in the east region of the northern JES make an anticyclonic turn 

due the surface high east of the northeast region of the central JES and are southerly to 
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southwesterly at 10 knots while in the southwest region they are south southeasterly at 10 

to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the east region of the central JES make an anticyclonic turn 

around the same surface high and are south southeasterly to southerly at 10 knots while in 

the west region they are south southeasterly to southerly at 10 to 15 knots.  Surface winds 

in the southern JES are southeasterly at 10 knots. Surface winds in the Korean Strait are 

easterly at 5 to 10 knots. 

At 12Z May 28 the surface anticyclone previously located east of the northeast 

region of the central JES has moved southeastward and is now located east of the 

southeast region of the central JES.  A surface anticyclone previously located over the 

northern boundary of the ECS is now located over the northwest region of the central 

ECS.  A surface low remains located west-northwest of the southwest region of the 

northern JES but deepens as another surface low that passed over the BS moves into the 

region.  Surface pressure begins to fall over the majority of the JES as the ridging 

associated with the anticyclone east of the southeast region of the central JES retreats 

eastward and troughing associated with the deepening surface low west-northwest of the 

southwest region of the northern JES extends into the region.  An east-west surface 

pressure gradient lies over the majority of the JES and tightens significantly although 

there is ridging present in the east regions of the northern and central JES and troughing 

present in the west regions of the central and southern JES. 

Surface winds in the northern JES are southerly at 5 to 10 knots in the northeast 

region, southerly to southeasterly at 15 to 20 knots in the southeast region, and southerly 

to southeasterly at 15 to 20 knots in the southwest region.  Surface winds in the east 

region of the central JES are southeasterly at 15 to 20 knots while in the west region they 

make a cyclonic turn around the surface low west-northwest of the southwest region of 

the northern JES and are southwesterly to south southeasterly at 15 knots.  Surface winds 

in the southern JES are southeasterly to south southeasterly at 15 knots in the east region 

and southwesterly to southerly at 10 to 15 knots in the west region.  Surface winds in the 

Korean Strait are southwesterly at 10 knots. 

From 00Z May 29 through the end of the time period an intense 500-mb cyclone 

propagates eastward across the northern JES while its associated 500-mb troughing 
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passes over the central and southern JES.  During the same time period, an intense 700-

mb cyclone propagates eastward across the northern JES while its associated troughing 

passes over the central and southern JES. 

At 00Z May 29 the surface anticyclone previously located east of the northeast 

region of the central JES has moved eastward away from the JES but is still located east 

of the southeast region of the central JES.  The surface low located west-northwest of the 

southwest region of the northern JES has moved northward while continuing to deepen 

and is now located northwest of the southwest region of the northern JES. Surface 

pressure continues to fall over the majority of the JES as the ridging associated with the 

anticyclone east of the southeast region of the central JES continues to retreat eastward 

and troughing associated with the deepening surface low west-northwest of the southwest 

region of the northern JES continues to extend into the region.  The pressure gradient is 

now oriented northeast-to-southwest and decreases in strength. 

Surface winds in the northern JES are southeasterly at 10 knots in the northeast 

region, southerly to south southwesterly at 15 knots in the southeast region, and 

southwesterly at 10 to 15 knots in the southwest region.  Surface winds in the east region 

of the central JES make an anticyclonic turn due to ridging associated with the surface 

high east of the southeast region of the central JES and are south southeasterly to south 

southwesterly at 10 to 15 knots while in the west region they make a cyclonic turn around 

the surface low northwest of the southwest region of the northern JES and are westerly to 

southwesterly at 5 to 10 knots.  Surface winds in the southern JES are southerly at 3 to 5 

knots in the east region and westerly at 3 to 5 knots in the west region.  Surface winds in 

the Korean Strait make an anticyclonic turn and are northwesterly to northerly at 5 to 10 

knots. 

At 12Z May 29 the surface anticyclone previously located east of the northeast 

region of the central JES has moved northward and is now located east of the northeast 

region of the central JES.  The surface low northwest of the southwest region of the 

northern JES has moved further northward but remains northwest of the southwest region 

of the northern JES.  A weak surface low is present over Honshu, Japan to the east of the 

southern JES.  A surface anticyclone is located northwest of the BS and west of the YS 
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and its associated ridging extends into the southwestern JES.  Surface pressure falls in the 

northern JES and in the southeastern JES. 

Surface winds in the northern JES make a cyclonic turn due to troughing 

associated with the surface low northwest of the southwest region of the northern JES and 

are south southwesterly to southeasterly at 10 to 15 knots in the northeast region and 

southwesterly at 5 to 15 knots in the south region.  Surface winds in the northeast region 

of the central JES are light and variable while in the southeast region they make a 

cyclonic turn due to troughing associated with the weak surface low east of the southern 

JES and are easterly to northeasterly at 3 to 5 knots.  Surface winds in the northwest 

region of the central JES are southwesterly at 5 to 15 knots while in the southwest region 

they make an anticyclonic turn due to ridging from the southwest and are westerly to 

northerly at 5 to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the east region of the southern JES make a 

cyclonic turn due to troughing associated with the weak surface low east of the southern 

JES and are northeasterly to northerly at 5 knots while in the west region they make a an 

anticyclonic turn due to ridging from the west and are northwesterly to northerly at 5 to 

10 knots.  Surface winds in the Korean Strait are northerly at 10 to 15 knots. 

At 00Z May 30 the surface low to the northwest of the southwest region of the 

northern JES moves further northward but continues to remain northwest of the 

southwest region of the northern JES.  The surface anticyclone previously northwest of 

the BS is now located west of the YS and its associated ridging continues to extend into 

the southwestern JES.  Surface pressure continues to fall in the northern JES. 

Surface winds in the northern JES make a cyclonic turn around the surface low 

northwest of the southwest region of the northern JES and are westerly to southeasterly at 

5 to 10 knots in the east region and westerly at 10 knots in the southwest region.  Surface 

winds in the central JES are anticyclonic due to ridging from the southwest and are 

westerly to northwesterly at 10 knots in the east region and westerly to north 

northwesterly at 5 to 10 knots in the west region.  Surface winds in the southern JES are 

north northwesterly at 10 knots in the east region and northerly at 10 knots in the west 

region.  Surface winds in the Korean Strait are northerly at 15 knots. 
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At 12Z May 30 the surface low to the northwest of the southwest region of the 

northern JES moves eastward and is now located northwest of the northeast region of the 

northern JES.  The surface anticyclone previously west of the YS has moved eastward 

and is now centered over the west region of the YS.  Its associated ridging now extends 

into the southern and central JES.  Surface pressure continues to fall in the northern JES 

as the surface low approaches the JES.  The surface pressure gradient intensifies over the 

JES. 

Surface winds in the far north region of the JES make a cyclonic turn around the 

surface low northwest of the northeast region of the northern JES and are southwesterly 

to southeasterly at 3 to 10 knots while over the remainder of the JES they are 

southwesterly at 15 knots.  Surface winds in the central JES are westerly at 10 to 15 

knots.  Surface winds in the southern JES are west northwesterly to northwesterly at 10 

knots in the east region and west northwesterly to northwesterly at 10 to 15 knots in the 

west region.  Surface winds in the Korean Strait are northwesterly at 10 to 15 knots. 

At 00Z May 31 the surface low to the northwest of the northeast region of the 

northern JES has moved further eastward and is now located over the northeast region of 

the northern JES.  The surface anticyclone previously centered over the west region of 

the YS has moved southward and is now centered over the west region of the northern 

ECS.  Its associated ridging extends into the southern JES.  Surface pressure continues to 

fall in the northern JES as the surface passes to the north of the northeast region of the 

northern JES.  The surface pressure gradient further intensifies over the JES. 

Surface winds in the northern JES are west southwesterly at 3 to 5 knots in the far 

north and west southwesterly at 20 knots elsewhere.  Surface winds in the central JES are 

westerly at 20 knots.  Surface winds in the east region of the southern JES are westerly to 

northwesterly at 10 to 15 knots while in the west region they make an anticyclonic turn 

due to ridging from the west and are west northwesterly to northwesterly at 10 knots.  

Surface winds in the Korean Strait are northerly at 10 knots. 

At 12Z May 31 the surface low previously north of the northeast region of the 

northern JES has passed the northern JES and is now located east of the northeast region 

of the northern JES.  The surface anticyclone previously centered over the west region of 
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the northern ECS remains stationary.  The surface pressure gradient further remains 

intense over the JES. 

Surface winds in the northeast region of the northern JES make a cyclonic turn 

around the surface low east of the northeast region of the northern JES and are 

northeasterly to westerly at 5 knots while in the south region they are southwesterly at 20 

knots.  Surface winds in the central JES are southwesterly at 20 knots.  Surface winds in 

the southern JES are westerly at 10 to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the Korean Strait are 

west northwesterly at 10 knots. 

2. YES 

Readers should refer to Appendix T for the surface level pressure/SAT/surface 

wind plots over the YES for the May period.  The figures in Appendix T are in time 

sequential order ever 12 hours from 00Z May 13 through 12Z May 31. 

From 00Z May 13 through 00Z May 15 a 500-mb ridge propagates eastward 

across the YES.  During the same time period, a 700-mb ridge propagates eastward 

across the YES). 

At 00Z May 13 a surface anticyclone dominates the YES and is centered over the 

southern boundary of the west region of the northern ECS.  A region of troughing is 

located north of the BS.  Surface winds in the BS make a slight cyclonic turn due to 

troughing from the north and are westerly to southwesterly at 10 to 15 knots.  Surface 

winds in the YS make an anticyclonic turn around the surface high centered over the 

southern boundary of the west region of the northern ECS and are southwesterly to west 

northwesterly at 10 to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the ECS make an anticyclonic turn 

around the same surface high and are southwesterly to northwesterly at 5 to 10 knots in 

the west region of the northern ECS and are northwesterly to northeasterly at 5 to 15 

knots in the remainder of the ECS. 

At 12Z May 13 the surface anticyclone remains centered over the southern 

boundary of the west region of the northern ECS and continues to dominate the YES.  

Surface troughing affects the BS and the north region of the YS due to a region of low 

pressure north of the BS.  Surface winds in the BS make a cyclonic turn due to troughing 

from the north and are westerly to southerly at 10 to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the north 
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region of the YS are southerly at 5 to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the central YS 

experience divergence due to troughing from the north and the surface high over the 

southern boundary of the west region of the northern ECS and are southerly at 5 to 10 

knots to the north while in the south they make a slight anticyclonic turn and are west 

southwesterly to westerly at 5 knots.  Surface winds in the southern YS and in the ECS 

make an anticyclonic turn around the same surface high and are south southwesterly to 

west northwesterly at 5 to 10 knots in the south region of the YS, south southeasterly to 

north northwesterly at 5 to 15 knots in the northern ECS, south southeasterly to northerly 

at 5 to 15 knots in the northwest region of the central ECS, north northwesterly to 

northwesterly at 10 to 15 knots in the east region of the central ECS, northerly to north 

northeasterly at 10 to 15 knots in the southwest region of the central ECS, and northerly 

to northeasterly at 10 to 15 knots in the southern ECS. 

At 00Z May 14 the surface anticyclone moves westward and is located over 

China to the west of the northwest region of the central ECS.  Surface troughing 

associated with a region of low pressure to the northwest of the BS affects the BS, the 

northern YS, and the west region of the central YS.  Troughing associated with lower 

pressure east of the east region of the central ECS affects the east region of the northern 

ECS and the east region of the central ECS. 

Surface winds in the BS are westerly at 10 to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the 

northern YS and the west region of the central YS make a cyclonic turn due to troughing 

from the west and are westerly to southeasterly at 5 to 10 knots.  Surface winds in the 

east region of the central YS are northerly at 3 to 5 knots.  Surface winds in the southern 

YS are variable at 3 knots in the west region and northerly at 5 to 10 knots in the west 

region.  Surface winds in the west region of the northern ECS are southerly at 5 knots in 

the west and northerly at 5 to 10 knots in the east.  Surface winds in the east region of the 

northern ECS and in the east region of the central ECS make a slight cyclonic turn due to 

troughing from the east and are north northeasterly to north northwesterly at 10 to 15 

knots.  Surface winds in the west region of the central ECS and in the west region of the 

southern ECS make a slight anticyclonic turn due to the surface high west of the 

northwest region of the central ECS and are northerly to northeasterly at 10 to 20 knots.  

Surface winds in the east region of the southern ECS are northerly at 15 knots. 
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At 12Z May 14 the surface anticyclone moves northeastward and reestablishes 

itself over the west region of the southern YS.  Troughing associated with lower pressure 

to the southeast of the east region of the central ECS affects the east region of the 

northern ECS and the east region of the central ECS.  Surface winds in the BS are 

easterly at 5 knots in the north and westerly at 5 knots in the south.  Surface winds in the 

northern YS experience divergence and are southeasterly at 5 knots in the west, southerly 

at 5 knots in the middle, and southwesterly at 5 knots in the east.  Surface winds in the 

central and southern YS make an anticyclonic turn around the surface high over the west 

region of the southern YS and are west southwesterly to southerly at 5 to 15 knots.  

Surface winds in the west region of the northern ECS make an anticyclonic turn around 

the same surface high and are northerly to east southeasterly at 5 to 15 knots.  Surface 

winds in the east region of the northern ECS and in the east region of the central ECS 

make a slight cyclonic turn due to troughing from the southeast and are northeasterly to 

northwesterly at 10 to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the west region of the central ECS and 

the west region of the southern ECS make a slight anticyclonic turn and are northerly to 

northeasterly at 10 to 20 knots.  Surface winds in the east region of the southern ECS are 

north northeasterly to north northwesterly at 10 to 15 knots. 

At 00Z May 15 the surface anticyclone remains over the west region of the 

southern YS.  Troughing associated with a region of lower pressure to the southeast of 

the east region of the central ECS affects the eastern ECS.  Troughing associated with a 

region of low pressure to the north of the BS affects the BS.  Surface winds in the BS 

make a cyclonic turn and are westerly to southerly at 5 to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the 

YS and the west region of the northern ECS make an anticyclonic turn around the surface 

high over the west region of the southern YS and are south southeasterly to southeasterly 

at 5 knots in the northern YS, westerly to southerly at 3 to 5 knots in the west region of 

the central YS, northeasterly to southeasterly at 3 to 5 knots in the east region of the 

central YS, northeasterly to south southwesterly at 5 knots in the west region of the 

southern YS, northeasterly at 5 to 10 knots in the east region of the southern YS, and 

northeasterly to southeasterly at 5 to 10 knots in the west region of the northern ECS.  

Surface winds in the eastern ECS make a cyclonic turn due to troughing from the 

southeast and are northeasterly to north northeasterly at 10 to 15 knots in the east region 
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of the northern ECS, northeasterly to north northwesterly at 5 to 10 knots in the east 

region of the central ECS, and northerly to northwesterly at 5 to 15 knots in the east 

region of the southern ECS.  Surface winds in the west region of the central ECS are 

northeasterly to northerly at 10 to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the west region of the 

southern ECS make a slight anticyclonic turn and are northerly to northeasterly at 10 to 

20 knots. 

From 12Z May 15 through 00Z May 16 a small 500-mb shortwave trough is 

present over the YES.  During the same time period a 700-mb trough is located over the 

YES.  

At 12Z May 15 the surface anticyclone is now centered over the southern 

boundary of the west region of the central YS.  Troughing associated with a region of low 

pressure to the south of the east region of the southern ECS affects the eastern ECS.  This 

inverted trough is developing between the surface high over the southern boundary of the 

west region of the central YS and the surface anticyclone centered over the southern 

boundary of the east region of the central JES and is associated with a surface low 

centered over the east region of the northern SCS. 

Surface winds in the  BS, in the YS, and in the west region of the northern ECS 

make an anticyclonic turn around the surface high centered over the southern boundary of 

the west region of the central YS and are southeasterly south southeasterly at 5 to 15 

knots.  Surface winds in the eastern ECS make a cyclonic turn due to troughing 

associated with the surface low centered over the east region of the northern SCS and are 

easterly to north northeasterly at 10 knots in the east region of the northern ECS, 

southeasterly to northerly at 5 to 10 knots in the east region of the central ECS, and 

southwesterly to north northwesterly at 5 to 10 knots in the east region of the southern 

ECS.  Surface winds in the west region of the central ECS and in the west region of the 

southern ECS make a slight anticyclonic turn and are northerly to north northeasterly at 

10 to 15 knots in the west region of the central ECS and northerly to northeasterly at 10 

to 15 knots in the west region of the southern ECS. 

At 00Z May 16 the surface anticyclone is now located over the western part of the 

west region of the southern YS.  A surface low has developed in the region of troughing 
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over the eastern ECS and is centered over the east region of the northern ECS.  Surface 

winds in the BS, in the YS, and in the west region of the northern ECS make an 

anticyclonic turn around the surface high centered over the western part of the west 

region of the southern YS and are south southwesterly to northeasterly at 3 to 15 knots.  

Surface winds in the eastern ECS make a cyclonic turn around the surface low over the 

east region of the northern ECS and are south southeasterly to southwesterly at 5 to 10 

knots.  Surface winds in the west region of the central ECS are northerly to north 

northwesterly at 10 to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the west region of the southern ECS 

make a slight anticyclonic turn and are northerly to northeasterly at 10 to 20 knots. 

At 12Z May 16 a small 500-mb shortwave ridge is present over the YES and 

weakens through 12Z May 17.  During the same time period a small 700-mb shortwave 

ridge is present over the YES and weakens through 12Z May 17. 

At 12Z May 16 the surface anticyclone has moved southward and is now located 

over the northwest part of the west region of the central ECS.  The surface low has 

moved northward and is now centered over the Korean peninsula.  Troughing associated 

with a region of low pressure to the north of the BS affects the BS.  Troughing associated 

with a region of low pressure to the south of the southern ECS associated with the surface 

low centered over the east region of the northern SCS affects the southern ECS. 

Surface winds in the BS make a cyclonic turn due to troughing from the north and 

are westerly to south southeasterly at 5 to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the YS make an 

anticyclonic turn around the surface high over the northwest part of the west region of the 

central ECS and are southerly to northwesterly at 5 to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the 

western ECS make an anticyclonic turn due to the same surface high and are south 

southeasterly to northeasterly at 5 to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the east region of the 

northern ECS and in the east region of the central ECS make a cyclonic turn due to the 

surface low pressure centered over the Korean peninsula and are northwesterly to west 

northwesterly at 5 to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the east region of the southern ECS are 

variable at 3 to 5 knots. 

At 00Z May 17 the surface anticyclone has moved eastward and is now located 

over the southern boundary of the east region of the northern ECS.  The surface low over 
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the Korean peninsula has moved further northward and no longer affects the YES.  

Troughing associated with a surface low northwest of the southwest region of the 

northern JES affects the BS and the northern YS.  Troughing associated with a surface 

low centered over the north part of the east region of the northern SCS and to the south of 

the southern ECS continues to affect the southern ECS. 

Surface winds in the BS and the northern YS make a cyclonic turn due to 

troughing associated with the surface low northwest of the southwest region of the 

northern JES and are west northwesterly to south southwesterly at 15 knots.  Surface 

winds in the YS and the northern and central ECS make an anticyclonic turn around the 

surface high over the southern boundary of the east region of the northern ECS and are 

southwesterly to south southwesterly at 3 to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the southern ECS 

make a cyclonic turn due to troughing from the southwest and are southeasterly to 

easterly at 5 to 15 knots. 

At 12Z May 17 the surface anticyclone has moved further eastward and is now 

east of the east region of the northern ECS, but its associated ridging continues to affect 

the majority of the YES.  Troughing associated with a surface cyclone centered over the 

northeast part of the east region of the northern SCS affects the west region of the 

southern ECS.  Surface winds in the BS are variable at 3 to 5 knots in the west part and 

southwesterly to west southwesterly at 10 to 15 knots in the east part.  Surface winds in 

the YS make an anticyclonic turn due to ridging from the surface high to the east of the 

east region of the northern ECS and are southerly to southwesterly at 10 to 15 knots.  

Surface winds in the northern ECS and the north region of the central ECS make an 

anticyclonic turn due to ridging from the same surface high and are easterly to northerly 

at 5 to 10 knots.  Surface winds in the south region of the central ECS are easterly at 5 to 

10 knots.  Surface winds in the east region of the southern ECS are variable at 3 to 5 

knots while in the west region they make a cyclonic turn due to troughing from the 

southwest and are southerly to northeasterly at 10 to 20 knots. 

From 00Z May 18 through 12Z May 19 a 500-mb trough moves eastward over the 

YES and the trailing 500-mb ridge builds over the BS.  During the same time period, a 
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700-mb trough moves eastward over the YES while a trailing 700-mb ridge builds west 

of the YES.  The 700-mb height gradient decreases over the time period. 

At 00Z May 18 the surface low that was centered over the northeast part of the 

east region of the northern SCS has moved northeastward and is now centered over the 

southern boundary of the west region of the central ECS and affects the majority of the 

ECS.  The surface precipitation plot for 00Z May 18, which is not included in any 

appendices, shows the surface low bringing some precipitation into the region.  The 

surface anticyclone previously east of the east region of the northern ECS has moved 

northwestward and is now centered over the tip of the Korean peninsula to the east of the 

southern border of the central YS and its associated ridging continues to affect the 

majority of the YES. 

Surface winds in the BS are southwesterly at 5 to 10 knots.  Surface winds in the 

northern YS are southwesterly to south southwesterly at 5 to 10 knots in the west region 

and southerly at 10 knots in the east region.  Surface winds in the central YS make an 

anticyclonic turn around the surface high east of the southern border of the central YS 

and are southeasterly to southwesterly at 3 to 5 knots in the east region and easterly to 

south southwesterly at 5 to 10 knots in the west region.  Surface winds in the southern YS 

are easterly at 10 knots in the east region and southeasterly to northeasterly at 3 to 10 

knots in the west region.  Surface winds in the east region of the northern ECS make a 

slight anticyclonic turn and are east northeasterly to east southeasterly at 10 knots while 

in the west region they make a sharp cyclonic turn and are southerly to north 

northeasterly at 5 to 10 knots.  Surface winds in the northwest region of the central ECS 

make an anticyclonic turn and are north northeasterly to southeasterly at 5 to 20 knots.  

Surface winds in the east region of the central ECS, in the southwest region of the central 

ECS, and in the southern ECS make a cyclonic turn around the surface low pressure over 

the southern boundary of the west region of the central ECS and are southerly to west 

southwesterly at 10 to 35 knots. 

At 12Z May 18 the surface low has moved northeastward while filling and is now 

centered over the southern boundary of the central ECS and continues to affect the 
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majority of the ECS.  The surface anticyclone previously east of the southern border of 

the central YS has moved westward and is now centered over the YS. 

Surface winds in the BS and in the YS make an anticyclonic turn around the 

surface high centered over the YS and are southeasterly to southwesterly at 10 knots in 

the BS and south southeasterly to southeasterly at 5 to 10 knots in the YS.  Surface winds 

in the ECS make a cyclonic turn around the central low pressure over the southern 

boundary of the central ECS and are northeasterly to east northeasterly at 5 to 30 knots. 

By 00Z May 19 the surface low has filled considerably but its presence is still 

observed over the southern boundary of the central ECS.  The surface anticyclone 

remains centered over the YS and builds.  Surface winds in the BS and in the YS make an 

anticyclonic turn around the central high pressure centered in the middle of the YS and 

are southerly to south southeasterly at 5 to 10 knots.  Surface winds in the east region of 

the northern ECS make a slight anticyclonic turn and are northeasterly to east 

northeasterly at 5 to 10 knots while in the west region they make sharp cyclonic turn and 

are easterly to north northwesterly at 5 to 10 knots.  Surface winds in the central ECS 

make a cyclonic turn around the surface low over the southern boundary of the central 

ECS and are northeasterly at 10 knots in the northeast region, northeasterly to east 

northeasterly at 5 to 10 knots in the southeast region, and northeasterly to north 

northwesterly at 10 to 20 knots in the west region.  Surface winds in the east region of the 

southern ECS make a cyclonic turn around the same surface low pressure and are south 

southwesterly to northwesterly at 10 to 15 knots while in the west region they experience 

some divergence and are northerly at 10 to 20 knots in the east and northeasterly at 15 

knots in the west. 

At 12Z May 19 the surface low is now observed over the southern boundary of 

the east region of the southern ECS but it has filled considerably.  The surface 

anticyclone is now centered over the southern boundary of the central YS.  Surface winds 

in the BS and in the northern YS make an anticyclonic turn around the surface high 

centered over the southern boundary of the central YS and are south southeasterly to 

southwesterly in the BS and southerly to westerly at 3 to 10 knots in the northern YS.  

Surface winds in the central and southern YS make an anticyclonic turn around the same 
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surface high and are southeasterly to northerly at 3 to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the west 

region of the northern ECS make an anticyclonic turn around the same surface high and 

are north northeasterly to easterly at 5 to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the east region of the 

northern ECS and in the east region of the central ECS make a slight anticyclonic turn 

and are northwesterly to east northeasterly at 5 to 10 knots.  Surface winds in the west 

region of the central ECS are north northwesterly to north northeasterly at 10 to 15 knots.  

Surface winds in the east region of the southern ECS make a cyclonic turn around the 

surface low over the southern boundary of the east region of the southern ECS and are 

southeasterly to north northwesterly at 5 to 10 knots.  Surface winds in the west region of 

the southern ECS experience some divergence and are northerly at 10 to 20 knots in the 

east and northeasterly at 15 knots in the west. 

From 00Z May 20 through 12Z May 21 a 500-mb ridge propagates across the 

YES.  During the same time period, a 700-mb ridge propagates across the YS while a 

700-mb cyclone is present over the majority of the ECS and moves eastward while 

deepening. 

At 00Z May 20 a closed cyclonic circulation is no longer present in the southern 

ECS, however troughing associated with a new developing low pressure system to the 

south of the ECS remains over the east region of the southern ECS.  The surface 

anticyclone remains centered over the southern boundary of the central YS.  Surface 

winds in the BS, in the YS, and in the northern ECS make an anticyclonic turn around the 

surface high centered over the southern boundary of the central YS and are south 

southwesterly to southerly at 5 to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the central ECS are 

northeasterly at 10 to 15 knots in the east region and north northeasterly to northerly at 10 

to 15 knots in the west region.  Surface winds in the east region of the southern ECS 

make a cyclonic turn due to the troughing from the south and are east northeasterly to 

north northeasterly at 10 to 15 knots while in the west region they experience some 

divergence and are north northeasterly at 15 knots in the east and northeasterly at 15 to 20 

knots in the west. 

At 12Z May 20 the troughing associated with the surface low south of the ECS 

remains over the east region of the southern ECS.  The surface anticyclone is now 
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centered over the central YS.  Surface winds in the BS, in the YS, and in the northern 

ECS make an anticyclonic turn around the surface high centered over the central YS and 

are southeasterly to southwesterly at 10 to 15 knots in the BS and southerly to easterly at 

5 to 15 knots in the YS and northern ECS.  Surface winds in the central ECS are 

northeasterly to east northeasterly at 10 to 15 knots in the east region and northeasterly to 

north northeasterly at 10 to 15 knots in the west region.  Surface winds in the east region 

of the southern ECS make a cyclonic turn around due to troughing from the south and are 

east northeasterly to northeasterly at 15 knots while in the west region they experience 

some divergence and are north northeasterly to northerly at 15 to 20 knots in the east and 

north northeasterly to northeasterly at 15 to 20 knots in the west. 

At 00Z May 21 the troughing associated with the surface low pressure system to 

the south of the ECS extends further northward and is now over the central and southern 

ECS.  The surface anticyclone is now centered over the southern boundary of the 

northern YS.  Surface winds in the BS make a cyclonic turn due to troughing from the 

west and are southwesterly to southeasterly at 10 to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the 

northern YS are southerly to southeasterly at 3 to 5 knots.  Surface winds in the central 

YS are northeasterly at 10 knots in the east and variable at 3 to 5 knots in the west.  

Surface winds in the southern YS are northeasterly at 5 to10 knots.  Surface winds in the 

northern ECS are east northeasterly at 10 knots in the east and northeasterly at 10 to 15 

knots in the west.  Surface winds in the central ECS are east northeasterly at 15 to 20 

knots in the east and northeasterly at 10 to 20 knots in the west.  Surface winds in the east 

region of the southern ECS make a cyclonic turn due to troughing from the south and are 

easterly to east northeasterly at 15 to 20 knots while in the west region they experience 

some divergence and are northeasterly to northerly at 20 knots in the east and 

northeasterly at 15 to 20 knots in the west. 

At 12Z May 21 the troughing associated with the surface low to the south of the 

ECS remains over the central and southern ECS.  The surface anticyclone is now 

centered over the southern boundary of the west region of the central YS.  Surface winds 

in the BS make an anticyclonic turn and are southeasterly to southwesterly at 10 to 15 

knots.  Surface winds in the YS and in the northern ECS make an anticyclonic turn 

around the surface high over the southern boundary of the west region of the central YS 
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and are south southeasterly to easterly at 3 to 10 knots.  Surface winds in the central and 

southern ECS make a cyclonic turn due to troughing from the south and are easterly to 

northerly at 10 to 25 knots. 

From 00Z May 22 through 00Z May 24 the 500-mb ridge now east of the YS 

weakens, a deepening 500-mb trough approaches the YS from the northwest and a 500-

mb cyclone develops and then weakens east of the ECS.  During the same time period, 

ridging associated with a closed 700-mb anticyclone northeast of the ECS moves 

eastward away from the YES, a 700-mb trough moves over the YES from the east, and 

the 700-mb cyclone east of the ECS deepens. 

At 00Z May 22 the troughing associated with the surface low south of the ECS 

remains over the central and southern ECS.  The surface anticyclone remains centered 

over the southern boundary of the west region of the central YS.  Troughing associated 

with lower pressure to the northwest of the BS affects the BS and the northern YS.  

Surface winds in the BS and in the northern YS make a cyclonic turn due to troughing 

from the northwest and are west southwesterly to northerly at 5 to 15 knots.  Surface 

winds in the YS and in the west region of the northern ECS make an anticyclonic turn 

around the surface high centered over the southern boundary of the west region of the 

central YS and are southerly to northeasterly at 3 to 10 knots.  Surface winds in the east 

region of the northern ECS, in the central ECS, and in the southern ECS make a cyclonic 

turn due to troughing from the south and are easterly to north northeasterly at 5 to 25 

knots. 

At 12Z May 22 the troughing associated with the surface low south of the ECS 

remains over the central and southern ECS.  The surface anticyclone remains centered 

over the southern boundary of the west region of the central YS.  Surface winds in the BS 

make an anticyclonic turn due to ridging from the northwest and are northeasterly to 

southeasterly at 5 to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the YS and in the northern ECS make an 

anticyclonic turn around the surface high over the southern boundary of the west region 

of the central YS and are south southwesterly to southeasterly at 5 to 10 knots.  Surface 

winds in the central and southern ECS make a cyclonic turn due to troughing from the 

south and are northeasterly to north northeasterly at 10 to 25 knots. 
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At 00Z May 23 the troughing associated with the surface low now located east of 

the southern ECS remains over the central and southern ECS and begins to affect the east 

region of the northern ECS.  A surface anticyclonic circulation is no longer present over 

the southern boundary of the west region of the central YS.  A small surface cyclonic 

circulation develops over the southwestern part of the BS, but in general there is higher 

pressure northwest of the YES and lower pressure southeast of the YES.  Surface winds 

in the BS make a cyclonic turn around a region of relatively lower pressure over the 

southwestern part of the BS and are southeasterly to southerly at 5 to 10 knots.  Surface 

winds in the northern YS make a sharp anticyclonic turn and are northwesterly to east 

southeasterly at 3 to 10 knots.  Surface winds in the central and southern YS make an 

anticyclonic turn and are north northeasterly to southeasterly at 3 to 10 knots.  Surface 

winds in the west region of the northern ECS make a slight anticyclonic turn and are 

northeasterly to east northeasterly at 3 to 10 knots.  Surface winds in the east region of 

the northern ECS, in the central ECS, and in the southern ECS make a cyclonic turn due 

to troughing associated with the surface low east of the southern ECS and are east 

northeasterly to northeasterly at 5 to 25 knots. 

At 12Z May 23 the troughing associated with the deepening surface low, still 

located east of the southern ECS, remains over the central and southern ECS and 

continues to affect the east region of the northern ECS.  Surface winds in the BS make a 

cyclonic turn and are northwesterly to southwesterly at 5 to 10 knots.  Surface winds in 

the northern YS make a sharp anticyclonic turn and are south southwesterly to 

northwesterly at 3 to 10 knots.  Surface winds in the east region of the central YS and in 

the east region of the southern YS are northerly to north northeasterly at 10 to 15 knots.  

Surface winds in the west region of the central YS, in the west region of the southern YS, 

and in the west region of the northern ECS make an anticyclonic turn due to ridging from 

the west and are west northwesterly to east northeasterly at 5 to 10 knots.  Surface winds 

in the east region of the northern ECS, in the central ECS, and in the southern ECS are 

north northeasterly to northeasterly at 5 to 25 knots due to the passing surface cyclone to 

the east of the southern ECS and the higher pressure to the northwest of the YES. 

At 00Z May 24 the troughing associated with the deepening surface low, still 

located east of the southern ECS, now covers the majority of the ECS.  Ridging 
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associated with a strong anticyclone west of the YS affects the central and southern YS.  

Troughing associated with a surface low located northwest of the southwest region of the 

northern JES affects the northern YS and the BS.  Surface winds in the BS and in the 

northern YS make a cyclonic turn due to troughing associated with surface low northwest 

of the southwest region of the northern JES and are northerly to north northeasterly at 15 

to 25 knots in the BS and northerly to westerly at 10 to 15 knots in the northern YS.  

Surface winds in central and southern YS make a slight anticyclonic turn due to ridging 

associated with the surface anticyclone west of the YS and are westerly to north 

northwesterly at 10 knots.  Surface winds in the eastern ECS make a cyclonic turn due to 

troughing associated with the surface low east of the southern ECS and are northeasterly 

to north northwesterly at 5 to 20 knots.  Surface winds in the western ECS are north 

northwesterly to northeasterly at 10 to 20 knots. 

From 12Z May 24 through 00Z May 26 the 500-mb trough that previously 

approached the YS from the northwest passes over the YES.  During the same time 

period, the 700-mb cyclone that was east of the ECS is no longer present.  A 700-mb 

trough propagates eastward across the YES. 

At 12Z May 24 the deepening surface low is now located east of the central ECS.  

The strong surface anticyclone is now west of the YES.  Troughing associated with a 

region of lower pressure to the north of the BS affects the BS.  An east-west pressure 

gradient is present over the majority of the YES. 

Surface winds in the BS are variable at 5 to 10 knots.  Surface winds in the YS are 

northwesterly at 15 to 20 knots.  Surface winds in the west region of the northern ECS 

and in the west region of the central ECS are north northwesterly at 15 to 20 knots.  

Surface winds in the east region of the northern ECS and in the east region of the central 

ECS are north northwesterly at 10 to 20 knots.  Surface winds in the east region of the 

southern ECS are north northwesterly to northwesterly at 15 to 20 knots while in the west 

region they experience some divergence and are northerly to north northwesterly at 15 

knots in the east and northerly to northeasterly at 10 to 15 knots in the west. 

At 00Z May 25 a strong surface anticyclone remains west of the YES.  Low 

pressure associated with a deepening surface low northwest of the southwest region of 
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the northern JES remains north of the BS.  The surface low previously located east of the 

central ECS has moved northeastward and is now located east of the southern border of 

the northern JES.  Lower pressure associated with troughing from this surface low is 

located east of the northern ECS.  An east-west pressure gradient remains present over 

the majority of the YES although a north-south pressure gradient is present over the BS 

and the majority of the northern YS. 

Surface winds in the BS and in the northern YS make a slight cyclonic turn and 

are west southwesterly to southwesterly at 5 to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the west 

region of the central YS and in the west region of the southern YS make a sharp 

anticyclonic turn due to ridging associated with the surface high west of the YES and are 

west southwesterly to northerly at 5 to 10 knots.  Surface winds in the east region of the 

central YS and in the east region of the southern YS are northerly at 10 knots.  Surface 

winds in the east region of the northern ECS make a slight cyclonic turn due to troughing 

associated with lower pressure east of the northern JES and are north northeasterly to 

north northwesterly at 15 knots while in the west region they are northerly at 10 knots.  

Surface winds in the east region of the central ECS make a slight cyclonic turn due to 

troughing associated with the same region of lower pressure and are north northwesterly 

to northwesterly at 10 to 20 knots while in the west region they are north northwesterly at 

10 to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the east region of the southern ECS make a slight 

cyclonic turn due to troughing associated with the same region of low pressure and are 

north northwesterly to northwesterly at 10 to 15 knots while in the west region they 

experience some divergence and are northerly to north northwesterly at 10 to 15 knots in 

the east and northerly to northeasterly at 10 to 15 knots in the west. 

At 12Z May 25 lower pressure associated with troughing from a surface low now 

located east of the northeast region of the northern JES remains east of the northern ECS.  

The strong surface anticyclone is now located to the west of the ECS and its associated 

ridging affects the majority of the YES.  A region of lower pressure associated with a 

deepening surface low northwest of the southwest region of the northern JES is located in 

the vicinity of the BS. 
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Surface winds in the BS are south southwesterly to southwesterly at 15 knots.  

Surface winds in the YS and in the northern ECS make an anticyclonic turn due to 

ridging associated with the surface high west of the ECS and are southerly to northerly at 

5 to 20 knots.  Surface winds in the central ECS are northwesterly at 5 to 10 knots.  

Surface winds in the east region of the southern ECS are northwesterly at 5 to 10 knots 

while in the west region they experience some divergence and are north northwesterly at 

5 to 10 knots in the east and northerly to northeasterly at 5 to 10 knots in the west. 

At 00Z May 26 lower pressure associated with troughing from a surface low still 

located east of the northeast region of the northern JES remains east of the northern ECS.  

The strong surface anticyclone west of the ECS has moved eastward but remains west of 

the ECS and its associated ridging continues to affect the majority of the YES.  A closed 

surface cyclonic circulation develops in the region of lower pressure associated with the 

deepening surface low northwest of the southwest region of the northern JES and is 

located west of the BS. 

Surface winds in the BS are southwesterly at 10 to 15 knots in the south and 

northeasterly at 10 knots in the north.  Surface winds in the YS and in the northern ECS 

make an anticyclonic turn due to ridging associated with the surface high west of the ECS 

and are south southwesterly to northerly at 5 to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the central 

ECS make an anticyclonic turn due to ridging from the same surface high and are 

westerly to northwesterly at 5 to 10 knots.  Surface winds in the east region of the 

southern ECS make a slight cyclonic turn due to troughing from the northeast and are 

north northwesterly to northwesterly at 5 to 10 knots while in the west region they make 

an anticyclonic turn due to ridging from the northwest and are north northwesterly to 

northeasterly at 10 to 15 knots. 

From 12Z May 26 through 12Z May 27 500-mb flow becomes zonal.  During the 

same time period a 700-mb ridge propagates across the YES. 

At 12Z May 26 the surface anticyclone is centered over the northwest region of 

the central ECS and its associated ridging continues to affect the majority of the YES.  A 

small closed surface anticyclonic circulation is present northwest of the BS while a small 

closed cyclonic circulation is present to the southwest of the BS.  Surface winds in the BS 
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are north northeasterly at 10 to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the YS and in the ECS make 

an anticyclonic turn around the surface high over the northwest region of the central ECS 

and are southerly to northeasterly at 5 to 25 knots. 

At 00Z May 27 the surface anticyclone is centered over the northern boundary of 

the west region of the central ECS and its associated ridging affects the majority of the 

ECS.  A region of high surface pressure is present north of the BS and its associated 

ridging affects the majority of the BS.  A surface low is present west of the BS and its 

associated troughing affects the majority of the YS.  Surface winds in the BS make a 

slight anticyclonic turn due to ridging from the north and are northeasterly to easterly at 

10 to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the northern YS are variable at 3 to 10 knots.  Surface 

winds in the central and southern YS make a cyclonic turn due to troughing from the west 

and are west southwesterly to southerly at 5 to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the ECS make 

an anticyclonic turn around the surface high over the northern boundary of the west 

region of the central ECS and are south southwesterly to northeasterly at 3 to 20 knots. 

At 12Z May 27 the surface anticyclone remains centered over the northern 

boundary of the west region of the central ECS and its associated ridging continues to 

affect the majority of the ECS.  A region of higher pressure is located to the north of the 

BS while the surface low west of the BS moves eastward and its associated troughing 

affects the majority of the YS and BS.  Surface winds in the YS and BS make a cyclonic 

turn due to troughing from the west and are southwesterly to east southeasterly at 5 to 20 

knots.  Surface winds in the ECS make an anticyclonic turn around the surface high over 

the northern boundary of the west region of the central ECS and are southerly to 

southeasterly at 3 to 20 knots. 

From 00Z May 28 through 12Z May 30 a 500-mb trough with a strong 

geopotential height gradient that is associated with an intense 500-mb cyclone north of 

the YES moves across the YES.  During the same time period a 700-mb trough with a 

strong geopotential height gradient that is associated with an intense 700-mb cyclone 

north of the YES moves across the YES while a strong 700-mb ridge builds west of the 

YES. 
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At 00Z May 28 the surface anticyclone is centered over the northern boundary of 

the ECS.  The surface low is now located over the western part of the BS and moves 

northeastward while deepening.  Troughing associated with a surface low over the east 

region of the northern SCS extends northeastward and penetrates the eastern ECS.  

Surface winds in the BS are south southwesterly at 20 to 25 knots.  Surface winds in the 

western YS are southwesterly to south southwesterly at 10 to 20 knots.  Surface winds in 

the eastern YS are south southwesterly to southerly at 5 to 20 knots.  Surface winds in the 

eastern ECS make a cyclonic turn due to troughing from the south and are easterly to 

north northeasterly at 5 to 10 knots.  Surface winds in the western ECS make an 

anticyclonic turn around the surface high over the northern boundary of the ECS and are 

north northeasterly to south southwesterly at 5 to 10 knots in the west region of the 

northern ECS, north northeasterly to south southeasterly at 5 knots in the west region of 

the central ECS, and northeasterly to east northeasterly at 10 to 20 knots in the west 

region of the southern ECS. 

At 12Z May 28 the surface anticyclone is centered over the northwest region of 

the central ECS.  The surface low that passed over the BS is now located west-northwest 

of the southwest region of the northern JES and has deepened. The troughing associated 

with this surface low affects the BS and the northern and central YS.  The more southerly 

surface low is now located south of Taiwan and it continues to deepen while moving 

northeastward.  The troughing associated with the more southerly surface low affects the 

east region of the southern ECS and the east region of the central ECS. 

The surface winds in the BS, in the northern YS, and in the central YS make a 

cyclonic turn due to troughing from the north and are north northwesterly to 

southwesterly at 15 to 30 knots.  The surface winds in the southern YS and in the west 

region of the northern ECS make an anticyclonic turn around the surface high over the 

northwest region of the central ECS and are southerly to southwesterly at 3 to 15 knots.  

Surface winds in the west part of the east region of the northern ECS make an 

anticyclonic around the same surface high and are south southwesterly to northwesterly at 

3 to 5 knots while in the east part of the of the east region of the northern ECS they make 

an anticyclonic turn due to ridging from the east and are southeasterly to southwesterly at 

5 to 10 knots.  Surface winds in the west region of the central ECS and in the west region 
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of the southern ECS make an anticyclonic turn around the same surface high and are 

easterly to northeasterly at 3 to 20 knots.  Surface winds in the west part of the east 

region of the central ECS make an anticyclonic turn around the same surface high and are 

north northwesterly to north northeasterly at 5 knots while in the east part of the east 

region of the central ECS they make a cyclonic turn due to troughing from the southwest 

and are southeasterly to east southeasterly at 5 to 15 kno ts.  Surface winds in the east 

region of the southern ECS make a cyclonic turn due to troughing from the southwest and 

are east southeasterly to northeasterly at 5 to 10 knots. 

At 00Z May 29 the surface anticyclone is centered over the Shandong peninsula.  

A more intense surface anticyclone is located to the northwest of the BS.  The ridging 

associated with these anticyclones affects the BS and the YS.  The surface low to the 

south is now located east of Taiwan, continues to move northeastward, and brings The 

surface precipitation plot for 00Z May 29, which is not included in any appendices, 

shows the surface low bringing some precipitation into the region.  The pressure gradient 

over the majority of the YES intensifies due to the surface high to the west and the 

transiting surface low in the southern ECS. 

The surface winds in the BS, in the YS, and in the northern ECS make an 

anticyclonic turn around the surface high over the Shandong peninsula and are 

southwesterly to northeasterly at 5 to 25 knots.  The surface winds in the central ECS are 

northeasterly to north northeasterly at 10 to 15 knots.  The surface winds in the east 

region of the southern ECS are variable at 5 to 10 knots while in the west region they 

make a cyclonic turn around the surface low east of Taiwan and are northeasterly to 

northerly at 15 to 20 knots. 

At 12Z May 29 the surface high previously northwest of the BS remains 

northwest of the BS and is also west of the YS.  The southerly surface low is now 

centered in over the southern ECS, continues to move northeastward, and begins to fill.  

The pressure gradient over the majority of the YES remains strong.  The surface winds in 

the BS are variable at 5 to 10 knots.  The surface winds in the YS, in the northern ECS, 

and in the central ECS make an anticyclonic turn due to ridging associated with the 

surface high west of the YS and are northwesterly to southeasterly at 5 to 25 knots.  The 
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surface winds in the southern ECS make a cyclonic turn around the surface low over the 

southern ECS and are southwesterly to north northwesterly at 5 to 20 knots. 

At 00Z May 30 a strong surface anticyclone is centered west of the southern YS.  

The surface low to the south is no longer present but an extensive region of low pressure 

and cyclonic turning is present east of the ECS.  The pressure gradient over the majority 

of the YES remains strong due to high pressure to the west and low pressure to the east.  

The surface winds in the BS, in the YS, in the northern ECS, in the central ECS, and in 

the west region of the southern ECS make an anticyclonic turn around the surface high 

west of the southern YS and are west southwesterly to northeasterly at 3 to 25 knots.  

Surface winds in the east region of the southern ECS make a cyclonic turn due to 

troughing from the northeast and are northerly to northwesterly at 5 to 20 knots. 

At 12Z May 30 the surface anticyclone has moved eastward and is now centered 

over the west region of the southern YS.  The surface winds in the YES make an 

anticyclonic turn around the surface high over the west region of the southern YS and are 

south southeasterly to southeasterly at 5 to 20 knots. 

From 00Z May 31 through the end of the time period a 500-mb ridge propagates 

eastward across the YES.  During the same time period the 700-mb ridge that had 

previously built up west of the YES moves over the YES. 

At 00Z May 31 the surface anticyclone has moved southward and is now centered 

over the west region of the northern ECS.  The surface winds in the YES make an 

anticyclonic turn around the surface high over the west region of the northern ECS and 

are south southwesterly to easterly at 3 to 20 knots. 

At 12Z May 31 the surface anticyclone remains centered over the west region of 

the northern ECS.  The surface winds in the YES make an anticyclonic turn around the 

central high pressure over the west region of the northern ECS and are east southeasterly 

to east northeasterly at 3 to 20 knots. 

3. SCS 

Readers should refer to Appendix U for the surface level pressure/SAT/surface 

wind plots over the SCS for the May period.  The figures in Appendix U are in time 

sequential order ever 12 hours from 00Z May 13 through 12Z May 31. 
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At 00Z May 13 a surface low develops over the west region of the northern SCS.  

Surface winds in the northern SCS make a cyclonic turn around the developing surface 

low centered over the west region of the northern SCS and are southeasterly to 

northeasterly at 5 to 20 knots in the east region and northeasterly to east southeasterly at 5 

to 15 knots in the west region.  Surface winds in the central SCS are predominantly east 

southeasterly to east northeasterly at 10 to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the Gulf of 

Thailand make an anticyclonic turn and are east northeasterly to southeasterly at 3 to 5 

knots.  Surface winds in the southern are variable at 3 to 5 knots. 

At 12Z May 13 a surface low continues to develop over the west region of the 

northern SCS.  Surface winds in the northern SCS make a cyclonic turn around the 

developing surface low centered over the west region of the northern SCS and are 

northeasterly to east northeasterly at 3 to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the central SCS are 

predominantly east northeasterly at 10 to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the Gulf of Thailand 

are northeasterly at 3 to 5 knots.  Surface winds in the southern SCS are easterly at 5 to 

10 knots in the east part and remain variable at 3 to 5 knots elsewhere. 

At 00Z May 14 a developing surface low remains over the west region of the 

northern SCS.  Surface winds in the northern SCS continue to make a cyclonic turn 

around the developing surface low centered over the west region of the northern SCS and 

are northeasterly to east northeasterly at 3 to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the central SCS 

are predominantly east southeasterly to northeasterly at 10 to 15 knots.  Surface winds in 

the Gulf of Thailand are easterly at 5 knots.  Surface winds in the southern SCS are 

northeasterly at 5 knots in the north part and variable at 3 to 5 knots elsewhere.  

At 12Z May 14 the surface low deepens and remains stationary over the west 

region of the northern SCS.  Surface winds in the northern SCS continue to make a 

cyclonic turn around the surface low centered over the west region of the northern SCS 

and are northeasterly to east northeasterly at 3 to 20 knots.  Surface winds in the east 

region of the central SCS make a cyclonic turn and are easterly to northeasterly at 5 to 15 

knots.  Surface winds in the west region of the central SCS and in the Gulf of Thailand 

make an anticyclonic turn and are northeasterly to southerly at 3 to 10 knots.  Surface 
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winds in the southern SCS are northeasterly at 5 knots in the north part and variable at 3 

to 5 knots elsewhere. 

At 00Z May 15 the surface low moves eastward and is centered over the northern 

SCS.  Surface winds in the northern SCS continue to make a cyclonic turn around the 

surface low centered over the northern SCS and are northeasterly to east northeasterly at 

3 to 20 knots.  Surface winds in the east region of the central SCS are easterly at 5 to 10 

knots.  Surface winds in the west region of the central SCS and in the Gulf of Thailand 

make an anticyclonic turn and are easterly to southerly at 3 to 10 knots.  Surface winds in 

the southern SCS are southwesterly to southerly at 3 to 5 knots. 

At 12Z May 15 the surface low deepens, moves eastward, and is centered over the 

east region of the northern SCS.  Surface winds in the northern SCS continue to make a 

cyclonic turn around the surface low centered over the east region of the northern SCS 

and are northeasterly to east northeasterly at 3 to 20 knots.  Surface winds in the east 

region of the central SCS make a cyclonic turn and are southeasterly to easterly at 5 to 10 

knots.  Surface winds in the west region of the central SCS and in the Gulf of Thailand 

are calm to variable at 3 to 5 knots.  Surface winds in the southern SCS make an 

anticyclonic turn and are southerly to southwesterly at 3 to 5 knots. 

At 00Z May 16 the surface low remains centered over the east region of the 

northern SCS.  Surface winds in the northern SCS and in the central SCS make a cyclonic 

turn around the surface low over the east region of the northern SCS and are northeasterly 

to east northeasterly at 5 to 20 knots.  Surface winds in the Gulf of Thailand are southerly 

at 5 knots.  Surface winds in the southern SCS make an anticyclonic turn and are 

southeasterly to west southwesterly at 3 to 5 knots. 

At 12Z May 16 the surface low remains centered over the east region of the 

northern SCS and deepens.  Surface winds in the northern SCS make a cyclonic turn 

around the surface low over the east region of the northern SCS and are northeasterly to 

east northeasterly at 5 to 30 knots.  Surface winds in the east region of the central SCS 

are southeasterly at 5 knots in the east part and south southwesterly to southerly at 5 

knots in the west part.  Surface winds in the west region of the central SCS are southerly 

to south southeasterly at 5 knots.  Surface winds in the Gulf of Thailand are westerly to 
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southerly at 5 knots.  Surface winds in the southern SCS are south southeasterly to south 

southwesterly at 5 knots. 

At 00Z May 17 the surface low moves northward and is now centered over the 

north part of the east region of the northern SCS.  Surface winds in the northern SCS 

make a cyclonic turn around the surface low and are northeasterly to east northeasterly at 

10 to 30 knots.  Surface winds in the east region of the central SCS are southeasterly at 5 

to 15 knots while in the west region of the central SCS they are southerly to south 

southeasterly at 3 to 5 knots.  Surface winds in the Gulf of Thailand are southwesterly to 

south southwesterly at 3 to 5 knots.  Surface winds in the southern SCS are south 

southeasterly to south southwesterly at 5 knots. 

At 12Z May 17 the surface low moves northeastward and is now centered over 

the northeast part of the east region of the northern SCS.  Surface winds in the northern 

SCS make a cyclonic turn around the surface low and are northeasterly to east 

northeasterly at 10 to 30 knots.  Surface winds in the east part of the east region of the 

central SCS are southeasterly to south southeasterly at 10 knots.  Surface winds in the 

west part of the east region of the central SCS, in the west region of the central SCS, and 

in the Gulf of Thailand make an anticyclonic turn and are easterly to southeasterly at 3 to 

5 knots.  Surface winds in the southern SCS are easterly at 5 knots in the east part and 

southerly at 5 knots in the west part. 

At 00Z May 18 the surface low has moved northeastward and is now centered 

over the southern boundary of the west region of the central ECS.  Surface winds in the 

northern SCS make a cyclonic turn due to the surface low and are northerly to 

southwesterly at 10 to 20 knots.  Surface winds in the east region of the central SCS, in 

the east part of the west region of the central SCS, and in the east part of the southern 

SCS make an anticyclonic turn and are southeasterly to southwesterly at 5 to 10 knots.  

Surface winds in the west part of the west region of the central SCS and in the Gulf of 

Thailand make a cyclonic turn and are south southwesterly to southeasterly at 5 knots. 

At 12Z May 18 the surface low has moved northeastward and is now centered 

over the southern boundary of the central ECS.  Surface winds in the east region of the 

northern SCS make a cyclonic turn due to the surface low and are north northeasterly to 
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southwesterly at 10 to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the west region of the northern SCS are 

northerly at 5 to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the east region of the central SCS make a 

slight cyclonic turn and are southeasterly to northeasterly at 5 to 10 knots.  Surface winds 

in the west region of the central SCS and in the Gulf of Thailand make a slight 

anticyclonic turn and are east southeasterly to southeasterly at 3 to 5 knots.  Surface 

winds in the southern SCS make a slight anticyclonic turn and are southerly to east 

southeasterly at 5 knots. 

At 00Z May 19 surface winds in the northern SCS make a cyclonic turn and are 

northeasterly to southwesterly at 5 to 15 knots in the east region and northeasterly to 

northerly at 3 to 5 knots in the west region.  Surface winds in the east region of the 

central SCS are southeasterly at 5 to 10 knots.  Surface winds in the west region of the 

central SCS and in the Gulf of Thailand make a slight anticyclonic turn and are 

southeasterly to south southeasterly at 5 knots.  Surface winds in the southern SCS are 

southeasterly at 5 to 10 knots. 

At 12Z May 19 a surface low begins to develop over the east part of the east 

region of the northern SCS.  Surface winds in the east region of the northern SCS make a 

cyclonic turn around the developing surface low and are northeasterly to east 

northeasterly at 5 to 10 knots.  Surface winds in the west region of the northern SCS are 

northeasterly to northerly at 5 to 10 knots.  Surface winds in the east region of the central 

SCS make a slight cyclonic turn and are east southeasterly to easterly at 5 knots.  Surface 

winds in the west region of the central SCS and in the Gulf of Thailand make a slight 

anticyclonic turn and are easterly to southerly at 3 to 5 knots.  Surface winds in the 

southern SCS make a slight cyclonic turn and are southerly to east southeasterly at 5 to 

10 knots. 

At 00Z May 20 a surface low continues to develop over the east part of the east 

region of the northern SCS.  Surface winds in the east region of the northern SCS make a 

cyclonic turn around the developing surface low and are northeasterly to east 

northeasterly at 5 to 20 knots.  Surface winds in the west region of the northern SCS 

make an anticyclonic turn due to ridging associated with a surface high over the southern 

boundary of the central YS and are northeasterly to southeasterly at 3 to 5 knots.  Surface 
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winds in the central SCS are southeasterly at 5 knots in the east region and calm to 

variable at 3 to 5 knots in the west region. Surface winds in the Gulf of Thailand make a 

slight anticyclonic turn and are southeasterly to southerly at 5 knots.  Surface winds in the 

southern SCS make a slight cyclonic turn and are southerly to south southeasterly at 5 

knots. 

At 12Z May 20 a surface low continues to develop over the east part of the east 

region of the northern SCS.  Surface winds in the east region of the northern SCS make a 

cyclonic turn around the developing surface low and are northeasterly to east 

northeasterly at 5 to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the west region of the northern SCS are 

variable at 5 to 10 knots.  Surface winds in the central SCS and in the Gulf of Thailand 

make a slight anticyclonic turn and are easterly to southerly at 3 to 5 knots.  Surface 

winds in the west part of the southern SCS make a slight cyclonic turn and are southerly 

to southeasterly at 5 knots at 5 knots while in the east part they are calm. 

At 00Z May 21 the surface low has moved northeastward and has joined a surface 

low that was south of the ECS.  Surface winds in the east region of the northern SCS 

make a cyclonic turn due to the surface low south of the ECS and are northeasterly to 

southwesterly at 5 to 20 knots.  Surface winds in the west region of the northern SCS are 

variable at 5 to 10 knots.  Surface winds in the central SCS and in the southern SCS make 

a slight anticyclonic turn and are south southeasterly to southwesterly at 5 to 10 knots.  

Surface winds in the Gulf of Thailand are southerly at 5 knots. 

At 12Z May 21 troughing associated with the surface low south of the ECS 

continues to affect the east region of the northern SCS.  Surface winds in the east region 

of the northern SCS make a cyclonic turn due to the surface low south of the ECS and are 

north northeasterly to southwesterly at 5 to 20 knots.  Surface winds in the west region of 

the northern SCS are variable at 3 to 5 knots.  Surface winds in the central SCS and in the 

east part of the southern SCS make a slight anticyclonic turn and are southerly to 

westerly at 5 knots.  Surface winds in the west part of the southern SCS make a slight 

cyclonic turn and are southerly to southeasterly at 5 knots.  Surface winds in the Gulf of 

Thailand are south southeasterly at 5 knots. 
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At 00Z May 22 troughing associated with the surface low south of the ECS 

continues to affect the east region of the northern SCS.  Surface winds in the east region 

of the northern SCS make a cyclonic turn due to the surface low south of the ECS and are 

northeasterly to southwesterly at 5 to 20 knots.  Surface winds in the west region of the 

northern SCS are variable at 3 to 10 knots.  Surface winds in the central SCS, in the 

southern SCS, and in the Gulf of Thailand make an anticyclonic turn due to higher 

pressure to the southeast of the east region of the central JES and are southeasterly to 

west southwesterly at 5 to 10 knots. 

At 12Z May 22 troughing associated with the surface low south of the ECS 

continues to affect the east region of the northern SCS.  Surface winds in the east region 

of the northern SCS make a slight cyclonic turn due to the surface low south of the ECS 

and are north northeasterly to northerly at 10 to 25 knots.  Surface winds in the west 

region of the northern SCS are variable at 5 to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the central 

SCS, in the southern SCS, and in the Gulf of Thailand make an anticyclonic turn due to 

higher pressure to the southeast of the east region of the central JES and are south 

southeasterly to southwesterly at 5 to 10 knots. 

At 00Z May 23 troughing associated with the surface low that is now located east 

of the southern ECS continues to affect the east region of the northern SCS.  An 

anticyclonic circulation is centered over Borneo.  Surface winds in the east region of the 

northern SCS make a slight cyclonic turn and are north northeasterly to northerly at 5 to 

20 knots.  Surface winds in the west region of the northern SCS are variable at 3 to 15 

knots.  Surface winds in the central SCS, in the southern SCS, and in the Gulf of Thailand 

make an anticyclonic turn and are southeasterly to westerly at 5 to 15 knots. 

At 12Z May 23 troughing associated with the deepening surface low east of the 

southern ECS affects the northern SCS.  The anticyclonic circulation previously centered 

over Borneo has moved northwestward and is centered over the east part of the southern 

SCS.  Surface winds in the northern SCS make a cyclonic turn and are northeasterly to 

north northwesterly at 5 to 20 knots.  Surface winds in the central SCS, in the southern 

SCS, and in the Gulf of Thailand make an anticyclonic turn and are south southeasterly to 

westerly at 5 to 15 knots. 
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At 00Z May 24 troughing associated with the deepening surface low east of the 

southern ECS affects the northern SCS and the north part of the central SCS.  The 

anticyclonic circulation previously centered over the east part of the southern SCS is no 

longer present, but ridging associated with higher pressure southeast of the east region of 

the central SCS affects the southern SCS, the Gulf of Thailand, and the central SCS.  

Surface winds in the northern SCS and in the north part of the central SCS make a 

cyclonic turn and are northeasterly to southwesterly at 5 to 20 knots.  Surface winds in 

the remainder of the central SCS, in the southern SCS, and in the Gulf of Thailand make 

an anticyclonic turn and are southeasterly to west southwesterly at 5 to 15 knots. 

At 12Z May 24 troughing associated with the deepening surface low that is now 

located east of the central ECS continues to affect the northern SCS and the north part of 

the central SCS.  Surface winds in the northern SCS and in the north part of the central 

SCS make a cyclonic turn and are northeasterly to southwesterly at 5 to 20 knots.  

Surface winds in the remainder of the central SCS, in the southern SCS, and in the Gulf 

of Thailand make an anticyclonic turn and are southwesterly to west southwesterly at 5 to 

15 knots. 

At 00Z May 25 a surface low develops in the region of troughing that was located 

over the northern SCS.  The surface low is centered over the south part of the east region 

of the northern SCS.  Surface winds in the northern SCS and in the east region of the 

central SCS make a cyclonic turn around the surface low and are northeasterly to east 

northeasterly at 5 to 20 knots.  Surface winds in the west region of the central SCS, in the 

southern SCS, and in the Gulf of Thailand make an anticyclonic turn and are 

southwesterly to westerly at 5 to 15 knots. 

At 12Z May 25 the surface low is centered over the southern boundary of the east 

region of the northern SCS.  Surface winds in the northern SCS and in the east region of 

the central SCS make a cyclonic turn around the surface low and are northeasterly to east 

northeasterly at 5 to 20 knots.  Surface winds in the west region of the central SCS, in the 

southern SCS, and in the Gulf of Thailand make an anticyclonic turn and are southerly to 

westerly at 5 to 15 knots. 
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At 00Z May 26 the surface low has moved northward and is centered over the 

south part of the east region of the northern SCS.  Surface winds in the northern SCS and 

in the north part of the east region of the central SCS make a cyclonic turn around the 

surface low and are northeasterly to east northeasterly at 5 to 20 knots.  Surface winds in 

the remainder of the central SCS, in the southern SCS, and in the Gulf of Thailand make 

an anticyclonic turn and are southerly to westerly at 5 to 10 knots. 

At 12Z May 26 the surface low remains centered over the south part of the east 

region of the northern SCS.  Surface winds in the northern SCS and in the north part of 

the east region of the central SCS make a cyclonic turn around the surface low and are 

northeasterly to east northeasterly at 5 to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the remainder of the 

central SCS, in the southern SCS, and in the Gulf of Thailand make an ant icyclonic turn 

and are southerly to southwesterly at 5 to 10 knots. 

At 00Z May 27 the surface low remains centered over the south part of the east 

region of the northern SCS.  Surface winds in the northern SCS and in the north part of 

the east region of the central SCS make a cyclonic turn around the surface low and are 

northeasterly to east northeasterly at 5 to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the remainder of the 

central SCS, in the southern SCS, and in the Gulf of Thailand make an anticyclonic turn 

and are south southeasterly to southwesterly at 5 to 10 knots. 

At 12Z May 27 the surface low is centered over the east region of the northern 

SCS.  Surface winds in the northern SCS and in the north part of the east region of the 

central SCS make a cyclonic turn around the surface low and are northeasterly to east 

northeasterly at 5 to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the remainder of the central SCS, in the 

southern SCS, and in the Gulf of Thailand make an anticyclonic turn and are 

southeasterly to southwesterly at 5 to 10 knots. 

At 00Z May 28 the surface low remains centered over the east region of the 

northern SCS.  Surface winds in the northern SCS make a cyclonic turn around the 

surface low and are northeasterly to east northeasterly at 5 to 20 knots.  Surface winds in 

the central SCS, in the southern SCS, and in the Gulf of Thailand make an anticyclonic 

turn and are southeasterly to west southwesterly at 5 to 15 knots. 
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At 12Z May 28 the surface low is located south of Taiwan.  Surface winds in the 

northern SCS make a cyclonic turn and are north northeasterly to southwesterly at 5 to 20 

knots.  Surface winds in the central SCS, in the southern SCS, and in the Gulf of Thailand 

make an anticyclonic turn and are south southeasterly to southwesterly at 5 to 15 knots. 

At 00Z May 29 the surface low is located east of Taiwan.  Surface winds in the 

east region of the northern SCS make a cyclonic turn and are north northeasterly to 

southwesterly at 5 to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the west region of the northern SCS are 

variable at 3 to 5 knots.  Surface winds in the central SCS, in the southern SCS, and in the 

Gulf of Thailand make an anticyclonic turn and are south southeasterly to west 

southwesterly at 5 to 15 knots. 

At 12Z May 29 a new surface low develops over the southern border of the 

northern SCS.  Surface winds in the east region of the northern SCS are northeasterly to 

north northeasterly at 5 to 10 knots.  Surface winds in the west region of the northern 

SCS make a slight cyclonic turn and are northeasterly to north northeasterly at 5 to 10 

knots.  Surface winds in the east region of the central SCS are southwesterly to southerly 

at 5 to 10 knots.  Surface winds in the west region of the central SCS are westerly to 

southwesterly at 10 to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the southern SCS make an anticyclonic 

turn and are southerly to southwesterly at 5 to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the Gulf of 

Thailand are west southwesterly to southwesterly at 10 to 15 knots. 

At 00Z May 30 the surface low remains over the southern border of the northern 

SCS.  Surface winds in the northern SCS are variable at 3 to 10 knots.  Surface winds in 

the east part of the east region of the central SCS make an anticyclonic turn and are 

southeasterly to southwesterly at 15 knots.  Surface winds in the remainder of the central 

SCS, in the southern SCS, and in the Gulf of Thailand make an anticyclonic turn and are 

south southeasterly to west southwesterly at 5 to 20 knots. 

At 12Z May 30 the surface low remains over the southern border of the northern 

SCS.  A surface anticyclonic circulation develops over the east part of the southern SCS.  

Surface winds in the northern SCS and in the north part of the central SCS make a 

cyclonic turn around the surface low and are northeasterly to east northeasterly at 5 to 20 

knots.  Surface winds in the remainder of the central SCS, in the southern SCS, and in the 
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Gulf of Thailand make an anticyclonic turn and are south southeasterly to southeasterly at 

3 to 20 knots. 

At 00Z May 31 the surface low remains over the southern border of the northern 

SCS.  Surface winds in the northern SCS and in the north part of the central SCS make a 

cyclonic turn around the surface low and are northeasterly to east northeasterly at 5 to 25 

knots.  Surface winds in the remainder of the central SCS, in the southern SCS, and in the 

Gulf of Thailand make an anticyclonic turn and are easterly to southwesterly at 3 to 20 

knots. 

At 12Z May 31 the surface low moves northeastward and is centered over the east 

region of the northern SCS.  Surface winds in the northern SCS and in the north part of 

the central SCS make a cyclonic turn around the surface low and are northeasterly to east 

northeasterly at 5 to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the remainder of the central SCS, in the 

southern SCS, and in the Gulf of Thailand make an anticyclonic turn and are east 

northeasterly to southwesterly at 3 to 10 knots. 

B. JULY TIME PERIOD: JULY 18 THROUGH JULY 31, 1998 

Readers should refer to Appendix V for the 500-mb relative vorticity/geopotential 

height plots over the EAMS for the July period.  The figures in Appendix V are in time 

sequential order ever 12 hours from 00Z July 18 through 12Z July 31.  

Readers should refer to Appendix W for the 700-mb vertical velocity/geopotential 

height plots over the EAMS for the July period.  The figures in Appendix W are in time 

sequential order ever 12 hours from 00Z July 18 through 12Z July 31. 

During this period the summer monsoon is established.  The presence of the 

Manchurian Low and the Bonin High are clearly depicted at the 500-mb level of the 

model output. 

1. JES 

Readers should refer to Appendix X for the surface level pressure/SAT/surface 

wind plots over the JES for the July period.  The figures in Appendix X are in time 

sequential order ever 12 hours from 00Z July 18 through 12Z July 31. 

On July 18 a strong 500-mb ridge is present in the JES and mid- level flow is 

predominantly meridional.   A 500-mb cyclone and its associated troughing are northwest 
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of the JES and remain stationary.  An anticyclone and its associated ridging are clearly 

present in the JES at the 700-mb level.  A 700-mb cyclone and its associated troughing 

lie to the northwest of the JES and remain stationary. 

At 00Z July 18 a surface low is located to the northwest of the JES while a more 

southerly surface low is located over the southern boundary of the east region of the 

northern ECS.  A surface high is located to the east of the northern JES. 

Surface winds are very light throughout the JES.  Surface winds in the northeast 

region of the northern JES are southwesterly at 5 knots while in the southeast region they 

make an anticyclonic turn due to ridging from the east and are easterly to southwesterly 

at 3 to 5 knots.  Surface winds in the southwest region of the northern JES are 

southeasterly at 3 knots.  Surface winds in the east region of the central JES are 

predominantly calm to variable at 3 knots, although northerly winds at 5 knots are present 

in the east part.  Surface winds in the west region of the central JES are calm in the east 

part and easterly at 3 to 5 knots in the west part.  Surface winds in the southern JES are 

variable at 3 knots in the east region and easterly at 5 knots in the west region.  Surface 

winds in the Korean Strait are easterly at 10 knots. 

At 12Z July 18 surface winds in the JES intensify as the surface pressure gradient 

tightens due to the surface high to the east of the JES, the surface low northwest of the 

JES, and the surface low that is now centered over the east region of the northern ECS. 

Surface winds in the northern JES and in the north region and southeast region of 

the central JES make an anticyclonic turn around the surface high east of the JES and are 

southerly at 10 knots in the northeast region of the northern JES, northeasterly to 

southwesterly at 3 to 10 knots in the southeast region of the northern JES, southerly to 

southwesterly at 5 knots in the southwest region of the northern JES, northeasterly to 

southeasterly at 3 to 5 knots in the east region of the central JES, and southeasterly  to 

easterly at 5 to 10 knots in the northwest region of the central JES.  Surface winds in the 

southwest region of the central JES and in the southern JES make a cyclonic turn around 

the surface low over the east region of the northern ECS and are east southeasterly to 

easterly at 5 to 10 knots in the southwest region of the central JES, southeasterly at 5 to 

10 knots in the east region of the southern JES, and southeasterly to easterly at 10 knots 
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in the west region of the southern JES.  Surface winds in the Korean Strait are east 

southeasterly at 10 knots. 

On July 19 the 500-mb anticyclone and its associated ridging remain over the 

majority of the JES although troughing from the 500-mb cyclone northwest of the JES 

extends southeastward over the southern JES.  The 700-mb anticyclone and its associated 

ridging remain over the northern JES while troughing from the 700-mb cyclone 

northwest of the JES extends southeastward over the southern JES. 

At 00Z July 19 the more southerly surface low continues to deepen and move 

northward so that it is centered over the Korean peninsula while the surface low pressure 

system northwest of the JES moves eastward but remains northwest of the JES.  A 

surface high is east of the northern JES.  Surface pressure over the JES falls while the 

pressure gradient over the southern and central JES intensifies. 

Surface winds in the northeast region of the northern JES slacken and become 

variable at 3 to 5 knots while in the southeast region they make a slight anticyclonic turn 

due to the surface high to the east and are southeasterly to southerly at 3 to 5 knots.  

Surface winds in the southwest region of the northern JES, the central and southern JES, 

and in the Korean Strait make a cyclonic turn around the surface low over the Korean 

peninsula and are southeasterly to easterly at 5 knots in the southwest region of the 

northern JES, southerly to southeasterly at 3 to 10 knots in the east region of the central 

JES, southeasterly to easterly at 10 to 15 knots in the west region of the central JES, 

south southeasterly to southeasterly at 5 to 15 knots in the east region of the southern 

JES, southeasterly at 10 to 15 knots in the west region of the southern JES, and westerly 

to south southeasterly at 5 to 10 knots in the Korean Strait. 

At 12Z July 19 the more southerly surface low moves eastward and is located 

over the southern JES while the surface low northwest of the JES remains stationary.  

Surface pressure over the JES remains low. 

Surface winds in the east region of the northern JES make a slight anticyclonic 

turn and are northeasterly to easterly at 5 to 10 knots in the northeast region and easterly 

to southeasterly at 3 to 5 knots in the southeast region.  Surface winds in the southwest 

region of the northern JES are southeasterly at 5 to 10 knots.  Surface winds in the central 
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JES are southeasterly to east southeasterly at 5 to 10 knots in the east region and east 

southeasterly to easterly at 10 to 15 knots in the west region.  Surface winds in the 

southern JES make a cyclonic turn the surface low over the southern JES and are 

southeasterly to east southeasterly at 5 to 10 knots in the east region and easterly to 

westerly at 3 to 5 knots in the west region.  Surface winds in the Korean Strait are west 

northwesterly to westerly at 5 to 10 knots. 

On July 20 the 500-mb anticyclone remains stationary and its associated ridging 

remains over most of the northern JES while the 500-mb cyclone moves slightly 

southward and its associated troughing continues to extend over the southern JES.  The 

700-mb anticyclone moves northwestward but its associated ridging remains over most of 

the northern JES while the 700-mb cyclone remains stationary and its associated 

troughing continues to extend over the southern JES. 

At 00Z July 20 the surface low northwest of the JES moves westward but remains 

northwest of the JES.  The surface low previously over the southern JES moves 

southeastward and is now south of the east region of the southern JES.  Surface pressure 

over the JES increases. 

Surface winds in the northeast region of the northern JES make an anticyclonic 

turn and are northerly to east southeasterly at 3 to 5 knots.  Surface winds in the south 

region of the northern JES and in the central JES make a slight cyclonic turn and are east 

southeasterly to easterly at 5 to 10 knots in the southeast region of the northern JES, 

easterly at 5 knots in the southwest region of the northern JES, east southeasterly to 

easterly at 10 knots in the east region of the central JES, and easterly at 5 to 10 knots in 

the west region of the central JES.  Surface winds in the east region of the southern JES 

are easterly to southeasterly at 5 knots.  Surface winds in the Korean Strait and in the 

west region of the southern JES make a cyclonic turn due to troughing associated with 

the surface low northwest of the JES and are northwesterly to northerly at 3 to 5 knots. 

At 12Z July 20 the surface low northwest of the JES remains stationary.  The 

more southerly surface low moved eastward and is now southeast of the southern JES.  

Surface pressure over the JES rises with higher pressure to the northeast of the JES. 
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Surface winds in the northern JES are east southeasterly at 5 to 10 knots in the 

northeast region, east southeasterly at 10 to 15 knots in the southeast region, and easterly 

to east southeasterly in the southwest region.  Surface winds in the north region of the 

central JES are east southeasterly to easterly at 10 knots.  Surface winds in the south 

region of the central JES and in the southern JES make a slight anticyclonic turn and are 

easterly at 5 to 10 knots in the southeast region of the central JES, easterly to 

southeasterly at 5 to 10 knots in the southwest region of the central JES, east 

northeasterly to east southeasterly at 5 to 10 knots in the east region of the southern JES 

and southeasterly at 5 knots in the west region of the southern JES.  Surface winds in the 

Korean Strait are variable at 5 knots. 

On July 21 the 500-mb anticyclone remains stationary and its associated ridging is 

over most of the northeast region of the northern JES while the 500-mb cyclone continues 

to move slightly southward and its associated troughing now extends over the majority of 

the JES.  The 700-mb anticyclone continues to move northwestward and its associated 

ridging is over most of the northeast region of the northern JES while the 700-mb cyclone 

moves southward and its associated troughing extend over the most of the JES. 

At 00Z July 21 the surface low northwest of the JES remains stationary.  A 

surface high is north of the northeast region of the northern JES.  Surface pressure over 

the JES continues to rise as the surface high to the north builds. 

Surface winds in the far north region of the northern JES are calm while in the 

remainder of the northeast region they make an anticyclonic turn and are northeasterly to 

easterly at 3 to 10 knots.  Surface winds in the south region of the northern JES are 

easterly at 10 to 15 knots in the southeast region and easterly at 5 to 10 knots in the 

southwest region.  Surface winds in the central JES are easterly to east southeasterly at 5 

to 10 knots in the north region, easterly at 5 knots in the southeast region, and east 

southeasterly to easterly at 5 to 10 knots in the southwest region.  Surface winds in the 

southern JES make an anticyclonic turn and are northeasterly to east southeasterly at 5 

knots in the east region and southeasterly at 5 to 10 knots in the west region.  Surface 

winds in the Korean Strait are southeasterly at 5 to 10 knots. 
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At 12Z July 21 surface pressure over the east region of the northern JES continues 

to increase as the surface high now northeast of the northern JES continues to build.  The 

surface low northwest of the JES moves westward but is still northwest of the JES. 

Surface winds in the northeast region of the northern JES make an anticyclonic 

turn and are easterly to southerly at 5 to 10 knots.  Surface winds in the south region of 

the northern JES are easterly at 15 knots in the southeast region and easterly at 10 to 15 

knots in the southwest region.  Surface winds in the central and southern JES are easterly 

at 5 to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the Korean Strait are easterly at 10 knots. 

On July 22 the 500-mb anticyclone remains stationary and its associated ridging is 

over most of the northeast region of the northern JES while the 500-mb cyclone begins to 

dissipate.  Troughing associated with a 500-mb cyclone northwest of the YS continues to 

extend over the majority of the JES.  The 700-mb anticyclone moves northward and its 

associated ridging is over most of the east region of the northern JES while the 700-mb 

cyclone begins to dissipate.  Troughing associated with a 700-mb cyclone northwest of 

the YS continues to extend over the most of the JES. 

At 00Z July 22 surface pressure over the JES increases as the surface high now 

located north of the northeast region of the northern JES continues to build.  Surface 

winds in the northern JES are easterly at 3 to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the central JES 

are easterly to east northeasterly at 10 knots.  Surface winds in the southern JES are 

northeasterly at 5 to 10 knots in the east region and easterly to northeasterly at 10 knots in 

the west region.  Surface winds in the Korean Strait are easterly at 10 knots. 

At 12Z July 22 surface pressure over the northern and central JES remains high 

due to the surface high now located northeast of the northern JES.  A surface low is 

located over the northeast region of the central ECS.  Troughing associated with this 

surface low extends northeastward and impacts the southeast region of the central JES 

and the east region of the southern JES. 

Surface winds in the northeast region of the northern JES make an anticyclonic 

turn and are easterly to southerly at 5 to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the south region of 

the northern JES are east northeasterly at 15 knots in the southeast region and east 

northeasterly to easterly at 10 knots in the southwest region.  Surface winds in the north 
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region of the central JES are east northeasterly at 10 knots in the northeast region and east 

northeasterly at 5 to 10 knots in the northwest region.  Surface winds in the southeast 

region of the central JES and in the east region of the southern JES make a cyclonic turn 

and are easterly to northeasterly at 10 knots.  Surface winds in the southwest region of the 

central JES, in the west region of the southern JES, and in the Korean Strait make a slight 

anticyclonic turn and are northeasterly to easterly at 10 knots in the southwest region of 

the central JES, northeasterly to east northeasterly at 10 knots in the west region of the 

southern JES, and east northeasterly to easterly at 10 knots in the Korean Strait. 

On July 23 the 500-mb anticyclone moves eastward and is located northeast of the 

northern JES.  A 500-mb cyclone develops over the southeast region of the northern JES 

in the region of troughing over the JES associated with the 500-mb cyclone northwest of 

the YS.  The 700-mb anticyclone remains stationary and is located north of the JES.  A 

700-mb cyclone develops over the south region of the northern JES in the region of 

troughing over the JES associated with a 700-mb cyclone northwest of the YS. 

At 00Z July 23 surface pressure over the northern JES remains high due to the 

surface high now located north of the northern JES.  Troughing associated with the 

surface low now centered over the southern boundary of the east region of the northern 

ECS affects the east region of the central JES. 

Surface winds in the northern JES are easterly to east northeasterly at 5 to 10 

knots in the northeast region, east northeasterly at 15 knots in the southeast region, and 

east northeasterly at 5 to 10 knots in the southwest region.  Surface winds in the east 

region of the central JES make a cyclonic turn and are east southeasterly to northerly at 5 

to 10 knots while in the west region they make an anticyclonic turn due to ridging from 

the north and are northeasterly to easterly at 5 to 10 knots.  Surface winds in the east 

region of the southern JES are northerly to north northeasterly at 5 to 10 knots while in 

the west region they make an anticyclonic turn due to ridging from the north and are 

northeasterly to east northeasterly at 10 to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the Korean Strait 

are easterly at 10 knots. 

At 12Z July 23 surface pressure over the northern JES remains high due to the 

surface high north of the northern JES.  Troughing associated with the surface low now 
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centered over the northeast region of the central ECS affects east region of the central 

JES and the southeast region of the northern JES.  Surface winds in the northeast region 

of the northern JES are east southeasterly to east northeasterly at 5 to 15 knots.  Surface 

winds in the southeast region of the northern JES make a slight cyclonic turn due to 

troughing from the south and are east northeasterly to northeasterly at 10 to 15 knots 

while in the southwest region they make a slight anticyclonic turn due to ridging from the 

north and are northeasterly to easterly at 3 to 10 knots.  Surface winds in the east region 

of the central JES make a sharp cyclonic turn due to troughing from the south and are 

southerly to north northeasterly at 3 to 5 knots while in the west region they make a slight 

anticyclonic turn due to ridging from the north and are north northeasterly to easterly at 3 

to 10 knots.  Surface winds in the southern JES are northeasterly at 10 to 15 knots in the 

east region and easterly to northeasterly at 15 knots in the west region.  Surface winds in 

the Korean Strait are easterly at 15 to 20 knots. 

On July 24 a 500-mb cyclone remains northwest of the YS.  The more recently 

developed 500-mb cyclone moves northeastward but remains over the majority of the 

northern JES.  500-mb ridging associated with a 500-mb anticyclone east of the southern 

JES lies over most of the southern JES.  A 700-mb cyclone remains northwest of the YS.  

The more recently developed 700-mb cyclone moves northeastward but remains over 

most of the northeast region of the northern JES.  A new 700-mb cyclone develops over 

the YS in the region of troughing over the YS associated with a 700-mb cyclone 

northwest of the YS.  700-mb ridging associated with a 700-mb anticyclone east of the 

JES covers most of the central and southern JES. 

At 00Z July 24 surface pressure over the northern JES remains high and surface 

pressure increases over the majority of the central JES due to the surface high now 

located north of the northern JES.  Slight surface troughing associated with a surface low 

centered over the north region of the central ECS affects the east region of the southern 

and central JES and the southeast region of the northern JES. 

Surface winds in the northeast region of the northern JES are east northeasterly to 

northeasterly at 5 to 10 knots.  Surface winds in the east region of the northern, central, 

and southern JES make a cyclonic turn due to troughing from the south and are east 
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northeasterly to northeasterly at 5 to 10 knots in the southeast region of the northern JES, 

south southeasterly to northeasterly at 5 to 10 knots in the east region of the central JES, 

and easterly to northeasterly at 5 to 15 knots in the east region of the southern JES.  

Surface winds are northeasterly at 5 knots in the southwest region of the northern JES.  

Surface winds in the west region of the central JES make a slight anticyclonic turn and 

are northeasterly to easterly at 5 to 10 knots.  Surface winds in the west region of the 

southern JES are northeasterly at 15 knots.  Surface winds in the Korean Strait are 

easterly at 15 knots. 

At 12Z July 24 surface pressure over the northern and central JES remains high 

due to the surface high now located northwest of the northeast region of the northern JES.  

Slight surface troughing associated with the surface low now centered over the west part 

of the east region of the northern ECS affects the east region of the central and northern 

JES. 

Surface winds in the northern JES are easterly at 10 knots in the far north region 

and northeasterly at 5 to 10 knots in the remainder of the northeast region.  Surface winds 

in the southeast region of the northern JES make a slight cyclonic turn due to troughing 

from the south and are east southeasterly to east northeasterly at 5 knots while in the 

southwest region they make a slight anticyclonic turn due to ridging from the north and 

are east northeasterly to east southeasterly at 5 knots.  Surface winds in the east region of 

the central JES make a cyclonic turn due troughing from the south and are southeasterly 

to east northeasterly at 5 to 10 knots while in the west region they make a slight 

anticyclonic turn due to ridging from the north and are east northeasterly to easterly at 5 

to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the southern JES are easterly at 10 knots in the east region 

and east northeasterly at 15 knots in the west region.  Surface winds in the Korean Strait 

are easterly at 15 knots. 

On July 25 a 500-mb cyclone remains northwest of the YS and its associated 

troughing now extends over the west region of the southern JES.  The 500-mb cyclone 

previously located over the majority of the northern JES moves northeastward and away 

from the JES.  500-mb ridging associated with a 500-mb anticyclone east of the southern 

JES now extends over most of the JES.  A 700-mb cyclone remains northwest of the YS.  
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The 700-mb cyclone previously located over most of the northeast region of the northern 

JES moves northeastward and is now located east of the northeast region of the northern 

JES but its associated troughing remains over most of the northeast region of the northern 

JES.  The troughing associated with the 700-mb cyclone over the YS now extends over 

most of the southern JES.  The 700-mb ridging associated with a 700-mb anticyclone east 

of the JES continues to extend over most of the central JES. 

At 00Z July 25 surface pressure over the northern and central JES remains high 

due to the surface high still located northwest of the northeast region of the northern JES.  

Slight surface troughing associated with the surface low now centered over the central 

part of the northern ECS affects the southeast region of the northern JES and the east 

region of the central JES. 

Surface winds in the northeast region of the northern JES are north northeasterly 

to northerly at 3 to 5 knots while in the southeast region they make a slight cyclonic turn 

and are easterly to northeasterly at 3 to 5 knots.  Surface winds in the southwest region of 

the northern JES are northeasterly at 5 to 10 knots.  Surface winds in the east region of 

the central JES make a cyclonic turn and are southeasterly to northeasterly at 5 to 10 

knots in the northeast region and southeasterly to easterly at 5 to 10 knots in the southeast 

region.  Surface winds in the west region of the central JES are northeasterly to east 

northeasterly at 10 to 15 knots in the northwest region and east northeasterly at 15 knots 

in the southwest region.  Surface winds in the southern JES are easterly at 5 to 15 knots 

in the east region and easterly at 15 to 20 knots in the west region.  Surface winds in the 

Korean Strait are east southeasterly to easterly at 15 to 20 knots. 

At 12Z July 25 surface pressure over the northern and central JES remains high 

due to the surface high still located northwest of the northeast region of the northern JES.  

The surface low now located over the northern boundary of the east region of the 

northern ECS deepens.  The pressure gradient over most of the central and southern JES 

intensifies due to the deepening surface low to the southwest and the higher pressure to 

the north. 

Surface winds in the northeast region of the northern JES are east northeasterly to 

northerly at 3 to 5 knots while in the southeast region they make a slight cyclonic turn 
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due to troughing from the south and are east northeasterly to northeasterly at 3 to 5 knots.  

Surface winds in the southwest region of the northern JES are northeasterly at 5 to 10 

knots.  Surface winds in the east region of the central JES make a cyclonic turn and are 

southeasterly to northeasterly at 5 to 10 knots in the northeast region and east 

southeasterly to east northeasterly at 5 to 10 knots in the southeast region.  Surface winds 

in the west region of the central JES are northeasterly to east northeasterly at 10 to 15 

knots in the northwest region and east northeasterly at 10 to 15 knots in the southwest 

region.  Surface winds in the southern JES are easterly at 5 to 15 knots in the east region 

and easterly at 15 to 20 knots in the west region.  Surface winds in the Korean Strait are 

east southeasterly to easterly at 20 knots. 

On July 26 a 500-mb cyclone remains northwest of the YS and its associated 

troughing continues to extend over the west region of the southern JES.  500-mb ridging 

associated with a 500-mb anticyclone east of the southern JES continues to extend over 

most of the JES.  A 700-mb cyclone remains northwest of the YS.  The 700-mb cyclone 

previously located east of the northeast region of the northern JES moves away from the 

JES.  The 700-mb cyclone previously centered over the YS moves eastward, is now 

centered over the Korean peninsula, and its associated troughing continues to extend over 

most of the southern JES.  The 700-mb anticyclone previously east of the JES remains 

east of the JES and its associated ridging now extends over most of the central and 

northern JES. 

At 00Z July 26 surface pressure over the northern and central JES remains high 

due to the surface high still located northwest of the northeast region of the northern JES.  

The surface low is now located over the east part of the east region of the northern ECS.  

The pressure gradient over most of the central and southern JES remains strong due to the 

surface low to the southwest and the higher pressure to the north. 

Surface winds in the northeast region of the northern JES make an anticyclonic 

turn and are north northwesterly to northeasterly at 3 to 5 knots.  Surface winds in the 

south region of the northern JES are east northeasterly to easterly at 5 to 10 knots in the 

southeast region and east northeasterly at 5 to 10 knots in the southwest region.  Surface 

winds in the east region of the central JES make a slight cyclonic turn and are easterly to 
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east northeasterly at 10 knots while in the west region they are east northeasterly at 10 to 

20 knots.  Surface winds in the southern JES are easterly at 10 to 15 knots in the east 

region and easterly at 15 to 20 knots in the west region.  Surface winds in the Korean 

Strait are easterly to east southeasterly at 15 knots. 

At 12Z July 26 surface pressure over the northern JES remains high due to the 

surface high now located north of the northern JES while surface pressure over the 

southern and central JES falls as the surface low previously centered over east part of the 

east region of the northern ECS moves eastward but remains centered over the east part 

of the east region of the northern ECS.  The pressure gradient over most of the south 

region of the central JES remains strong due to the surface low to the southwest and the 

higher pressure to the north. 

Surface winds in the northern JES are easterly at 5 to 10 knots.  Surface winds in 

the central JES are easterly to east northeasterly at 10 to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the 

southern JES are easterly at 10 to 15 knots in the east region and east southeasterly to east 

northeasterly at 10 to 15 knots in the west region.  Surface winds in the Korean Strait 

make a cyclonic turn and are easterly to northwesterly at 5 to 10 knots. 

On July 27 a 500-mb cyclone remains northwest of the YS.  A 500-mb cyclone 

develops over the southern JES in the region of troughing previously located over the 

west region of the southern JES.  The 500-mb anticyclone previously east of the southern 

JES no longer affects the JES, however a strong 500-mb anticyclone located southeast of 

the JES and its associated ridging extends slightly over the central JES.  A 500-mb ridge 

develops between the two 500-mb cyclones and is located west of the JES.  500-mb flow 

becomes zonal across the northern JES.  A 700-mb cyclone remains northwest of the YS.  

The 700-mb cyclone previously centered over the Korean peninsula moves eastward, is 

now centered over the southern JES, and its associated troughing now extends over most 

of the western JES.  The 700-mb anticyclone previously east of the JES no longer affects 

the JES, however a strong 700-mb anticyclone is located southeast of the JES and its 

associated ridging extends over most of the western JES.  A 700-mb cyclone is located 

northeast of the JES and it s associated troughing extends over most of the northern JES. 
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At 00Z July 27 surface pressure over the northern JES remains high due to the 

surface high still located north of the northern JES while surface pressure over the 

southern and central JES falls as the surface low is now centered over the south part of 

the west region of the southern JES. 

Surface winds in the northern JES are calm in the far north region and east 

northeasterly at 5 knots in the remainder of the northeast region.  Surface winds in the 

south region of the northern JES are east northeasterly at 10 knots in the southeast region 

and northeasterly at 10 to 15 knots in the southwest region.  Surface winds in the central 

JES make a cyclonic turn around the surface low over the south part of the west region of 

the southern JES and are easterly to east northeasterly at 10 to 15 knots in the northeast 

region, east southeasterly to easterly at 10 knots in the southeast region, easterly to 

northeasterly at 10 to 15 knots in the northwest region,  and easterly to north northeasterly 

at 10 to 15 knots in the southwest region.  Surface winds in the southern JES make a 

cyclonic turn around the same surface low and are southeasterly to easterly at 10 knots in 

the east region and easterly to north northeasterly at 5 to 10 knots in the west region.  

Surface winds in the Korean Strait make a cyclonic turn around the same surface low and 

are east southeasterly to north northwesterly at 5 knots. 

At 12Z July 27 surface pressure over the northern JES remains high due to the 

surface high now located northeast of the northern JES.  The surface low remains 

stationary over the south part of the west region of the southern JES.  Surface winds in 

the northeast region of the northern JES make an anticyclonic turn and are easterly to 

south southeasterly at 5 knots.  Surface winds in the south region of the northern JES are 

east northeasterly at 10 to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the central JES make a cyclonic 

turn around the central low pressure to the south of the west region of the southern JES 

and are easterly at 10 to 15 knots in the northeast region, east southeasterly to easterly at 

10 knots in the southeast region, east northeasterly to northeasterly at 10 knots in the 

northwest region, and easterly to north northeasterly at 10 knots in the southwest region.  

Surface winds in the southern JES make a cyclonic turn around the same surface low and 

are southeasterly to easterly at 5 to 10 knots in the east region and easterly to north 

northeasterly at 5 to 10 knots in the west region.  Surface winds in the Korean Strait make 
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a cyclonic turn around the same central low pressure and are east northeasterly to 

northerly at 5 knots. 

On July 28 a 500-mb cyclone remains northwest of the YS.  A 500-mb cyclone 

remains over the southern JES.  The 500-mb anticyclone previously located southeast of 

the JES remains stationary and its associated ridging continues to extend slightly over the 

central JES.  The 500-mb ridge previously west of the JES now lies over most of the 

northern JES.  A 700-mb cyclone remains northwest of the YS.  The 700-mb cyclone 

previously centered over the southern JES remains stationary and fills.  The 700-mb 

anticyclone previously southeast of the JES remains stationary and its associated ridging 

now extends slightly over central JES.  A 700-mb cyclone is located northeast of the JES 

and its associated troughing extends over most of the east region of the northern JES.  A 

700-mb ridge is located northwest of the northern JES. 

At 00Z July 28 surface pressure over the northern JES remains high due to the 

surface high now located north of the northern JES.  The surface low remains stationary 

over the south part of the west region of the southern JES.  Surface winds in the north 

region of the northern JES are calm to variable at 3 knots in the far north region and east 

northeasterly at 5 knots in the remainder of the northeast region.  Surface winds in the 

south region of the northern JES are northeasterly at 10 knots.  Surface winds in the north 

region of the central JES are easterly to northeasterly at 5 to 10 knots in the northeast 

region and northeasterly at 10 knots in the northwest region.  Surface winds in the south 

region of the central JES, in the southern JES, and in the Korean Strait make a cyclonic 

turn around the surface low centered over the south part of the west region of the 

southern JES and are southeasterly to easterly at 5 knots in the southeast region of the 

southern JES, east northeasterly to north northeasterly at 5 to 10 knots in the southwest 

region of the central JES, south southeasterly to easterly at 5 knots in the east region of 

the southern JES, easterly to north northeasterly at 5 knots in the west region of the 

southern JES, and easterly to northwesterly at 3 to 5 knots in the Korean Strait. 

At 12Z July 28 surface pressure over the northern JES remains high due to the 

surface high now located northeast of the northern JES.  The surface low has moved 

eastward and is now located south of the east region of the southern JES over Japan.  The 
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pressure gradient over the northern JES increases.  Surface winds in the northeast region 

of the northern JES make an anticyclonic turn and are easterly to south southeasterly at 5 

knots.  Surface winds in the south region of the southern JES make an anticyclonic turn 

and are northeasterly at 10 to 15 knots in the southeast region and east northeasterly to 

easterly at 10 to 15 knots in the southwest region.  Surface winds in the central JES are 

northeasterly at 10 to 15 knots in the northeast region, east northeasterly at 10 knots in 

the southeast region, east northeasterly to easterly at 10 to 15 knots in the northwest 

region, and east northeasterly to northeasterly at 5 to 10 knots in the southwest region.  

Surface winds in the southern JES make a cyclonic turn around the surface low over 

Japan and south of the east region of the southern JES and are easterly to east 

northeasterly at 5 to 10 knots in the east region and east northeasterly to northeasterly at 5 

to 10 knots in the west region.  Surface winds in the Korean Strait make a cyclonic turn 

around the same surface low and are northeasterly to northwesterly at 5 knots. 

On July 29 a 500-mb cyclone remains northwest of the YS.  A 500-mb cyclone 

previously located over the southern JES fills although a 500-mb trough is located over 

most of the southern JES.  The 500-mb anticyclone previously located southeast of the 

JES remains stationary but its associated ridging no longer affects the JES.  The 500-mb 

ridge previously located over most of the northern JES remains stationary.  A small 500-

mb ridge forms over the Korean peninsula.  A 700-mb cyclone remains northwest of the 

YS.  The 700-mb cyclone previously centered over the southern JES fills.  The 700-mb 

anticyclone previously southeast of the JES remains stationary but its associated ridging 

no longer affects the JES.  A 700-mb cyclone is located northeast of the JES but its 

associated troughing no longer affects the JES.  A 700-mb ridge remains northwest of the 

northern JES.  The 700-mb flow is very weak over the JES. 

At 00Z July 29 surface pressure over the northern JES remains high due to the 

surface high still northeast of the northern JES.  The surface low has moved further 

eastward and is now located east of the east region of the southern JES over Honshu, 

Japan.  The pressure gradient over the JES weakens. 

Surface winds in the north region of the northern JES are calm in the far north 

region and easterly at 3 to 5 knots in the remainder of the northeast region.  Surface 
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winds in the south region of the northern JES are easterly to east northeasterly at 10 knots 

in the southeast region and east northeasterly to easterly at 5 to 10 knots in the southwest 

region.  Surface winds in the central JES are east northeasterly at 10 knots in the 

northeast region, east northeasterly to northeasterly at 5 to 10 knots in the southeast 

region, east northeasterly to easterly at 5 to 10 knots in the northwest region, and 

northeasterly to easterly at 5 to 10 knots in the southwest region.  Surface winds in the 

southern JES are northeasterly at 3 to 5 knots in the east region and northeasterly at 5 

knots in the west region.  Surface winds in the Korean Strait make a cyclonic turn and are 

north northeasterly to northwesterly at 3 to 5 knots. 

At 12Z July 29 surface pressure over the northern JES remains high due to the 

surface high pressure still located northeast of the northern JES.  The surface low remains 

stationary east of the east region of the southern JES over Honshu, Japan. 

Surface winds in the northern JES are east southeasterly to easterly at 3 to 10 

knots.  Surface winds in the east region of the central JES make a cyclonic turn around 

the surface low over Japan and are easterly to east northeasterly at 10 knots in the 

northeast region and easterly to northeasterly at 5 to 10 knots in the southeast region.  

Surface winds in the west region of the central JES experience divergence due to ridging 

from the north and troughing from the southeast and are east northeasterly to 

southeasterly at 5 to 10 knots in the northwest region and northeasterly to easterly at 5 to 

10 knots in the southwest region.  Surface winds in the southern JES and in the Korean 

Strait make a cyclonic turn around the surface low over Japan and are northeasterly to 

northwesterly at 5 knots in the east region of the southern JES, north northeasterly to 

northwesterly at 5 knots in the west region of the southern JES, and northwesterly to 

westerly at 5 knots in the Korean Strait. 

From July 30 through July 31 a 500-mb cyclone remains northwest of the YS.  

The 500-mb anticyclone previously located southeast of the JES remains stationary but 

its associated ridging now extends northwestward over the majority of the JES.  The 500-

mb ridge previously located over most of the northern JES remains stationary.  The small 

500-mb ridge previously over the Korean peninsula moves eastward across the JES and is 

amplified by the ridging extending from the anticyclone southeast of the JES.  A 700-mb 
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cyclone remains northwest of the YS.  The 700-mb anticyclone previously southeast of 

the JES remains stationary but its associated ridging now extends northwestward over the 

majority of the JES. 

At 00Z July 30 surface pressure over the northern JES remains high due to the 

surface high still northeast of the northern JES.  The surface low remains stationary east 

of the east region of the southern JES over Honshu, Japan.  Surface winds in the north 

region of the northern JES are calm in the far north region and easterly at 3 to 5 knots in 

the remainder of the northeast region.  Surface winds in the southeast region of the 

northern JES are easterly at 10 knots while in the southwest region they make a slight 

anticyclonic turn and are easterly to east southeasterly at 5 to 10 knots.  Surface winds in 

the east region of the central JES, in the southern JES and in the Korean Strait make a 

cyclonic turn around the surface low over Honshu Japan and are east northeasterly to 

northeasterly at 10 knots in the northeast region of the central JES, east northeasterly to 

north northeasterly at 10 knots in the southeast region of the central JES, north 

northeasterly to northwesterly at 5 knots in the east region of the southern JES, north 

northeasterly to northerly at 3 to 5 knots in the west region of the southern JES, and 

northerly to north northwesterly at 3 to 5 knots in the Korean Strait.  Surface winds in the 

west region of the central JES experience divergence due to ridging from the north and 

troughing from the southeast and are northeasterly to southeasterly at 5 to 10 knots in the 

northwest region and north northeasterly to southeasterly at 5 to 10 knots in the southwest 

region. 

At 12Z July 30 surface pressure over the northern JES remains high due to the 

surface high now east of the northeast region of the northern JES.  The surface low 

remains stationary over Honshu, Japan to the east of the east region of the southern JES.  

The pressure gradient over the JES is fairly weak. 

Surface winds in the northern JES make an anticyclonic turn and are southeasterly 

to south southwesterly at 3 to 10 knots in the northeast region, easterly to east 

northeasterly at 5 to 10 knots in the southeast region, and east southeasterly to 

southeasterly at 5 to 10 knots in the southwest region.  Surface winds in the east region of 

the central JES and in the east region of the southern JES make a cyclonic turn around the 
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surface low over Honshu, Japan and are easterly to northeasterly at 5 to 10 knots in the 

east region of the central JES and north northeasterly to northerly at 5 knots in the east 

region of the southern JES.  Surface winds in the west region of the central JES, in the 

west region of the southern JES, and in the Korean Strait make an anticyclonic turn due 

to ridging from the northeast and are easterly to southerly at 5 to 10 knots in the 

northwest region of the central JES, northeasterly to southerly at 5 to 10 knots in the 

southwest region of the central JES, northeasterly to easterly at 5 knots in the west region 

of the southern JES, and northerly to easterly at 5 knots in the Korean Strait. 

At 00Z July 31 surface pressure is high over the JES due to the surface high still 

east of the northeast region of the northern JES.  The surface low remains stationary over 

Honshu, Japan to the east of the east region of the southern JES and fills significantly.  

The pressure gradient over the JES weakens.  Surface winds in the northern JES, in the 

north region of the central JES, in the southwest region of the northern JES, in the west 

region of the southern JES, and in the Korean Strait make an anticyclonic turn and are 

light and variable in the far north region of the northern JES, south southeasterly at 5 

knots in the remainder of the northeast region of the northern JES, southeasterly at 5 

knots in the southeast region of the northern JES, southerly at 5 knots in the southwest 

region of the northern JES, easterly to southeasterly at 3 to 5 knots in the northeast region 

of the central JES, southerly at 5 knots in the northwest region of the central JES, 

northeasterly to south southeasterly at 3 to 5 knots in the southwest region of the central 

JES, easterly to southeasterly at 5 to 10 knots in the west region of the southern JES, and 

southeasterly at 10 knots in the Korean Strait.  Surface winds in the southeast region of 

the central JES make a cyclonic turn around the surface low over Honshu, Japan and are 

easterly to north northeasterly at 3 to 5 knots.  Surface winds in the east region of the 

southern JES are north northeasterly to northeasterly at 5 knots. 

At 12Z July 31 the surface high previously east of the northeast region of the 

northern JES moves eastward.  The surface low over Honshu, Japan is no longer present.  

Surface pressure falls slightly over the JES.  The pressure gradient over the JES remains 

weak.  Surface winds in the northern JES are easterly at 3 to 5 knots in the far north 

region, southeasterly at 5 knots in the remainder of the northeast region, south 

southeasterly to southerly at 5 knots in the southeast region, and southerly at 5 to 10 
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knots in the southwest region.  Surface winds in the central JES, in the southern JES, and 

in the Korean Strait make an anticyclonic turn and are easterly to south southeasterly at 5 

to 10 knots in the central JES, easterly to south southeasterly at 3 to 10 knots in the 

southern JES, and southerly at 10 knots in the Korean Strait. 

2. YES 

Readers should refer to Appendix Y for the surface level pressure/SAT/surface 

wind plots over the YES for the July period.  The figures in Appendix Y are in time 

sequential order ever 12 hours from 00Z July 18 through 12Z July 31. 

At 00Z July 18 a strong 500-mb ridge is present in the JES.  A 500-mb cyclone is 

located northwest of the YS and its associated troughing lies west of the YES.  A strong 

500-mb anticyclone is located southeast of the JES and its associated ridging extends 

westward into the southern ECS.  A strong 700-mb anticyclone is present in the JES.  A 

700-mb cyclone is located northwest of the YS and its associated troughing lies over the 

YES.  A strong 700-mb anticyclone is located southeast of the JES and its associated 

ridging extends westward into the southern ECS.  

A surface low is centered over the southern boundary of the east region of the 

northern ECS.  A surface anticyclone is located east of the northern SCS.  A surface high 

is located east of the northern JES.  Surface winds in the BS are variable at 5 knots.  

Surface winds in the northern YS are southeasterly at 5 to 10 knots.  Surface winds in the 

central YS are variable at 3 to 5 knots in the west region and southeasterly at 5 to 10 

knots in the east region.  Surface winds in the west region of the southern YS and in the 

west region of the northern ECS make an anticyclonic turn and are northwesterly to 

easterly at 5 to 10 knots.  Surface winds in the east region of the southern YS are variable 

at 5 knots.  Surface winds in the east region of the northern ECS and in the east region of 

the central ECS make a cyclonic turn around the surface low centered over the southern 

boundary of the east region of the northern ECS and are north northeasterly to easterly at 

5 to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the west region of the central ECS make a cyclonic turn 

and are westerly to east northeasterly at 5 to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the southern ECS 

make a slight anticyclonic turn and are southwesterly to westerly at 10 to 20 knots. 
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From 12Z July 18 through 00Z July 23 the 500-mb cyclone northwest of the YS 

moves southeastward towards the BS.  A 500-mb anticyclone forms in the area of 500-

mb ridging associated with the 500-mb anticyclone to the southeast of the JES and is 

located south of the ECS at 00Z July 22.  The 500-mb geopotential height gradient 

remains strong and 500-mb flow remains zonal over the YES throughout this time period 

due to the 500-mb cyclone to the northwest and the 500-mb anticyclone to the south.  The 

700-mb cyclone northwest of the YS moves southeastward towards the BS.  A 700-mb 

anticyclone forms in the area of 700-mb ridging associated with the 700-mb anticyclone 

to the southeast of the JES and is located south of the ECS at 00Z July 22.  The 700-mb 

geopotential height gradient remains strong and 700-mb flow is predominantly cyclonic 

in the YS and slightly anticyclonic in the ECS throughout this time period due to the 700-

mb cyclone to the northwest and the 700-mb anticyclone to the south. 

At 12Z July 18 the surface low moves northward while deepening and is now 

centered over the east region of the northern ECS.  A surface anticyclone remains east of 

the northern SCS.  Surface winds in the BS are east southeasterly at 5 knots.  Surface 

winds in the northern YS are easterly at 5 knots.  Surface winds in the east region of the 

central YS, in the east region of the southern YS, and in the eastern ECS make a cyclonic 

turn around the surface low over the east region of the northern ECS and are east 

southeasterly to southerly at 5 to 20 knots.  Surface winds in the west region of the 

central YS, in the west region of the southern YS, and in the west region of the northern 

ECS make an anticyclonic turn and are west northwesterly to east northeasterly at 5 to 15 

knots.  Surface winds in the west region of the central ECS are westerly at 15 to 20 knots.  

Surface winds in the west region of the southern ECS make a slight anticyclonic turn and 

are southwesterly to westerly at 15 to 20 knots. 

At 00Z July 19 the surface low that was centered over the east region of the 

northern ECS has moved northward and is now centered over the Korean peninsula and 

continues to deepen.  A surface anticyclone remains east of the northern SCS.  Surface 

winds in the BS are variable at 3 knots in the north and west northwesterly to westerly at 

5 to 10 knots in the south.  Surface winds in the YS and in the northern ECS make a 

cyclonic turn around the surface low over the Korean peninsula and are northeasterly to 

westerly at 5 to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the central ECS make a slight cyclonic turn 
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around the same surface low pressure and are west northwesterly to westerly at 10 to 20 

knots.  Surface winds in the east region of the southern ECS are westerly at 20 knots 

while in the west region the make a slight anticyclonic turn and are southwesterly to 

westerly at 15 to 20 knots. 

At 12Z July 19 the surface anticyclone previously east of the SCS moves 

westward, but remains east of the northern SCS and its associated ridging affects the 

majority of the YES.  The surface low previously centered over the Korean peninsula is 

now located over the southern JES.  Surface winds in the BS are west southwesterly at 5 

knots in the north and westerly to west northwesterly at 3 to 5 knots in the south.  Surface 

winds in the northern YS are northerly to north northwesterly at 5 knots in the east region 

and south southwesterly to southerly in the west region.  Surface winds in the central YS, 

in the southern YS, in the northern ECS, and in the west region of the central ECS make a 

slight anticyclonic turn due to ridging from the south and are west southwesterly to west 

northwesterly at 5 to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the east region of the central ECS make 

a slight cyclonic turn and are west northwesterly to westerly at 15 knots.  Surface winds 

in the west region of the southern ECS make a slight anticyclonic turn and are 

southwesterly to westerly at 10 to 20 knots while in the east region they are westerly at 

15 to 20 knots. 

At 00Z July 20 troughing associated with a surface low northwest of the JES 

affects the majority of the BS and YS.  Ridging associated with the surface high east of 

the northern SCS affects the majority of the ECS.  The surface low previously located 

over the southern JES moves southeastward and is now south of the east region of the 

southern JES.  Surface winds in the BS and the YS make a cyclonic turn due to troughing 

from the northwest and are easterly to southerly at 5 to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the 

northern ECS and in the west region of the central ECS make an anticyclonic turn due to 

ridging from the southwest and are westerly to northwesterly at 5 to 15 knots.  Surface 

winds in the east region of the central ECS make a slight cyclonic turn due to troughing 

from the northeast and are northwesterly to westerly at 5 to 20 knots.  Surface winds in 

the west region of the southern ECS make a slight anticyclonic turn and are southwesterly 

to west northwesterly at 10 to 20 knots while in the east region they are westerly at 15 to 

20 knots. 
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At 12Z July 20 troughing associated with the surface low still northwest of the 

JES affects the majority of the BS and YS.  Ridging associated with the surface high still 

located east of the northern SCS affects the majority of the ECS.  Surface winds in the BS 

and YS make a cyclonic turn due to troughing from the northwest and are southwesterly 

to northeasterly at 5 to 10 knots.  Surface winds in the ECS make an anticyclonic turn due 

to ridging from the south and are south southwesterly to northwesterly at 10 to 20 knots. 

At 00Z July 21 a surface low develops over the southeast region of the central 

ECS.  Ridging associated with surface high still east of the northern SCS affects the west 

region of the southern ECS.  A surface low remains northwest of the JES and affects the 

BS, YS, and the west region of the northern ECS.  Surface winds in the BS, in the YS, 

and in the west region of the northern ECS make a cyclonic turn and are northwesterly to 

easterly at 5 to 10 knots.  Surface winds in the east region of the northern ECS are 

variable at 3 to 5 knots.  Surface winds in the west region of the central ECS are 

southwesterly to northwesterly at 3 to 10 knots while in the east region they make a 

cyclonic turn around the surface low over the southeast region of the central ECS and are 

easterly to northwesterly at 5 to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the west region of the 

southern ECS make a slight anticyclonic turn and are southwesterly to westerly at 10 to 

20 knots while in the east region they make a slight cyclonic turn and are northwesterly to 

west northwesterly at 10 to 20 knots. 

At 12Z July 21 the surface low previously northwest of the JES moves westward 

but remains northwest of the JES and affects the BS, the YS, and the west region of the 

northern ECS.  The surface low previously centered over the southeast region of the 

central ECS has moved slightly northward and is now centered over the east region of the 

central ECS.  Ridging associated with the surface high still east of the northern SCS 

continues to affect the west region of the southern ECS.  Surface winds in the BS, in the 

YS and in the west region of the northern ECS make a cyclonic turn and are westerly to 

east northeasterly at 3 to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the east region of the northern ECS 

are variable at 3 to 5 knots.  Surface winds in the west region of the central ECS are west 

southwesterly at 5 to 10 knots in the northwest region and westerly at 10 to 15 knots in 

the southwest region.  Surface winds in the east region of the central ECS make a 

cyclonic turn around the surface low over the east region of the central ECS and are 
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southeasterly to west southwesterly at 5 to 10 knots.  Surface winds in the west region of 

the southern ECS make a slight anticyclonic turn and are southwesterly to west 

northwesterly at 15 knots while in the east region they make a slight cyclonic turn and are 

west northwesterly to westerly at 5 to 15 knots. 

At 00Z July 22 a surface low remains centered over the east region of the central 

ECS.  Ridging associated with surface high still east of the northern SCS continues to 

affect the west region of the southern ECS.  Surface winds in the BS make an 

anticyclonic turn and are north northeasterly to northeasterly at 5 to 10 knots.  Surface 

winds in the northern and central YS make a sharp cyclonic turn and are northerly to east 

southeasterly at 5 to 10 knots.  Surface winds in the west region of the southern YS are 

variable at 5 knots while in the east region they make an anticyclonic turn and are 

easterly to southeasterly at 5 knots.  Surface winds in the west region of the northern ECS 

are variable at 3 to 5 knots.  Surface winds in the east region of the northern ECS, in the 

central ECS, and in the east region of the southern ECS make a cyclonic turn around the 

surface low centered over the east region of the central ECS and are north northeasterly 

to easterly at 3 to 20 knots.  Surface winds in the west region of the southern ECS make a 

slight anticyclonic turn and are southwesterly to west northwesterly at 10 to 20 knots. 

At 12Z July 22 the surface low has moved slightly northward and is now located 

over the northeast region of the central ECS.  Ridging associated with the surface high 

still east of the northern SCS continues to affect the west region of the southern ECS.  

Surface winds in the BS are east southeasterly to northeasterly at 5 knots.  Surface winds 

in the northern YS are southeasterly to easterly at 5 knots.  Surface winds in the central 

YS, in the southern YS, and in the west region of the northern ECS are variable at 3 to 5 

knots.  Surface winds in the east region of the northern ECS, in the central ECS, and in 

the east region of the southern ECS make a cyclonic turn around the surface low and are 

east southeasterly to southerly at 5 to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the west region of the 

southern ECS make a slight anticyclonic turn and are southwesterly to west northwesterly 

at 10 to 15 knots. 

At 00Z July 23 the surface low has moved slightly northward and is now centered 

over the southern boundary of the east region of the northern ECS.  Ridging associated 
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with the surface high still east of the northern SCS continues to affect the west region of 

the southern ECS.  Surface winds in the BS, in the YS, and in the west region of the 

northern ECS are northeasterly to easterly at 5 to 10 knots.  Surface winds in the east 

region of the northern ECS, in the central ECS, and in the east region of the southern 

ECS make a cyclonic turn around the surface low and are southeasterly to southwesterly 

at 3 to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the west region of the southern ECS make an 

anticyclonic turn and are south southwesterly to northwesterly at 5 to 15 knots. 

At 12Z July 23 the 500-mb cyclone northwest of the BS is no longer present but 

troughing associated with an intense 500-mb cyclone northwest of the YS remains over 

the area.  A 500-mb cyclone forms in the southeast region of the northern JES in an area 

of troughing also associated with the 500-mb cyclone northwest of the YS.  A 500-mb 

anticyclone remains south of the ECS.  At 12Z July 23 the 700-mb cyclone northwest of 

the BS is no longer present but troughing associated with an intense 700-mb cyclone 

northwest of the YS remains over the area.  A 700-mb cyclone forms in the southeast 

region of the northern JES in an area of troughing also associated with the 700-mb 

cyclone northwest of the YS.  A 700-mb anticyclone remains south of the ECS. 

At 12Z July 23 the surface low moves slightly southward and is now centered 

over the northeast region of the central ECS.  Ridging associated with the surface high 

still east of the northern SCS continues to affect the west region of the southern ECS.  

Surface winds in the BS are easterly at 3 to 10 knots.  Surface winds in the northern YS 

are east southeasterly to east northeasterly at 5 knots.  Surface winds in the central YS, in 

the southern YS, and in the west region of the northern ECS are east northeasterly to 

easterly at 5 to 10 knots.  Surface winds in the east region of the northern ECS, in the 

central ECS, and in the east region of the southern ECS make a cyclonic turn around the 

surface low pressure and are south southeasterly to southerly at 3 to 15 knots.  Surface 

winds in the west region of the southern ECS make an anticyclonic turn and are south 

southwesterly to west northwesterly at 5 to 10 knots. 

From 00Z July 24 through 00Z July 26 a 500-mb trough associated with the 500-

mb cyclone northwest of the YS moves across the majority of the YES. By 00Z July 26 a 

500-mb ridge associated with the 500-mb anticyclone south of the ECS is located west of 
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the YES.  A 700-mb trough associated with the 700-mb cyclone northwest of the YS 

moves across the YES. By 12Z July 24 a 700-mb cyclone has formed in the area of 

troughing over the YES.  By 00Z July 26 a 700-mb ridge is west of the YES. 

At 00Z July 24 the surface low has deepened and moved westward so that it is 

centered over the north region of the central ECS.  Surface winds in the BS make a slight 

anticyclonic turn and are northeasterly to east southeasterly at 5 to 10 kno ts.  Surface 

winds in the YS, in the northern ECS, and in the central ECS make a cyclonic turn 

around the surface low and are south southeasterly to southerly at 3 to 20 knots.  Surface 

winds in the west region of the southern ECS make a slight anticyclonic turn and are 

westerly to west northwesterly at 5 to 10 knots while in the east region they make a slight 

cyclonic turn and are northwesterly to southwesterly at 5 to 10 knots. 

At 12Z July 24 the surface low moves slightly northward and deepens and is now 

centered over the west part of the east region of the northern ECS.  Surface winds in the 

BS, in the YS, in the northern ECS, in the central ECS, and in the east region of the 

southern ECS make a cyclonic turn around the surface low and are east northeasterly to 

easterly at 5 to 30 knots.  Surface winds in the west region of the southern ECS make a 

slight anticyclonic turn and are southwesterly to west northwesterly at 5 to 15 knots. 

At 00Z July 25 the surface low continues to deepen and is now centered over the 

central part of the northern ECS.  Surface winds in the BS, in the YS, in the northern 

ECS, in the central ECS, and in the east region of the southern ECS make a cyclonic turn 

around the surface low and are east northeasterly to easterly at 5 to 30 knots.  Surface 

winds in the west region of the southern ECS make an anticyclonic turn and are 

southwesterly to northwesterly at 5 to 10 knots. 

At 12Z July 25 the surface low continues to deepen, moves eastward, and is now 

centered over the northern boundary of the east region of the northern ECS.  Surface 

winds in the BS, in the YS, in the northern ECS, in the central ECS, and in the east region 

of the southern ECS make a cyclonic turn around the surface low and are east 

northeasterly to easterly at 5 to 30 knots.  Surface winds in the west region of the 

southern ECS make an anticyclonic turn and are southwesterly to northwesterly at 5 to 15 

knots. 
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At 00Z July 26 the surface low continues to deepen, moves further eastward and 

is centered over the east part of the east region of the northern ECS.  Surface winds in the 

BS, in the YS, and in the ECS make a cyclonic turn around the central low pressure over 

the east region of the northern ECS and are east northeasterly to west southwesterly at 5 

to 25 knots. 

From 12Z July 26 through July 28 the 500-mb ridge, associated with the 500-mb 

anticyclone previously south of the ECS and that is located southeast of the southern JES 

by 12Z July 28, moves eastward across the YES.  By 12Z July 28 500-mb troughing 

associated with the 500-mb cyclone northwest of the YS begins to extend southeastward 

into the western YES.  The 700-mb ridge previously located west of the YES weakens.  

The 700-mb cyclone previously centered over the YES moves eastward away from the 

YES, ridging associated with a 700-mb anticyclone southeast of the JES begins to extend 

northwestward into the southern ECS, and 700-mb troughing associated with the 700-mb 

cyclone northwest of the YS extends over the western YES. 

At 12Z July 26 the surface low moves fur ther eastward but remains over the east 

part of the east region of the northern ECS.  Surface winds in the BS make an 

anticyclonic turn and are westerly to north northeasterly at 5 to 10 knots.  Surface winds 

in the YS, in the northern ECS, in the central ECS, and in the east region of the southern 

ECS make a cyclonic turn around the surface low and are north northeasterly to westerly 

at 5 to 20 knots.  Surface winds in the east part of the west region of the southern ECS are 

northwesterly at 10 knots while in the west part they make an anticyclonic turn due to 

ridging from the west and are north northwesterly to easterly at 3 to 5 knots. 

At 00Z July 27 the surface low moves northeastward and is now centered over the 

south part of the west region of the southern JES.  A surface high is located west of the 

YES.  Surface winds in the BS make an anticyclonic turn and are northwesterly to north 

northwesterly at 5 to 10 knots.  Surface winds in the YS, in the northern ECS, in the 

central ECS, and in the east region of the southern ECS make a cyclonic turn around the 

surface low and are northeasterly to westerly at 10 to 20 knots.  Surface winds in the east 

part of the west region of the southern ECS are north northwesterly to northwesterly at 5 
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to 10 knots while in the west part they make an anticyclonic turn due to ridging from the 

west and are north northwesterly to east northeasterly at 5 to 10 knots. 

At 12Z July 27 the surface low remains centered over the south part of the west 

region of the southern JES.  The strong anticyclone west of the YES begins to move 

eastward.  Surface winds in the BS are west northwesterly to west southwesterly at 5 to 

10 knots in the north part and southwesterly to northwesterly at 3 to 10 knots in the south 

part.  Surface winds in the YS make a slight anticyclonic turn due to ridging from the 

west and are northwesterly to north northeasterly at 10 to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the 

northern ECS, in the central ECS, and in the east region of the southern ECS make a 

cyclonic turn and are northwesterly to west southwesterly at 10 to 15 knots. Surface 

winds in the east part of the west region of the southern ECS are north northeasterly to 

northwesterly at 5 to 10 knots while in the west part they make an anticyclonic turn due 

to ridging from the west and are north northwesterly to easterly at 5 to 10 knots. 

At 00Z July 28 troughing associated with the surface low still over the south part 

of the west region of the southern JES affects the ECS while ridging associated with the 

surface high still west of the ECS affects the BS, YS, and west region of the southern 

ECS.  Surface winds in the BS, in the YS, and in the west region of the northern ECS 

make an anticyclonic turn due to ridging from the west and are south southwesterly to 

northerly at 5 to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the east region of the northern ECS, in the 

central ECS, and in the east region of the southern ECS make a cyclonic turn due to 

troughing from the northeast and are northerly to westerly at 5 to 15 knots.  Surface 

winds in the west region of the southern ECS make an anticyclonic turn due to ridging 

from the west and are northwesterly to east northeasterly at 5 to 10 knots. 

At 12Z July 28 troughing associated with the surface low now south of the east 

region of the southern JES affects the ECS while ridging associated with the surface high 

west of the YES affects the BS, YS, and west region of the southern ECS.  Surface winds 

in the BS and YS make an anticyclonic turn due to ridging from the west and are south 

southwesterly to north northwesterly at 5 to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the northern 

ECS, in the central ECS, and in the east region of the southern ECS make a cyclonic turn 

due to troughing from the northeast and are northwesterly to westerly at 5 to 15 knots.  
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Surface winds in the west region of the southern ECS make an anticyclonic turn due to 

ridging from the west and are northwesterly to northeasterly at 5 to 10 knots. 

From July 29 through July 31 the 500-mb troughing over the western YS 

associated with the 500-mb cyclone northwest of the YS ceases.  The 500-mb 

geopotential height gradient over the YES remains strong and 500-mb flow is 

predominantly zonal due to the 500-mb cyclone northwest of the YS and the 500-mb 

ridging to the south of the ECS associated with the 500-mb anticyclone southeast of the 

southern JES.  The 700-mb troughing over the western YS associated with the 700-mb 

cyclone northwest of the YS persists and moves eastward so that by 12Z July 31 it is 

located over the Korean peninsula while the 700-mb ridging over the southern ECS 

associated with the 700-mb anticyclone southeast of the southern JES builds. 

At 00Z July 29 troughing associated with the surface low now east of the east 

region of the southern JES affects the ECS while ridging associated with anticyclone to 

west of the YES affects the BS, YS, and west region of the southern ECS.  Surface winds 

in the BS and YS make an anticyclonic turn due to ridging from the west and are south 

southwesterly to north northwesterly at 5 to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the northern 

ECS, in the central ECS, and in the east region of the southern ECS make a cyclonic turn 

due to troughing from the northeast and are northwesterly to west southwesterly at 5 to 

15 knots.  Surface winds in the west region of the southern ECS make an anticyclonic 

turn due to ridging from the west and are northwesterly to northeasterly at 5 to 15 knots. 

At 12Z July 29 the surface high is located west of the central ECS.  Troughing 

associated with the surface east of the east region of the southern JES affects the majority 

of the eastern ECS.  Surface winds in the BS, in the YS, and in the west region of the 

northern ECS make an anticyclonic turn due to ridging from the southwest and are 

southerly to north northwesterly at 5 to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the east region of the 

northern ECS, in the central ECS, and in the east region of the southern ECS make a 

cyclonic turn due to troughing from the northeast and are northwesterly to west 

southwesterly at 5 to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the west region of the southern ECS 

make an anticyclonic turn due to ridging from the west and are west northwesterly to 

easterly at 5 to 10 knots. 
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At 00Z July 30 the surface anticyclone remains west of the central ECS and 

builds.  Troughing associated with the surface low still east of the east region of the 

southern JES affects the east region of the central ECS.  Surface winds in the BS, in the 

YS, and in the northern ECS make an anticyclonic turn due to ridging from the southwest 

and are south southwesterly to north northwesterly at 5 to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the 

east region of the central ECS make a cyclonic turn due to troughing from the northeast 

and are northwesterly to southwesterly at 5 to 10 knots.  Surface winds in the west region 

of the central ECS and in the southern ECS make an anticyclonic around the surface high 

west of the central ECS and are west northwesterly to easterly at 5 to 10 knots. 

At 12Z July 30 the surface high has moved eastward, is now centered over the 

west part of the southwest region of the central ECS, and builds.  Troughing associated 

with the surface low still east of the east region of the southern JES affects the east region 

of the northern and central ECS.  Surface winds in the BS, in the YS, and in the western 

ECS, and in the east region of the southern ECS make an anticyclonic turn around the 

surface high and are southwesterly to east southeasterly at 5 to 10 knots.  Surface winds 

in the east region of the northern and central ECS make a cyclonic turn due to troughing 

from the northeast and are northwesterly to southwesterly at 3 to 10 knots. 

At 00Z July 31 the surface high remains centered over the west part of the 

southwest region of the central ECS and continues to build.  A surface low develops over 

the east region of the northern ECS.  Surface winds in the west part of the BS make a 

sharp cyclonic turn and are southwesterly to east northeasterly at 5 to 15 knots while in 

the east part they are southerly at 10 to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the northern YS are 

south southwesterly to southerly at 5 to 10 knots in the west region and south 

southeasterly at 5 knots in the east region.  Surface winds in the central YS, in the 

southern YS, in the western ECS, and in the east region of the southern ECS make an 

anticyclonic turn around the surface high and are southerly to southeasterly at 5 to 10 

knots.  Surface winds in the east region of the northern and central ECS make a cyclonic 

turn around the surface low over the east region of the northern ECS and are north 

northwesterly to southeasterly at 5 to 10 knots. 
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At 12Z July 31 the surface high is now located over the west region of the central 

ECS.  The surface low previously located over the east region of the northern ECS has 

moved northward and now located over the Korean peninsula.  Surface winds in the 

south part of the BS make an a cyclonic turn and are southwesterly to south 

southwesterly at 3 to 20 knots while in the north part they are southwesterly at 10 knots.  

Surface winds in the northern YS are southerly at 5 to 10 knots in the west region and 

westerly at 5 knots in the east region.  Surface winds in the central YS, in the southern 

YS, in the west region of the northern ECS, in the west region of the central ECS and in 

the east region of the southern ECS make an anticyclonic turn around the surface high 

over the west region of the central ECS and are southerly to east southeasterly at 3 to 10 

knots.  Surface winds in the east region of the northern and central ECS make a cyclonic 

turn around the surface low over the Korean peninsula and are northwesterly to south 

southwesterly at 5 to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the west part of the west region of the 

southern ECS make a cyclonic turn and are south southwesterly to southeasterly at 5 to 

10 knots while in the east part they are southerly to east southeasterly at 5 to 10 knots. 

3. SCS 

Readers should refer to Appendix Z for the surface level pressure/SAT/surface 

wind plots over the SCS for the July period.  The figures in Appendix Z are in time 

sequential order ever 12 hours from 00Z July 18 through 12Z July 31. 

At 00Z July 18 surface winds in the northern SCS and in the east region of the 

central SCS make an anticyclonic turn due ridging associated with a surface high east of 

the northern SCS and are southeasterly to southwesterly at 5 to 15 knots.  Surface winds 

over the majority of the west region of the central SCS and in the east part of the southern 

SCS are calm to light and variable.  Surface winds in the Gulf of Thailand are southerly 

at 3 to 5 knots.  Surface winds in the west part of the southern SCS are southwesterly at 5 

knots. 

At 12Z July 18 surface winds in the northern and central SCS make an 

anticyclonic turn due ridging associated with a surface high east of the northern SCS and 

are easterly to southwesterly at 5 to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the Gulf of Thailand are 

southerly to westerly at 3 to 5 knots.  Surface winds in the remainder of the SCS are calm 

to variable at 3 to 5 knots. 
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At 00Z July 19 surface winds in the northern SCS and in the northeast part of the 

east region of the central SCS make an anticyclonic turn due ridging associated with a 

surface high east of the northern SCS and are southeasterly to southwesterly at 5 to 15 

knots.  Surface winds in the Gulf of Thailand and in the west region of the central SCS 

make an anticyclonic turn and are west southwesterly to northwesterly at 5 knots.  

Surface winds in the east part of the southern SCS and in the southwest part of the east 

region of the central ECS make a cyclonic turn and are northwesterly to southwesterly at 

5 knots.  Surface winds in the west part of the southern SCS are variable at 5 knots. 

At 12Z July 19 surface winds in the northern SCS and in the east region of the 

central SCS make an anticyclonic turn due ridging associated with a surface high east of 

the northern SCS and are southeasterly to southwesterly at 3 to 15 knots.  Surface winds 

in the Gulf of Thailand, in the west region of the central SCS, and in the southern SCS 

make a cyclonic turn due troughing associated with a surface low to the northwest and 

are southwesterly southerly at 5 knots. 

At 00Z July 20 surface winds in the northern SCS make an anticyclonic turn due 

ridging associated with a surface high east of the northern SCS and are southeasterly to 

southwesterly at 3 to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the remainder of the SCS make a 

cyclonic turn due to troughing associated with a surface low northwest of the Gulf of 

Tonkin and are westerly to southerly at 5 knots. 

At 12Z July 20 surface winds in the northern SCS make an anticyclonic turn due 

ridging associated with a surface high east of the northern SCS and are east southeasterly 

to southwesterly at 3 to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the remainder of the SCS make a 

cyclonic turn due to troughing associated with a surface low northwest of the Gulf of 

Tonkin and are westerly to southeasterly at 5 to 10 knots. 

At 00Z July 21 surface winds in the east region of the northern SCS and in the 

northeast part of the east region of the central SCS make an anticyclonic turn due ridging 

associated with a surface high east of the northern SCS and are south southeasterly to 

southwesterly at 3 to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the remainder of the SCS make a 

cyclonic turn due to troughing associated with a surface low northwest of the Gulf of 

Tonkin and are southwesterly to southerly at 5 to 15 knots. 
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At 12Z July 21 surface winds in the east region of the northern SCS and in the 

northeast part of the east region of the central SCS make an anticyclonic turn due ridging 

associated with a surface high east of the northern SCS and are southeasterly to 

southwesterly at 3 to 10 knots.  Surface winds in the remainder of the SCS make a 

cyclonic turn due to troughing associated with a surface low northwest of the Gulf of 

Tonkin and are southwesterly to southerly at 5 to 15 knots. 

At 00Z July 22 surface winds in the east region of the northern SCS and in the 

northeast part of the east region of the central SCS make an anticyclonic turn due ridging 

associated with a surface high east of the northern SCS and are southeasterly to westerly 

at 5 to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the remainder of the SCS make a cyclonic turn due to 

troughing associated with a surface low northwest of the Gulf of Tonkin and are 

southwesterly to southerly at 10 to 15 knots. 

At 12Z July 22 surface winds in the east region of the northern SCS are variable 

at 3 to 10 knots.  Surface winds in the west region of the northern SCS are southwesterly 

to westerly at 5 to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the central SCS are easterly to southerly at 

3 to 5 knots in the east region and southerly at 5 to 10 knots in the west region.  Surface 

winds in the southern JES are southwesterly at 5 knots in the northeast part, 

southwesterly at 5 to 10 knots in the south part, and southeasterly at 3 to 5 knots in the  

northwest part.  Surface winds in the Gulf of Thailand are southwesterly at 10 knots. 

At 00Z July 23 surface winds in the east region of the northern SCS and in the 

east part of the east region of the central SCS make an anticyclonic turn and are southerly 

to southwesterly at 5 to 10 knots.  Surface winds in the remainder of the SCS are 

southwesterly at 5 to 15 knots. 

At 12Z July 23 surface winds in the northern SCS are variable at 5 to 10 knots.  

Surface winds in the remainder of the SCS are southwesterly to southerly at 3 to 10 

knots. 

At 00Z July 24 surface winds in the northern SCS make an anticyclonic turn and 

are southwesterly to westerly 5 to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the central SCS and in the 

Gulf of Thailand are predominantly southwesterly at 5 to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the 
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southern SCS make an anticyclonic turn and are south southeasterly to west 

southwesterly at 5 knots. 

At 12Z July 24 surface winds in the northern SCS are variable at 3 to 10 knots.  

Surface winds in the central SCS are predominantly southwesterly at 5 to 15 knots.  

Surface winds in the Gulf of Thailand are predominantly west southwesterly at 10 knots.  

Surface winds in the southern SCS make an anticyclonic turn and are southeasterly to 

southwesterly at 5 knots. 

At 00Z July 25 surface winds in the northern SCS are variable at 3 to 5 knots.  

Surface winds in the central SCS make a cyclonic turn and are westerly to southerly at 5 

to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the Gulf of Thailand are predominantly southwesterly at 10 

knots.  Surface winds in the southern SCS are southwesterly to westerly at 3 to 5 knots. 

At 12Z July 25 surface winds in the northern SCS are variable at 3 to 5 knots.  

Surface winds in the central SCS and in the Gulf of Thailand make a cyclonic turn and 

are westerly to southerly at 5 to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the southern SCS are 

southerly to southwesterly 5 knots. 

At 00Z July 26 surface winds in the northern SCS are variable at 3 to 5 knots.  

Surface winds in the remainder of the SCS make a cyclonic turn and are southwesterly to 

southerly at 5 to 15 knots. 

At 12Z July 26 surface winds in the northern SCS are variable at 3 to 5 knots.  

Surface winds in the remainder of the SCS make a cyclonic turn and are westerly to 

southeasterly at 5 to 15 knots. 

At 00Z July 27 surface winds in the northern SCS are variable at 3 to 5 knots.  

Surface winds in the remainder of the SCS make a cyclonic turn and are westerly to 

southerly at 5 to 10 knots. 

At 12Z July 27 surface winds in the northern SCS are variable at 3 to 5 knots.  

Surface winds in the southern SCS make a sharp anticyclonic turn and are southeasterly 

to southwesterly at 5 to 10 knots.  Surface winds in the remainder of the SCS make a 

sharp cyclonic turn and are westerly to easterly at 5 to 10 knots. 
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At 00Z July 28 surface winds in the northern SCS are variable at 3 to 5 knots.  

Surface winds in the southern SCS make an anticyclonic turn and are southerly to 

southwesterly at 5 to 10 knots.  Surface winds in the west part of the Gulf of Thailand are 

southwesterly at 10 knots.  Surface winds over the remainder of the SCS make a sharp 

cyclonic turn and are westerly to southerly at 5 to 10 knots. 

At 12Z July 28 surface winds in the northern SCS are variable at 3 to 5 knots.  

Surface winds in the southern SCS make an anticyclonic turn and are southerly to 

southwesterly at 5 to 10 knots.  Surface winds in the remainder of the SCS make a sharp 

cyclonic turn and are westerly to southerly at 5 to 10 knots. 

At 00Z July 29 surface winds in the west region of the northern SCS are variable 

at 3 to 5 knots.  Surface winds in the east region of the northern SCS make a cyclonic 

turn around a fairly small surface low and are northeasterly to east northeasterly at 5 to 20 

knots.  Surface winds in the remainder of the SCS make a cyclonic turn and are westerly 

to southerly at 5 to 15 knots. 

At 12Z July 29 surface winds in the west region of the northern SCS are variable 

at 3 to 5 knots.  Surface winds in the east region of the northern SCS continue to make a 

cyclonic turn around a fairly small surface low and are northeasterly to east northeasterly 

at 3 to 20 knots.  Surface winds in the remainder of the SCS make a cyclonic turn and are 

westerly to southerly at 5 to 15 knots. 

At 00Z July 30 surface winds in the west region of the northern SCS are variable 

at 3 to 5 knots.  Surface winds in the east region of the northern SCS continue to make a 

cyclonic turn around a fairly small surface low and are northwesterly to east northeasterly 

at 3 to 15 knots.  Surface winds in the remainder of the SCS make a cyclonic turn and are 

southwesterly to southerly at 5 to 15 knots. 

At 12Z July 30 surface winds in the northern SCS are variable at 3 to 5 knots.  

Surface winds in the remainder of the SCS make an anticyclonic turn and are easterly to 

southerly at 5 to 10 knots. 

At 00Z July 31 surface winds in the east region of the northern SCS, in the central 

SCS, and in southern SCS make an anticyclonic turn and are southeasterly to 
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southwesterly at 5 to 10 knots.  Surface winds in the west region of the southern SCS are 

southwesterly to southeasterly at 3 to 5 knots.  Surface winds in the Gulf of Thailand are 

southerly at 10 knots. 

At 12Z July 31 surface winds in the north part of the east region of the northern 

SCS are variable at 3 to 5 knots.  Surface in the  remainder of the SCS make an 

anticyclonic turn and are northwesterly to southwesterly at 3 to 10 knots. 
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VII. OCEANIC PROCESSES DURING MAY-JULY 1998 

The plots of the CAOCS oceanic component output of the JES, YES, and SCS 

were broken down into regions to facilitate discussion of oceanic processes that took 

place during these two time periods.  The regions are identical to those described for the 

atmospheric processes (see Appendix P).  The only difference is that MATLAB, rather 

than RIP, was used for their creation.  Additionally, the JES appears smaller on the 

MATLAB plots as compared to the RIP plots because the ocean component of CAOCS 

had some difficulty in handling the open ocean boundary condition.  MATLAB plots for 

the JES only extend eastward to 140°E whereas the RIP plots extend eastward to 142°E. 

First the oceanic processes that took place during the May time period will be 

discussed in detail for each of the three major seas that comprise the EAMS.  The SST for 

each major sea is discussed first, followed by the sea surface velocity and then the SSS. 

Secondly, the oceanic processes that took place during the July time period will be 

discussed in detail for each of the three major seas that comprise the EAMS. 

Four types of plots are available for each of the three major seas.  The first type of 

plot is the SST and surface current velocity and magnitude for each day of the time 

period.  This plot is representative of the SST and surface current structure for each day.  

The second type of plot is the SST and surface current velocity and magnitude day-to-day 

tendency for the entire time period with the exception of the first day.  This plot shows 

the actual change in the SST and surface current structure over the past 24 hours and is 

useful in determining changes that take place that may not be apparent in the first type of 

plot.  The third type of plot is the SSS for each day of the time period.  The fourth type of 

plot is the SSS day-to-day tendency for the entire time period with the exception of the 

first day. 

Readers should refer to Appendix AA for the SST and surface current velocity 

and magnitude plot for each day of the May time period for the JES.  Appendix BB 

contains the SST and surface current velocity and magnitude day-to-day tendency plot for 

the entire May time period for the JES with the exception of May 13.  Appendix CC 

contains the SSS plot for each day of the May time period for the JES.  Appendix DD 
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contains the SSS day-to-day tendency plot for the entire May period for the JES with the 

exception of May 13. 

Readers should refer to Appendix EE for the SST and surface current velocity and 

magnitude plot for each day of the May time period for the YES.  Appendix FF contains 

the SST and surface current velocity and magnitude day-to-day tendency plot for the 

entire May time period for the YES with the exception of May 13.  Appendix GG 

contains the SSS plot for each day of the May time period for the YES.  Appendix HH 

contains the SSS day-to-day tendency plot for the entire May period for the YES with the 

exception of May 13. 

Readers should refer to Appendix II for the SST and surface current velocity and 

magnitude plot for each day of the May time period for the SCS.  Appendix JJ contains 

the SST and surface current velocity and magnitude day-to-day tendency plot for the 

entire May time period for the SCS with the exception of May 13.  Appendix KK 

contains the SSS plot for each day of the May time period for the SCS.  Appendix LL 

contains the SSS day-to-day tendency plot for the entire May period for the SCS with the 

exception of May 13. 

Readers should refer to Appendix MM for the SST and surface current velocity 

and magnitude plot for each day of the July time period for the JES.  Appendix NN 

contains the SST and surface current velocity and magnitude day-to-day tendency plot for 

the entire July time period for the JES with the exception of July 18.  Appendix OO 

contains the SSS plot for each day of the July time period for the JES.  Appendix PP 

contains the SSS day-to-day tendency plot for the entire July period for the JES with the 

exception of July 18. 

Readers should refer to Appendix QQ for the SST and surface current velocity 

and magnitude plot for each day of the July time period for the YES.  Appendix RR 

contains the SST and surface current ve locity and magnitude day-to-day tendency plot for 

the entire July time period for the YES with the exception of July 18.  Appendix SS 

contains the SSS plot for each day of the July time period for the YES.  Appendix TT 

contains the SSS day-to-day tendency plot for the entire May period for the YES with the 

exception of July 18. 
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Readers should refer to Appendix UU for the SST and surface current velocity 

and magnitude plot for each day of the July time period for the SCS.  Appendix VV 

contains the SST and surface current velocity and magnitude day-to-day tendency plot for 

the entire July time period for the SCS with the exception of July 18.  Appendix WW 

contains the SSS plot for each day of the July time period for the SCS.  Appendix XX 

contains the SSS day-to-day tendency plot for the entire July period for the SCS with the 

exception of July 18. 

A. MAY TIME PERIOD: MAY 13 THROUGH MAY 31, 1998 

1. Sea Surface Temperature (SST) 

a. JES 

The SST contour plot of the JES for May 13 shows a region of warmer 

water in the vicinity of the west coast of Japan that corresponds to the location of the 

JNB.  There is also a region of cooler water off the Russian coast in the northern JES that 

corresponds to the location of the southward to southwestward flowing Liman Current. 

On May 14 a portion of the JNB in the west region of the southern JES 

warms and the majority of the JES south of 41°N also warms.  On May 15 a large portion 

of the central and southern JES continues to warm.  There is also warming off the 

Russian coast in the northeast region of the northern JES.  On May 16 the southern JES 

cools while an area of the east region of the central JES warms.  On May 17 there is 

cooling over the east region of the central JES and there is also some cooling off the 

Russian coast in the southeast region of the northern JES. 

On May 18 the southern JES, especially the west region of the southern 

JES, warms.  On May 19 the majority of the southern and central JES warms.  There is 

also warming in the northeast region of the northern JES, and in areas of the southwest 

region of the northern JES.  On May 20 the southern JES continues to warm.  On May 21 

the far west region of the central JES warms.  Warming also occurs off the Russian coast 

in the southeast region of the northern JES.  On May 22 warming occurs in the east 

region of the central JES and over the Korean Strait. 

On May 23 the Korean Strait cools.  The Japanese coastal regions in the 

east region of the southern JES and in the southeast part of the east region of the central 
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JES also cool.  There is slight warming in the southeast region of the northern JES.  On 

May 24 the JES cools.  On May 25 the west region of the central and south region of the 

northern JES warm while the southern JES and the east region of the central JES 

experience surface cooling. 

On May 26 the JES warms especially the east region of the central JES 

and the southern JES.  On May 27 cooling occurs off the Russian coast in the northeast 

region of the northern JES while warming occurs over the majority of the east region of 

the central JES.  On May 28 the southern and central JES cool while the east region of 

the northern JES warms.  On May 29 the majority of the JES warms especially the south 

part of the west region of the southern JES.  On May 30 the JES warms slightly.  On May 

31 the JES cools slightly. 

b. YES 

The SST contour plot of the YES for May 13 shows a strong northwest-

southeast temperature gradient parallel to a line drawn from Taiwan to Kyusho, Japan 

that is associated with the KUC.  The SST of the  BS and northern YS are significantly 

cooler than elsewhere in the YES.  A core of cooler water is centered over the northwest 

region of the central ECS. 

On May 14 the southern YS warms dramatically.  There is warming in the 

east region of the northern YS and in the region south of the Korean peninsula.  The west 

part of the northwest region of the central ECS also warms and the core of cooler water 

previously centered over the northwest region of the central ECS diminishes in size.  On 

May 15 there is surface cooling in the southern YS and over the southern border of the 

west region of the northern ECS.  Surface warming continues in the region south of the 

Korean peninsula. 

On May 16 there is warming in the northern and central YS.  On May 17 

there is cooling in the northern and western YS while slight warming occurs in the 

northern BS.  On May 18 the northwestern YS warms, especially the northwest part of 

the west region of the southern YS.  The western BS cools slightly.  On May 19 the 

central and northern YS warm and a core of warmer water begins to form in the west 

region of the central YS.  Surface cooling occurs over the southern BS and in the region 
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just south of the Shandong peninsula.  There is also warming in the east region of the 

northern ECS in the vicinity of the Korean Strait. 

On May 20 the southern and central YS warms significantly as the core of 

warm water increases significantly in size.  There is also slight warming in the BS and in 

the east region of the northern YS.  On May 21 the northern YS warms while the 

southern YS cools as the core of warm water moves northward.  The western BS cools.  

On May 22 the northern YS cools as the warm core of water diminishes in size.  The east 

region of the northern ECS in the vicinity of the Korean Strait warms.  On May 23 

cooling occurs in the east region of the northern YS and in the vicinity of the Korean 

Strait.  Surface warming takes place in the west region of the northern ECS and in the 

northwest region of the central ECS. 

On May 24 surface cooling occurs in the central YS, in the west region of 

the southern YS, and in the west region of the northern ECS, and to the south of the 

Korean peninsula.  Additionally, the warm core of water previously present in the YS no 

longer exists.  On May 25 surface warming occurs over the east part of the BS and over 

the majority of the YS.  Surface cooling takes place over the southern border of the west 

region of the northern ECS and in the vicinity of the Korean Strait. 

On May 26 surface warming occurs in the east part of the BS.  Surface 

warming also occurs over the west region of the northern ECS and over the east region of 

the southern YS.  On May 27 surface warming occurs in the north part of the BS, in the 

east region of the northern YS, and in the northwest region of the central ECS.  On May 

28 surface cooling occurs in the east part of the BS and in the northern YS.  Warming 

also occurs in the west region of the northern ECS. 

On May 29 surface cooling occurs over the east region of the central and 

southern YS as well as the northwest region of the central ECS.  Surface warming takes 

place in the north part of the BS and in the west region of the northern YS.  On May 30 

significant warming occurs in the BS and in the western YS.  On May 31 surface cooling 

occurs in the western YS and BS while surface warming takes place in the east region of 

the southern YS. 
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c. SCS 

The SST contour plot of the SCS for May 13 shows a core of high surface 

temperature in the Gulf of Thailand off the coast of Malaysia.  A second core of high 

surface temperature exists in the east part of the southern SCS off the northwest coast of 

Borneo.  An intrusion of warmer surface water enters the east region of the central SCS 

through the middle of the Mindoro Strait.  Cooler surface temperature exists in the Gulf 

of Tonkin.  A relatively large area of cooler surface temperature is present in the east 

region of the northern SCS to the west of the Luzon Strait although an intrusion of 

warmer surface water associated with the KUC is observed entering through the Luzon 

Strait. 

An area of warmer surface water is also centered over the southern 

boundary of the west region of the northern SCS to the east of Vietnam.  An intrusion of 

warmer surface water associated with this area of higher SST extends northeastward into 

the northwest part of the east region of the northern SCS although cooler surface water is 

present over the continental shelf region off the Chinese coast in the northern SCS.  

During the May time period the SST over the SCS never changes by more than 1°C per 

day. 

From May 14 through the end of the time period the warmer surface water 

that flows into the northwest part of the east region of the northern SCS from the area of 

high SST east of Vietnam and lies to the south of the cooler water over the continental 

shelf off the Chinese coast gradually retreats westward.  The core of cooler water present 

in the east region of the northern SCS gradually expands in size. 

On May 15 the west region of the central SCS and the east part of the Gulf 

of Thailand warms as a southwestward extension associated with the relatively large area 

of cooler surface temperature present in the east region of the northern SCS to the east of 

the Luzon Strait retreats northeastward.  Surface warming also occurs in the east region 

of the central SCS off the west coast of Palawan Island as warmer water associated with 

the area of higher SST in the east part of the southern SCS off the northwest coast of 

Borneo moves northeastward.  Surface cooling occurs at the northern most part of the 

Gulf of Thailand.  From May 23 through May 24 surface cooling takes place in the west 
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part of the east region of the central SCS as cooler water to the north is pushed 

southward. 

On May 31 cooling occurs over the southern border of the east region of 

the central SCS, off the northwest coast of Borneo, as cooler water from the northwest is 

pushed southeastward. 

2. Sea Surface Velocity 

a. JES 

The surface velocity depiction of the JES for May 13 shows the JNB as it 

flows northward along the Japanese western coast.  The southward to southwestward 

flowing Liman Current that enters the JES from the Sea of Okhotsk through the Tatar 

Strait is also present and strong. 

On May 14 the Liman Current over the southeast region of the northern 

JES weakens while over the southwest region of the northern JES it strengthens and 

becomes southeasterly.  The surface flow in the west part of the west region of the central 

JES becomes easterly and strengthens.  On May 15 the surface flow in the northwest 

region of the central JES weakens while the EKWC in the southwest region of the central 

JES intensifies and flow to the east.  In the southeast region of the northern JES the 

surface currents intensify and flow offshore and southeastward.  An intense SPF is 

present over the majority of the central JES extending across the basin to the west coast 

of Hokkaido, Japan. 

On May 16 the EKWC, JNB and SPF intensify as the surface flow over 

the southern and central JES becomes strong and northeastward to eastward.  The 

previously offshore, southeastward flow in the vicinity of the Russian coast in the 

southeast region of the northern JES weakens significantly.  On May 17 surface flow 

over the central JES remains strong and becomes southeastward.  Over the southeast 

region of the northern JES, the surface flow intensifies and becomes eastward to 

northeastward.  On May 18 the surface currents over the JES weaken.  The Liman 

Current reestablishes and its presence is observed as far southward as the northwest 

region of the central JES.  The SPF is no longer present as a westward current. 
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On May 19 the Liman Current retreats in its southward extension as the 

EKWC intensifies.  The JNB over the southeast region of the northern JES also 

intensifies.  On May 20 the JNB over the southeast region of the northern JES weakens 

while the Liman Current in the same region of the JES intensifies and flows more 

southeastward vice alongshore.  The presence of the SPF is observed in the north region 

of the central JES as eastward flow that extends to Hokkaido, Japan.  On 21 May the JNB 

intensifies over the southeast region of the northern JES and executes a cyclonic turn 

feeding into the now southwestward flow of the Liman Current.  There is strong 

southward flow present in the north region of the central JES.  On May 22 the JNB over 

the southeast region of the northern JES strengthens while the strength of the current 

elsewhere in the JES weakens considerably. 

On May 23 the JNB over the southeast region of the northern JES 

weakens while the Liman Current in the same region of the northern JES intensifies.  The 

EKWC over the southwest region of the central JES strengthens and flows eastward.  The 

SPF flows eastward across the basin over the north region of the central JES and extends 

to Hokkaido, Japan.  On May 24 the JNB intensifies over the southeast region of the 

northern JES and makes a cyclonic turn feeding into the Liman Current.  The EKWC 

weakens while the surface flow within the central JES becomes southward to 

southeastward. 

On May 25 the JNB over the southeast region of the northern JES 

weakens and the Liman Current strengthens and flows more offshore and southward to 

southeastward.  The EKWC intensifies and the surface flow over the west region of the 

central JES intensifies significantly and flows eastward.  On May 26 the JNB intensifies 

over the east region of the central JES and over the southeast region of the northern JES.  

The surface flow in the west region of the central JES weakens and becomes 

southeastward.  The surface current in the east region of the central JES strengthens and 

remains eastward.  In the southeast region of the northern JES the previously southward 

to southeastward surface flow becomes northeastward.  On 27 May the EKWC and the 

SPF intensify.  In the south part of the southeast region of the northern JES the previously 

northeastward surface current becomes eastward.  Over the north part of the southeast 
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region of the northern JES, the Liman Current strengthens slightly while making a 

cyclonic turn at its southern extent and feeds into the eastward current. 

On May 28 the JNB, SPF, and EKWC intensify.  The surface current in 

the west region of the central JES intensifies and flows eastward.  The Liman Current 

weakens slightly.  An eastward surface flow lies over most of the central JES.  On May 

29 surface currents over the southern JES weaken and the SPF reverses direction and 

becomes westward.  The strength of the Liman Current increases slightly.  On May 30 

the surface current over the northern and central JES intensifies and becomes 

southeastward.  The SPF strengthens and reverses to its normal eastward direction.  On 

May 31 strong southward to southeastward flow is present over the central JES and the 

south region of the northern JES. 

b. YES 

The surface velocity depiction of the YES for May 13 shows the KUC as 

it flows northward along the shelf break in the southern ECS and in the east region of the 

central ECS.  The TsWC is observed flowing northward from the KUC west of Kyushu 

toward the Korean Strait.  The TWC is observed entering through the Taiwan Strait and 

flowing northeastward inshore of the KUC.  There is strong outflow from the BS to the 

YS.  Over the BS and the northern and central YS the surface current is predominantly 

eastward.  An anticyclonic circulation is present in the west region of the northern ECS, 

in the southern YS, and in the west region of the central ECS. 

On May 14 the eastward current over the BS and northern YS decreases in 

strength.  The center of the anticyclonic flow has shifted northward into the southern YS.  

The Korean Coastal Current intensifies and becomes southwestward.  The TWC and 

TsWC strengthen. 

On May 15 weak eastward current continues to prevail over the BS and 

northern YS.  The Korean Coastal Current remains southwestward but weakens.  Strong 

westward flow dominates the northern ECS, weak westward current is located over the 

southern YS, and an anticyclonic circulation is still present.  Surface current in the central 

ECS to the west of the KUC and TWC flows mainly southwestward. 
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On May 16 the eastward flowing current in the BS strengthens and so does 

the outflow into the northern YS.  In the northern YS the surface current strengthens and 

becomes northeastward to eastward.  Along the western coast of the Korean peninsula the 

Korean Coastal Current intensifies and flows more southward vice southwestward.  The 

TsWC and its outflow through the Korean Strait also intensify.  In the southern YS an 

anticyclonic circulation is still present.  The surface current south of the Shandong 

peninsula in the west region of the southern YS strengthens and flows northeastward.  

The surface current in the west part of the west region of the central ECS strengthens and 

flows northward.  Surface current in the west region of the northern ECS weakens 

considerably.  Surface current in the central ECS to the west of the KUC and TWC 

weakens but continues to flow southwestward.  The TsWC and its outflow through the 

Korean Strait continue to increase. 

On May 17 the surface current in the BS weakens.  Surface current in the 

northern and central YS intensifies and flows eastward.  The surface anticyclonic 

circulation is no longer present.  The TWC, KUC, and TsWC intensify while the surface 

current in the west part of the west region of the central ECS also intensifies and flows 

northeastward.  Surface current in the west region of the northern ECS intensifies and 

flows northward to northeastward.  Surface current in the central ECS to the west of the 

KUC and TWC flows westward. 

On May 18 the surface current in the BS flows northward.  In the YS an 

anticyclonic circulation is present at the surface centered at approximately 37°N 124°E.  

The surface current in the west part of the west region of the central ECS weakens and 

flows northward.  A branch of the KUC makes a cyclonic turn at 29°N and a cyclonic 

circulation is present at the surface of the central ECS centered at approximately 28°N 

125°E.  In the southeast part of the west region of the central ECS, westward of the 

TWC, the surface current intensifies and flows southwestward. 

On May 19 the surface current in the BS intensifies and flows 

northeastward.  The surface anticyclonic circulation in the YS is more extensive and is 

now centered at approximately 34°N 123°E.  The Korean Coastal current intensifies and 

flows southward.  In the northern ECS a cyclonic circulation is present at the surface at 
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approximately 33.5°N 124.5°E.  The surface current in the west part of the west region of 

the central ECS weakens.  A cyclonic circulation remains present at the surface of the 

central ECS and is now centered at approximately 28°N 125.5°E.  In the east region of 

the southern ECS a branch of the KUC makes an anticyclonic circulation. 

On May 20 the warm-core anticyclonic circulation in the YS increases in 

strength and the Korean Coastal Current intensifies and flows southwestward.  The 

cyclonic circulation in the northern ECS dissipates and is no longer present.  The surface 

current in the northern ECS strengthens and flows westward to northwestward.  The 

surface current in the west region of the central ECS strengthens and flows westward to 

southwestward.  The cyclonic circulation remains present at the surface of the central 

ECS still centered at approximately 28°N 125.5°E.  In the east region of the southern 

ECS a branch of the KUC continues to make an anticyclonic circulation. 

On May 21 the surface current in the BS and in the east region of the 

northern YS becomes northerly.  A general surface anticyclonic circulation in the YS 

remains present and the surface current in the west region of the northern ECS and the 

southern YS flows westward.  The Korean Coastal Current flows southwestward.  The 

cyclonic circulation remains present at the surface of the central ECS still centered at 

approximately 28°N 124.5°E.  The TsWC intensifies while the TWC weakens slightly.  

In the east region of the southern ECS a branch of the KUC continues to make an 

anticyclonic circulation. 

On May 22 the surface current in the BS weakens.  The surface current in 

the northern YS weakens and flows eastward.  The Korean Coastal Current weakens 

slightly but continues to flow southwestward.  The westward flowing current in the 

southern YS weakens.  A general anticyclonic circulation remains present in the YS 

centered at approximately 36°N 124°E.  The surface current in the west region of the 

northern ECS continues to flow westward.  The cyclonic circulation remains present at 

the surface of the central ECS still centered at approximately 28°N 124.5°E.  In the west 

region of the southern ECS, in the vicinity of the Taiwan Strait, the surface current 

intensifies and flows southwestward out of the strait while the TWC weakens.  In the east 
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region of the southern ECS a branch of the KUC continues to make an anticyclonic 

circulation. 

On May 23 the surface current in the BS remains weak.  The surface 

current in the northern YS continues to weaken and flows southward.  The Korean 

Coastal Current continues to flow southwestward.  The current in the southern YS 

continues to flow westward and strengthens slightly.  A general anticyclonic circulation 

remains in the YS centered at approximately 36°N 123.5°E.  The surface current in the 

west region of the northern ECS continues to flow westward and intensifies.  The 

cyclonic circulation remains present at the surface of the central ECS now centered at 

approximately 28°N 125°E.  In the southern ECS at the vicinity of the Taiwan Strait the 

southwestward flowing surface current weakens and the TWC strengthens slightly.  In 

the east region of the southern ECS a branch of the KUC continues to make an 

anticyclonic circulation. 

On May 24 the surface current in the BS and northern YS strengthens and 

flows southeastward.  The Korean Coastal Current flows southward.  The current in the 

central and southern YS flows southward and strengthens slightly.  The Chinese Coastal 

Current establishes and flows southward.  An anticyclonic circulation is no longer present 

in the YS.  The surface current in the west region of the northern ECS intensifies and 

flows westward to southwestward.  The cyclonic circulation remains present at the 

surface of the central ECS now centered at approximately 28°N 125.5°E.  The TWC 

strengthens.  In the east region of the southern ECS a branch of the KUC continues to 

make an anticyclonic circulation. 

On May 25 the surface current in the BS and northern YS strengthens and 

flows northeastward to eastward.  The Korean Coastal Current flows southeastward.  The 

current in the central and southern YS strengthens and flows northeastward to eastward.  

The Chinese Coastal Current is no longer present at the surface.  The surface current in 

the northern ECS weakens.  The cyclonic circulation at the surface of the central ECS is 

no longer present and the surface current over the west region of the central ECS is weak.  

The TWC continues to strengthen and the TsWC strengthens.  In the east region of the 

southern ECS a branch of the KUC continues to make an anticyclonic circulation. 
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On May 26 the surface current in the BS strengthens but shifts direction 

and flows westward.  The surface current in the northern YS weakens slightly and flows 

eastward.  The Korean Coastal Current is no longer present at the surface.  The current in 

the central and southern YS strengthens and flows eastward.  The surface current in the 

west part of the west region of the northern ECS and southern YS, near the Chinese coast, 

intensify and flow northward to northeastward.  The surface current over the central ECS 

remains weak.  The TWC continues to strengthen.  In the east region of the southern ECS 

a branch of the KUC continues to make an anticyclonic circulation. 

On May 27 the surface current in the BS and northern YS flows 

northeastward.  The surface current in the southern YS weakens slightly but continues to 

flow eastward.  The surface current in the west part of the west region of the northern 

ECS and southern YS, near the Chinese coast, weakens slightly but continues to flow 

northward to northeastward.  The surface current in the west region of the northern ECS 

strengthens slightly and flows northwestward.  The surface current over the central ECS, 

west of the KUC, intensifies and flows westward.  The TWC remains strong and the 

TsWC strengthens.  In the east region of the southern ECS a branch of the KUC 

continues to make an anticyclonic circulation.  In general a surface anticyclonic 

circulation exists over the eastern YES. 

On May 28 the surface current in the BS intensifies and flows 

southeastward.  The surface current in the YS flows southward to southeastward.  The 

surface current in the west part of the west region of the southern YS, near the Chinese 

coast, weakens and flows westward.  The surface current in the northern ECS west of the 

KUC weakens.  The surface current in the west part of the west region of the central ECS 

continues to intensify and flows northward.  In the east region of the southern ECS a 

branch of the KUC continues to make an anticyclonic circulation. 

On May 29 surface current in the BS and northern YS weaken but flow 

eastward.  In the central and southern YS surface current becomes anticyclonic and flows 

southward to westward.  Surface currents in the northern and central ECS west of the 

KUC significantly intensify and flow westward to southwestward.  A surface cyclonic 

circulation develops in the central ECS, west of the KUC, that is centered at 
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approximately 28°N 126°E.  In the east region of the southern ECS a branch of the KUC 

continues to make an anticyclonic circulation. 

On May 30 a general anticyclonic circulation is present over the eastern 

YES centered at approximately 35°N 124°E.  The surface current in the northern YS 

significantly intensifies and flows southeastward.  Surface currents in the northern and 

central ECS, west of the KUC weaken but continue to flow westward to southwestward.  

A surface cyclonic circulation remains in the southwest corner of the west region of the 

central ECS, west of the KUC, still centered at approximately 28°N 126°E.  In the east 

region of the southern ECS a branch of the KUC continues to make an anticyclonic 

circulation. 

On May 31 a general anticyclonic circulation remains present over the 

eastern YES.  The surface current in the BS strengthens and flows eastward.  The surface 

current in the northern YS and the Korean Coastal Current strengthen and flow 

southeastward.  The surface current in the west part of the west region of the central ECS, 

near the Chinese coast, intensifies and flows northward.  Surface current in the southwest 

region of the central ECS becomes westerly and the surface cyclonic circulation is no 

longer present in the southwest corner of the west region of the central ECS.  The KUC in 

this area, however, continues to make a strong cyclonic turn.  The TWC and TsWC 

intensify.  In the east region of the southern ECS a branch of the KUC continues to make 

an anticyclonic circulation. 

c. SCS 

The surface velocity depiction of the SCS for May 13 shows surface 

current flowing northward into the southern SCS from the Gasper and Karimata Straits.  

The northward current makes an anticyclonic turn and flows eastward along the coast of 

Borneo.  The eastward flow makes a cyclonic turn, intensifies, and flows northwestward 

to westward across the south part of the central SCS and into the Gulf of Thailand.  As 

the westward surface current enters the Gulf of Thailand it weakens considerably. 

A strong westward current enters the SCS through the central part of the 

Mindoro Strait.  A branch of the westward current makes an immediate sharp 

anticyclonic turn and exits the SCS through the northern part of the Mindoro Strait.  
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Another branch of the westward flowing current further upstream makes a sharp 

anticyclonic turn that sets up a surface anticyclonic circulation centered at approximately 

14.5°N 115°E. 

The remainder of the westward current flows across the central SCS, 

makes an anticyclonic  turn when it reaches the coast of Vietnam, and flows northward to 

Hainan Island.  A branch of the northward flow makes a tight anticyclonic turn to the east 

of Vietnam in the east region of the northern SCS and forms a surface anticyclonic 

circulation centered at approximately 15.5°N 111°E.  Upon approaching the southern 

coast of Hainan Island the northward surface current makes an anticyclonic turn, 

intensifies, and flows northeastward across the north part of the west region of the 

northern SCS exiting the SCS through the Taiwan Strait.  This northeastward flowing 

current is known as the South China Sea Warm Current (SCSWC) (Hu et al., 2000).  A 

branch of the SCSWC makes an immediate anticyclonic turn, flows southward, and 

makes a cyclonic turn creating a surface cyclonic circulation centered at approximately 

17°N 112.5°E. 

Another branch of the SCSWC further upstream makes a cyclonic turn 

and flows westward along the coastal region of China.  Another branch of the SCSWC 

still further upstream makes an anticyclonic turn creating a surface anticyclonic 

circulation centered at approximately 19°N 116°E.  Surface current in the Gulf of Tonkin 

is strong and cyclonic along the coast of China and Vietnam.  A weak westward flowing 

surface current enters the northeast part of the east region of the northern SCS through 

the southern part of the Luzon Strait, makes a sharp anticyclonic turn, and exits the SCS 

through the northern part of the Luzon Strait.  This is similar to the loop regime of the 

KUC intrusion described by Chu and Fan (2001).  A branch of weak westward flowing 

surface current continues to flow southwestward and then westward south of the SCSWC 

and is known as the South China Sea Branch of the Kuroshio (SCSBK) (Hu et al., 2000). 

On May 14 the cyclonic turning of the eastward flowing current along the 

Borneo coast is sharper and a westward surface flow prevails over the south part of the 

west region of the central SCS.  At the southern border of the east region of the central 

SCS, a branch of the cyclonic turning continues northwestward and feeds into the 
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westward flowing current that enters the eastern SCS through the central part of the 

Mindoro Strait.  Surface current intensifies and flows northwestward within the Gulf of 

Thailand.  Surface current weakens slightly but remains cyclonic within the Gulf of 

Tonkin and in the west region of the northern SCS. 

On May 15 the westward surface flow over the south part of the west 

region of the central SCS weakens.  North of the weak westward flow, surface current 

also weakens but flows northward.  The previously northwestward flow in the south part 

of the east region of the central SCS flows northward but continues to feed into the 

westward flowing current that enters the east region of the central SCS through the 

central part of the Mindoro Strait.  A surface cyclonic circulation forms in the central 

SCS centered at approximately 11°N 113.5°E.  The KUC intrusion that is present in the 

northeast part of the east region of the northern SCS increases in strength.  Surface 

current flows predominantly eastward within the Gulf of Thailand.  Surface current 

weakens but remains cyclonic within the Gulf of Tonkin. 

On May 16 the eastward surface current along the coast of Borneo 

intensifies.  The westward surface flow over the south part of the west region of the 

central SCS continues to weaken.  North of the weak westward flow, the previously 

northward surface current now flows southeastward.  The previously northward flow in 

the south part of the east region of the central SCS now flows eastward countercurrent to 

the westward flowing current that enters the east region of the central SCS through the 

central part of the Mindoro Strait.  This countercurrent intensifies the surface cyclonic 

circulation previously located in the middle of the east region of the central SCS and the 

intensified cyclonic circulation is now centered at approximately 11°N 116°E.  The 

surface cyclonic circulation previously located at 17°N 112.5°E is no longer present 

although a branch of the SCSWC continues to make an anticyclonic turn and flows 

southward but now makes a cyclonic turn that feeds into the anticyclonic circulation 

centered at 14.5°N 115°E.  The KUC intrusion continues to intensify.  Surface current 

strengthens and remains cyclonic within the Gulf of Tonkin. 

On May 17 the weak westward surface flow over the south part of the 

west region of the central SCS strengthens slightly.  North of the weak westward flow, 
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surface current weakens and flows predominantly southward vice southeastward.  The 

previously eastward flow in the east part of the southeast region of the central SCS now 

flows northward to northeastward and feeds into the westward current that enters the east 

region of the central SCS through the Mindoro Strait and the surface cyclonic circulation 

is no longer present.  The KUC intrusion weakens.  The SCSWC intensifies and flows 

out the Luzon Strait as well as the Taiwan Strait.  Although there is westward flow in the 

middle of the east region of the northern SCS, the surface current is no longer related to 

the presence of the SCSBK, but is solely due to the branch of the SCSWC that makes an 

anticyclonic turn at 116°E.  Surface current strengthens within the Gulf of Thailand.  

Surface current weakens within the Gulf of Tonkin. 

On May 18 the westward surface flow in the south part of the west region 

of the central SCS strengthens significantly.  The northward to northeastward flow in the 

southeast part of the east region of the central SCS now flows northeastward and 

intensifies.  A branch of the westward flowing current that enters the east region of the 

central SCS through the central part of the Mindoro Strait now makes a cyclonic turn in 

the central SCS and forms a surface cyclonic circulation centered at approximately 11°N 

114°E.  The KUC intrusion strengthens.  The SCSWC weakens and now only flows out 

the Taiwan Strait.  The SCSBK reestablishes and again contributes to the presence of 

westward flow that forms the southern half of the surface anticyclonic circulation 

centered at 19°N 116°E.  Surface current becomes northward within the Gulf of Thailand.  

Surface current continues to weaken within the Gulf of Tonkin. 

On May 19 the westward surface flow over the south part of the west 

region of the central SCS strengthens and flows northwestward to northward.  The 

northeastward flow in the southeast part of the east region of the central SCS weakens.  

The branch of the westward flowing current that enters the east region of the central SCS 

through the central part of the Mindoro Strait no longer makes a cyclonic turn in the 

middle of the east region of the central SCS and the surface cyclonic circulation 

previously centered at approximately 11°N 114°E is no longer present.  Surface current 

become northeastward within the Gulf of Thailand.  Surface current remains weak within 

the Gulf of Tonkin. 
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On May 20 surface current in the east part of the southern SCS intensifies 

and flows northwestward.  The northwestward to northward surface flow over the south 

part of the west region of the central SCS significantly weakens.  The northeastward flow 

in the southeast part of the east region of the central SCS strengthens and flows 

northward.  A branch of the westward flowing current that enters the eastern SCS through 

the central part of the Mindoro Strait and makes a cyclonic turn in the central SCS 

reestablishes and a surface cyclonic circulation is again present centered at approximately 

11°N 112°E.  Surface current weakens within the Gulf of Thailand.  Surface current 

remains weak within the Gulf of Tonkin. 

On May 21 the northwestward surface flow in the east part of the southern 

SCS intensifies and flows eastward.  The northward current in the southeast part of the 

east region of the central SCS no longer feeds into the westward flowing current that 

enters the eastern SCS through the central part of the Mindoro Strait.  Instead, it 

intensifies, flows east northeastward and exists through the southern part of the Mindoro 

Strait.  The KUC intrusion strengthens and so does the SCSBK.  Surface current remains 

weak within the Gulf of Thailand.  Surface current remains weak within the Gulf of 

Tonkin. 

On May 22 northeastward surface flow is present over the south part of 

the east region of the central SCS.   A strong eastward current flows across the middle of 

the central SCS south of the westward current that enters the east region of the central 

SCS through the Mindoro Strait and exits through the south part of the Mindoro Strait.  

The KUC intrusion weakens but the SCSBK strengthens.  Surface current strengthens 

and flows eastward within the Gulf of Thailand.  Surface current remains weak within the 

Gulf of Tonkin. 

On May 23 a strong eastward current prevails across the Gulf of Thailand 

and the south region of the central SCS.  In the middle of the central SCS and south of the 

westward surface current that enters the east region of the central SCS through the 

Mindoro Strait, a strong southeastward current prevails.  Branching of the westward 

surface current that enters the east region of the central SCS through the Mindoro Strait 

make cyclonic turns that feed into the southeastward to eastward current that prevails 
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over the south part of the east region of the central SCS.  The surface cyclonic circulation 

centered at approximately 11°N 112°E is no longer present.  The SCSBK weakens.  A 

surface cyclonic circulation is again present over the boundary between the east and west 

regions of the northern SCS and is centered at approximately 16°N 112.5°E.  Surface 

current remains weak within the Gulf of Tonkin. 

On May 24 the strong eastward surface current remains over the south 

region of the central SCS.  In the west region of the central SCS a branch of the westward 

surface current that enters the east region of the central SCS through the Mindoro Strait 

makes a cyclonic turn and flows southeastward to southward over the middle of the 

central SCS.  Branching of the westward surface current that enters the east region of the 

central SCS through the Mindoro Strait continue to make cyclonic turns that feed into the 

southeastward to eastward current that prevails over the south part of the east region of 

the central SCS.  The KUC intrusion strengthens and the SCSBK strengthens.  Surface 

current remains relatively strong and eastward within the Gulf of Thailand.  Surface 

current strengthens within the Gulf of Tonkin. 

On May 25, in the west region of the central SCS, a branch of the 

westward surface current that enters the east region of the central SCS through the 

Mindoro Strait continues to make a cyclonic turn and now flows southeastward to 

southwestward over the middle of the central SCS.  Branching of the westward surface 

current that enters the east region of the central SCS through the Mindoro Strait continue 

to make cyclonic turns that feed into the southeastward to eastward current that prevails 

over the south part of the east region of the central SCS.  Surface current remains strong 

and eastward within the Gulf of Thailand.  Surface current weakens within the Gulf of 

Tonkin. 

On May 26 the cyclonic branching of the westward surface current that 

enters the east region of the central SCS through the Mindoro Strait stops in the southern 

half of the central SCS.  The surface currents over the southern half of the central SCS 

weaken considerably.  The KUC intrusion and the SCSBK strengthen.  Surface current 

weakens and remains eastward within the Gulf of Thailand.  Surface current remains 

weak within the Gulf of Tonkin. 
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On May 27 the eastward surface flow in the east part of the southern SCS 

weakens.  Surface current in the south part of the west region of the central SCS 

intensifies and flows northeastward.  Surface current in the southeast part of the east 

region of the central SCS intensifies, flows northward to northeastward and exits through 

the southern part of the Mindoro Strait.  An intense eastward to northeastward surface 

current flows across the middle of the central SCS south of the westward surface current 

that enters the east region of the central SCS through the Mindoro Strait.  Branching of 

the westward surface current that enters the east region of the central SCS through the 

Mindoro Strait again make cyclonic turns that feed into the eastward to northeastward 

current that prevails over the middle of the central SCS.  The KUC weakens and the 

SCSBK weakens.  Sur face current weakens within the Gulf of Thailand and within the 

Gulf of Tonkin. 

On May 28 the surface flow in the east part of the southern SCS intensifies 

significantly and flows northward to northeastward.  Strong eastward surface current 

prevails over the Gulf of Thailand and the south part of the central SCS.  Branching of 

the westward surface current that enters the east region of the central SCS through the 

Mindoro Strait continue to make cyclonic turns that feed into the eastward current that 

prevails over the south part of the central SCS.  The KUC intrusion strengthens slightly 

and the SCSBK strengthens.  Surface current remains weak within the Gulf of Tonkin. 

On May 29 the surface flow in the east part of the southern SCS intensifies 

significantly and flows eastward.  A strong eastward surface current is present over the 

east part of the Gulf of Thailand and the southwest part of the west region of the central 

SCS.  In the southeast part of the east region of the central SCS a strong eastward surface 

current is also present.  The SCSBK and the SCSWC strengthens slightly.  Surface 

current remains weak within the Gulf of Tonkin. 

On May 30 surface flow in the east part of the southern SCS remains 

strong but flows southeastward.  A strong eastward surface current remains present over 

the east part of the Gulf of Thailand, but in the southwest part of the west region of the 

central SCS the eastward surface current has weakened.  A strong eastward surface 

current is no longer present in the southeast part of the east region of the central SCS 
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although a strong northward to northeastward surface current is present in the east part of 

the east region of the central SCS and exits through the southern part of the Mindoro 

Strait.  A strong eastward surface current flows across the middle of the central SCS 

south of the westward surface current that enters the east region of the central SCS 

through the Mindoro Strait.  The KUC intrusion, the SCSBK, and the SCSWC weaken 

slightly.  Surface current weakens significant ly and remains eastward within the Gulf of 

Thailand.  Surface current remains weak within the Gulf of Tonkin. 

On May 31 the cyclonic surface current in the southern SCS weakens.  

The surface current over the majority of the Gulf of Thailand and the south part of the 

west region of the central SCS weakens.  The eastward surface current that flows across 

the middle of the central SCS, south of the westward surface current that enters the east 

region of the central SCS through the Mindoro Strait, remains present but has weakened 

considerably.  A strong northward to northeastward surface current remains present in the 

east part of the east region of the central SCS and continues to exit through the southern 

part of the Mindoro Strait.  Surface current remains weak within the Gulf of Tonkin. 

3. Sea Surface Salinity (SSS) 

a. JES 

The SSS contour plot of the JES for May 13 shows the salinity of the JNB 

to be 34 to 34.1 PSU.  Slightly fresher water is found along the North Korean and 

Russian coastal regions.  The most saline water is located north of the Korean Strait.  

During the May time period the SSS over the JES never changes by more than 0.04 PSU 

per day. 

From May 14 through May 23 the fresher water in the vicinity of the 

Russian and North Korean coastline in the west region of the central and southern JES 

gradually expands offshore while the more saline water over the southern JES gradually 

becomes slightly less saline.  From May 24 through May 25 the salinity north of the 

Korean Strait in the southern JES and in the southeast region of the central JES increases 

slightly.  From May 26 through the end of the timeframe the fresher water in the vicinity 

of the Russian and North Korean coastline continues to gradually expand offshore while 

the more saline water of the southern JES again slowly becomes slightly less saline. 
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b. YES 

The SSS contour plot of the YES for May 13 shows a strong northwest-

southeast salinity gradient parallel to a line drawn from Taiwan to Kyusho, Japan that is 

associated with the KUC.  The KUC contains the highest salinity value within the YES of 

34.5 PSU.  The BS consists of relatively low salinity values and a strong salinity gradient 

from west to east.  A salinity maximum is present in the northwest part of the west region 

of the southern ECS, north of the Taiwan Strait, and accurately the more saline TWC.  A 

region of slightly less saline water is present along the western coast of the Korean 

peninsula, in the eastern YS, and accurately reflects the Korean Coastal Current.  A core 

of saline water is present over the west region of the southern YS and west region of the 

northern ECS.  During the May time period the SSS over the YES never changes by more 

than 0.06 PSU per day. 

From May 14 through the end of the timeframe the KUC and TsWC 

gradually advect more saline water northward into the east region of the northern ECS.  

The tongue of slightly more saline water associated with the TWC gradually decreases in 

its northern extent.  The salinity maximum in the west region of the southern YS and 

northern ECS gradually decreases in size. 

On May 22 the SSS from the middle of the northern ECS eastward to the 

east part of the northern ECS decreases as less saline water surges southwestward from 

the Korean Strait.  This surge of less saline water from the Korean Strait establishes a 

pool of less saline surface water over the middle of the YES that continues to persist 

throughout the remainder of the time period. 

c. SCS 

The SSS contour plot of the SCS for May 13 shows a core of slightly 

higher saline water on the eastern side of the Karimata Strait in the southern SCS.  Less 

saline water is present over the remainder of the southern SCS.  Less saline water is also 

present in the Gulf of Thailand.  More saline water is found in the east region of the 

northern SCS associated with transport of more saline water from the KUC via the Luzon 

Strait.  The salinity in the Gulf of Tonkin and along the continental shelf south of the 

Chinese coast is slightly less saline.  An area of more saline water is also located in the 

west part of the west region of the central SCS over the coastal region in the vicinity of 
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the tip of the Zhongnan peninsula.  During the May time period the SSS over the SCS 

never changes by more than 0.1 PSU per day. 

From May 13 through the end of the timeframe the more saline water on 

the eastern side of the Karimata Strait in the southern SCS gradually extends 

northwestward.  Additionally, the less saline water present in the Gulf of Thailand 

gradually extends southeastward.  The core of more saline water located in the west part 

of the west region of the central SCS over the coastal region in the vicinity of the tip of 

the Zhongnan peninsula gradually moves northeastward.  The salinity of the water in the 

south part of the east region of the central SCS gradually decreases as the less saline 

water along the northwest coast of Borneo in the east part of the southern SCS slowly 

surges northeastward. 

From May 16 through May 17 and again on May 19 the surface salinity 

increases in the north part of the west region of the central SCS as the more saline water 

of the east region of the northern SCS extends slightly to the southwest.  From May 24 

through May 25 the salinity in the middle of the central SCS, in the vicinity of 10°N, 

increases as the southern extremity of the more saline water of the northern SCS surges 

southward. 

B. JULY TIME PERIOD: JULY 18 THROUGH JULY 31, 1998 

1. SST 

a. JES 

The SST contour plot of the JES for July 18 shows a region of warm water 

in the vicinity of the west coast of Japan in the east part of the east region of the central 

JES that corresponds to the location of the JNB.  There is also a region of cooler water 

off the Russian coast in the east region of the northern JES that corresponds to the 

location of the southward to southwestward flowing Liman Current. 

On July 19 the south part of the west region of the southern JES warms 

and the west part of the west region of the central JES cools.  On July 20 the southern 

JES warms as warmer water is advected from the ECS through the Korean Strait into the 

southern JES.  On July 21 the north part of the west region of the southern JES and the 

south part of the west region of the central JES warm as warm water from the JNB in the 
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west region of the southern JES is advected northward into the south part of the west 

region of the central JES.  The southeast part of the east region of the central JES cools in 

the vicinity of the Japanese coast.  On July 22 the east part of the east region of the 

central JES cools in the vicinity of the Japanese coast. 

The SST of the Russian coast in the southeast region of the northern JES 

cools on July 23 as the Liman Current advects cooler water from the north into the area.  

On July 24 the east part of the east region of the central JES warms in the vicinity of the 

Japanese coast.  On July 25 the west region of the southern JES cools as the influx of 

warmer water from the ECS through the Korean Strait slows.  The majority of the east 

region of the central JES cools on July 26.  There is also surface cooling in the southeast 

region of the northern JES off the Russian coast as the Liman Current intensifies. 

SST warms along the Japanese coast in the southern JES from July 27 

through July 28.  On July 30 there is surface cooling in the southeast part of the east 

region of the central JES in the vicinity of the Japanese coast.  The SST of the central JES 

and the southern region of the northern JES warm significantly on July 31. 

b. YES 

The SST contour plot of the YES for July 18 shows a strong northwest-

southeast temperature gradient parallel to a line drawn from Taiwan to Kyusho, Japan 

that is associated with the KUC.  The SST of the BS is significantly cooler than 

elsewhere in the YES.  The SST is relatively warm to the north of the Taiwan Strait that 

coincides with the location of the TWC. 

On July 19 there is surface warming east of the BS.  Surface warming of 

the coastal region of the Korean peninsula in the east region of the southern YS occurs on 

July 20.  There is also surface warming off the coast of the Korean peninsula north of the 

east region of the northern ECS.  Surface warming occurs over the west part of the west 

region of the southern YS and also in the vicinity of the Korean Peninsula in the east 

region of the central YS on July 21. 

On July 22 there is cooling in the west part of the west region of the 

southern YS off the coast of China.  From July 24 through July 25 surface cooling occurs 

in the coastal region west of the Korean peninsula.  On July 26 the northern BS warms by 
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a degree while the southern BS cools.  On July 27 the eastern BS warms while the 

remainder of the BS cools.  From July 30 through July 31 the SST of the southeast part of 

the east region of the central ECS warms.  On July 31 a large degree of surface warming 

is noted in the BS. 

c. SCS 

The SST contour plot of the SCS for July 18 shows a core of high surface 

temperature in the Gulf of Thailand and in the northwest part of the southern SCS off the 

coast of Malaysia.  A second core of high surface temperature exists in the east part of the 

southern SCS off the northwest coast of Borneo although its size is much smaller than it 

was during the May time period.  A third core of high surface temperature is present in 

the coastal area of the west part of the west region of the central SCS.  An intrusion of 

slightly cooler water is present on the eastern side of the Karimata Strait.  An intrusion of 

warmer surface water enters the east region of the central SCS through the middle of the 

Mindoro Strait. 

Cooler surface temperature exists in the Gulf of Tonkin and over the 

continental shelf region off the coast of China.  A relatively large area of cooler surface 

temperature is present in the east region of the northern SCS to the west although an 

intrusion of warmer surface water associated with the KUC is observed entering through 

the Luzon Strait and is much stronger than during the May event.  A tongue of warmer 

surface water associated with the SCSWC extends into the northwest part of the east 

region of the northern SCS from the west region of the northern SCS. 

From July 19 through the end of the time period the tongue of warmer 

water extending into the northwest part of the east region of the northern SCS from the 

west region of the northern SCS and that lies to the south of the cooler water over the 

continental shelf off the Chinese coast gradually extends eastward.  The KUC intrusion 

through the Luzon Strait gradually extends westward.  The intrusion of slightly cooler 

water present on the eastern side of the Karimata Strait gradually extends northeastward. 

From July 19 through July 27 the area of higher SST present in the coastal 

region of the west part of the west region of the central SCS cools but warms again 

between July 28 and the end of the time period. 
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From July 19 through July 22 the core of high surface temperature in the 

southwestern SCS off the coast of Malaysia cools and then warms again between July 23 

and the end of the timeframe.  On July 31 the SST of the southeast part of the east region 

of the central SCS and the east region of the southern SCS, particularly the coast of 

Borneo, warm significantly.  Additionally, there is significant warming over the 

southwest part of the west region of the central SCS and along the Malaysian coast in the 

Gulf of Thailand and in the west part of the southern SCS. 

2. Sea Surface Velocity 

a. JES 

The surface velocity depiction of the JES for July 18 shows the JNB as it 

flows northward along the Japanese western coast.  The eastern and western branches of 

the EKWC are also present.  The southward to southwestward flowing Liman Current 

that enters the JES from the Sea of Okhotsk through the Tatar Strait is also present but 

fairly weak. 

On July 19 the JNB, EKWC, and SPF weaken in intensity in the southern 

JES.  On July 20 the EKWC reestablishes itself in the west region of the southern JES 

and in the west region of the central JES.  The presence of the SPF is observed in the 

north region of the central JES as eastward flow that extends across the basin to the west 

coast of Hokkaido, Japan.  The JNB in the east part of the southeast region of the 

northern JES strengthens, makes a cyclonic turn, and feeds into the Liman Current.  On 

July 21 the cyclonic turning of the JNB in the north part of the southeast region of the 

northern JES stops and the EKWC flows more northward vice northeastward.  A 

westward current is present in the north part of the west region of the central JES. 

The JNB in the southeast region of the northern JES intensifies and flows 

northwestward on July 22.  The previous westward current in the north part of the west 

region of the central JES is no longer present.   On July 23 the JNB in the southeast 

region of the northern JES weakens and returns to a northerly flow.  On July 24 the 

Liman Current strengthens and extends further to the southwest while the JNB in the 

southeast region of the northern JES continues to weaken.  The EKWC intensifies and 

becomes more northwesterly while the JNB in the east region of the southern JES also 

intensifies.  On July 25 the Liman Current weakens while the JNB in the southeast region 
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of the northern JES strengthens.  The EKWC remains strong but now flows northward 

vice northwestward.  On July 26 the Liman Current strengthens.  The western branch of 

the EKWC weakens and a northwestward current is present over the majority of the north 

part of the central JES.  On July 27 the EKWC weakens.  The northwestward current in 

the north part of the west region of the central JES now flows westward.  On July 28 the 

Liman Current strengthens slightly and the JNB in the east region of the southern JES.  

The JNB in the southeast region of the northern JES intensifies and flows northwestward.  

On July 29 the northwestward flow of the JNB in the southeast region of the northern JES 

stops and the Liman Current weakens. The EKWC in the west region of the southern JES 

strengthens.  On July 31 the southward extension of the Liman Current decreases and the 

EKWC strengthens.  The JNB in the east part of the east region of the southern JES and 

in the south part of the east region of the central JES strengthens while JNB in the east 

part of the southeast region of the northern JES weakens. 

b. YES 

The surface velocity depiction of the YES for July 18 shows the KUC as it 

flows northward along the shelf break in the southern ECS and in the east region of the 

central ECS.  The TsWC is observed flowing northward from the KUC west of Kyushu 

and passing through the Korean Strait.  The TWC is observed entering through the 

Taiwan Strait and flowing northeastward inshore of the KUC. There is outflow from the 

BS through the Bohai Strait into the YS.  The surface flow in the central YS and in the 

east region of the southern YS is southward while in the west region of the central ECS a 

strong southeastward surface current is present. 

On July 19 the surface flow in the central YS, in the west region of the 

southern YS, and in the west part of the west region of the northern ECS flows eastward 

while the southeastward surface current previously located in the west region of the 

central ECS is no longer present. 

On July 20 the surface current in the west region of the northern ECS 

increases and flows northwestward.  The surface current in the west region of the central 

YS and in the northern YS flows northward and the surface current in the BS strengthens 

and flows northwestward.  A cyclonic circulation is present over the YS and BS and there 
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is inflow to the BS through the Bohai Strait.  The TWC intensifies.  The TsWC also 

intensifies and outflow through the Korean Strait into the JES increases. 

On July 21 the surface current over the YS and the west region of the 

northern ECS weakens and a cyclonic circulation is no longer present over the YS and 

BS.  The TsWC continues to strengthen and the outflow through the Korean Strait and 

into the JES remains strong.  A strong eastward and offshore surface current is present in 

the west part of the southwest region of the central ECS. 

On July 22 the strong eastward and offshore surface current previously 

present in the west part of the southwest region of the cent ral ECS is no longer present.  

The Korean Coastal Current strengthens slightly in the east part of the central and 

southern YS in the coastal region west of the Korean peninsula. 

On July 23 surface current in the east region of the central and northern 

YS strengthens and flows northwestward.  There is offshore, westward flow in the east 

region of the southern YS. 

On July 24 a significant change is noted in the surface flow of the YS, the 

BS, and the western ECS.  A strong cyclonic circulation is present with strong offshore 

flow from the Korean peninsula, an intensification of the southward flowing Chinese 

Coastal Current in the vicinity of the Chinese coast and stronger inflow to the BS through 

the Bohai Strait. 

On July 25 the cyclonic circulation over the YS, the BS and the western 

ECS intensifies and the presence of the Chinese Coastal Current is observed extending as 

far southward as the Taiwan Strait.  The flow into the BS from the YS increases as well.  

The cyclonic circulation feeds into the northeastward flowing KUC and TWC. 

On July 26 the cyclonic circulation over the YS, the BS, and the western 

ECS remains present although the intensity weakens.  The presence of the Chinese 

Coastal Current remains strong and still extends as far southward as the Taiwan Strait 

while the flow into the BS from the YS decreases. 

On July 27 remnants of the cyclonic circulation are observed over the west 

region of the northern and central ECS but the diameter of the circulation significantly 
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decreases.  The Chinese Coastal Current decreases in intensity and only extends 

southward to 29°N.  The flow at the Bohai Strait shifts to outward flow from the BS to 

the YS.  The majority of the flow within the YS is now southerly vice southwesterly and 

has weakened. 

By July 28 the cyclonic circulation is no longer present at the surface of 

the YES.  The eastward flow from the BS to the YS increases.  The Chinese Coastal 

Current continues to weaken and further decreases in its southward extent.  The Korean 

Coastal Current to the west of the Korean peninsula is quite strong and flows southward.  

Overall the strength of the surface current in the YS and western ECS weakens. 

On 29 July the Chinese Coastal Current is no longer present at the surface 

and the flow in the vicinity of the Chinese coast is predominantly offshore, but weak.  

The Korean Coastal Current remains present but decreases slightly in strength.  The 

eastward flow from the BS to the YS decreases. 

On July 30 the Korean Coastal Current continues to weaken.  There is 

weak northerly flow along the Chinese coast.  The flow within the BS is weak and 

northeasterly.  The TWC increases in intensity as it enters the ECS from the Taiwan 

Strait. 

On July 31 there is fairly strong outflow from the BS to the YS.  A strong 

anticyclonic turning surface current is present over the YS with southeastward, onshore 

flow to the west of the Korean peninsula and northeastward, offshore flow in the western 

YS.  The TWC continues to increase in strength in the west part of the west region of the 

southern ECS.  A branch of the TWC in the north part of the west region of the southern 

ECS is observed flowing onshore and northwestward toward the Chinese coast after 

entering the ECS through the Taiwan Strait.  The surface flow from the ECS to the JES 

via the Korean Strait also increases with an associated strengthening of the TsWC. 

c. SCS 

The surface velocity depiction of the SCS for July 18 shows surface 

current flowing northward into the southern SCS from the Gasper and Karimata Straits.  

Strong southeastward surface current is located in the Gulf of Thailand.  Upon exiting the 
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Gulf of Thailand a branch of the southeastward current turns cyclonically and flows 

northeastward along the Zhongnan peninsula in the west region of the central SCS. 

The remainder of the southeastward current that exits the Gulf of Thailand 

continues flowing southeastward, reaches the coast of Borneo, and flows eastward to 

northeastward along the northwestern coast of Borneo and in the south east part of the 

east region of the central SCS. 

As was the case for the May time period, a strong westward current enters 

the east region of the central SCS through the central part of the Mindoro Strait.  The 

north part of the westward surface current contains branching that make anticyclonic 

turns that feed into an eastward countercurrent that is present over the majority of the 

south part of the east region of the northern SCS.  The remainder of the westward surface 

current flows across the north part of the central SCS, converges with the northeastward 

current present in the west part of the west region of the central SCS and flows northward 

in the middle part of the west region of the of the northern SCS toward Hainan Island.  A 

branch of the northward flow makes a tight anticyclonic turn and feeds into the eastward 

countercurrent north of the strong westward current. 

The remainder of the northward flow, upon reaching the southern coast of 

Hainan Island, makes an anticyclonic turn, intensifies, and flows northeastward as the 

SCSWC along the Chinese coast exiting the SCS through the Taiwan Strait.  A branch of 

the SCSWC makes an anticyclonic turn and feeds into the weak, southwestward flowing 

SCSBK.  The KUC intrusion is fairly weak in strength.  Unlike the May event, no 

westward countercurrent is observed along the coastal region of China.  Surface current 

in the Gulf of Tonkin is strong and eastward. 

The previously strong southeastward surface current in the Gulf of 

Thailand weakens on July 19.  An eastward to northeastward surface current is now 

present across the south part of the central SCS, south of the strong westward current that 

enters the east region of the central SCS through the central part of the Mindoro Strait, 

and exits the SCS through the south part of the Mindoro Strait.  The eastward 

countercurrent north of the strong westward current now flows southeastward and exits 

the SCS through the north part of the Mindoro Strait.  The KUC intrusion strengthens 
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slightly.  Surface current in the Gulf of Tonkin becomes anticyclonic along the coast of 

Vietnam and China. 

The previously eastward to northeastward surface current present across 

the south part of the central SCS flows eastward on July 20.  Additionally, it no longer 

exits the SCS through the south part of the Mindoro Strait.  The previously southeastward 

countercurrent north of the strong westward current that enters the east region of the 

central SCS through the central part of the Mindoro Strait, now flows eastward, makes a 

cyclonic turn and flows northward in the southeast part of the east region of the northern 

SCS to the west of Luzon.  Additionally, it no longer exits the SCS through the north part 

of the Mindoro Strait.  The northeastward current along the Zhongnan peninsula in the 

west region of the central SCS strengthens.  Surface current in the Gulf of Tonkin 

becomes northeastward. 

The previously eastward surface current present across the south part of 

the central SCS weakens and flows eastward to southeastward on July 20.  An eastward 

surface current is now present across the  central part of the central SCS and becomes 

northeastward in the east part of the east region of the central SCS.  There is now 

southeastward flow to the north of the strong westward current that enters the east region 

of the central SCS through the central part of the Mindoro Strait.  Surface current in the 

Gulf of Tonkin strengthens and flows eastward. 

On July 22 the surface current in the south part of the central SCS 

weakens with the exception of the northeastward current present along the Zhongnan 

peninsula in the west region of the central SCS.  There is now eastward flow to the north 

of the strong westward current that enters the east region of the central SCS through the 

central part of the Mindoro Strait.  Surface current in the Gulf of Tonkin remains 

eastward. 

Weak eastward to northeastward surface current is present in the south 

part of the central SCS on July 23.  There is now eastward to southeastward flow to the 

north of the strong westward current that enters the east region of the central SCS through 

the central part of the Mindoro Strait.  Surface current in the Gulf of Tonkin weakens. 
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A more stronger and eastward surface current is present in the south part 

of the central SCS on July 24.  There is now eastward to northeastward flow to the north 

of the strong westward current that enters the east region of the central SCS through the 

central part of the Mindoro Strait. 

A southeastward surface current is present in the south part of the central 

SCS on July 25.  There is now eastward flow to the north of the strong westward current 

that enters the east region of the central SCS through the central part of the Mindoro 

Strait.  Surface current in the Gulf of Thailand strengthens and as it flows predominantly 

eastward.  Surface current in the Gulf of Tonkin weakens. 

The surface current is weak in the southeast part of the west region of the 

central SCS and in the southwest part of the east region of the central SCS on July 26.  A 

strong northward to northeastward surface current is present in the east part of the east 

region of the central SCS. There is now eastward to southeastward flow to the north of 

the strong westward current that enters the east region of the central SCS through the 

central part of the Mindoro Strait.  The KUC intrusion strengthens.  The SCSBK 

strengthens.  The surface current in the Gulf of Thailand weakens. 

The surface current is strong and northeastward to eastward in the south 

part of the central SCS on July 27.  A strong northward to northeastward surface current 

remains present in the east part of the east region of the central SCS.  The strong 

westward current that enters the east region of the central SCS through the central part of 

the Mindoro Strait strengthens.  The KUC intrusion weakens.  The SCSBK weakens. 

The surface current is strong and eastward in the south part of the central 

SCS on July 28.  A strong northward to northeastward surface current remains present in 

the east part of the east region of the central SCS.  The strong westward current that 

enters the east region of the central SCS through the central part of the Mindoro Strait 

weakens. 

The surface current is strong and eastward in the south part of the central 

SCS on July 29.  A strong eastward surface current is now present in the east part of the 

east region of the central SCS.  The strong westward current that enters the east region of 
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the central SCS through the central part of the Mindoro Strait strengthens.  The KUC 

intrusion strengthens.  The SCSBK strengthens.  The SCSWC strengthens. 

The surface current is weak in the southeast part of the west region of the 

central SCS and in the southwest part of the east region of the central SCS on July 30.  A 

northward to northwestward surface current is now present in the east part of the east 

region of the cent ral SCS.  The strong westward current that enters the east region of the 

central SCS through the central part of the Mindoro Strait continues to strengthen.  The 

KUC intrusion continues to strengthen.  The SCSWC continues to strengthen.  A strong 

northwestward to northward surface current is present in the west part of the southern 

SCS.  The surface current in the Gulf of Thailand intensifies and flows eastward to 

northeastward.  The northeastward current present along the Zhongnan peninsula in the 

west region of the central SCS strengthens. 

The surface current is weak in the southeast part of the west region of the 

central SCS and in the southwest part of the east region of the central SCS on July 31.  A 

stronger northward to northeastward surface current is now present in the east part of the 

east region of the central SCS.  A strong north northeastward surface current is present in 

the southwest part of the west region of the central SCS.  The strong westward current 

that enters the east region of the cent ral SCS through the central part of the Mindoro 

Strait weakens slightly.  The KUC intrusion continues to strengthen.  The SCSWC 

continues to strengthen.  A stronger northwestward to northward surface current is 

present in the west part of the southern SCS.  The surface current in the Gulf of Thailand 

continues to strengthen and flows northeastward.  The northeastward current present 

along the Zhongnan peninsula in the west region of the central SCS continues to 

strengthen. 

3. SSS 

a. JES 

The SSS contour plot of the JES for July 18 shows the salinity of the JNB 

to be 33.8 PSU.  Slightly fresher water is found in the southeast region of the northern 

JES.  The most saline water is located in the west region of the southern JES and in the 

southwest part of the west region of the central JES.  During the July time period the SSS 

over the JES never changes by more than 0.04 PSU per day. 
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Between July 18 and July 22 the area of more saline water in the west 

region of the southern JES gradually becomes slightly less saline although an area of 

greater SSS remains present in the southwest part of the west region of the central JES.  

Between July 23 and July 28 the SSS of the northern most part of the west region of the 

southern JES gradually increases.  From July 23 through July 25 the SSS of the Korean 

Strait increases.  Between July 29 and July 31 the SSS of the northern most part of the 

west region of the southern JES gradually decreases. 

b. YES 

The SSS contour plot of the YES for July 18 shows a strong northwest-

southeast salinity gradient parallel to a line drawn from Taiwan to Kyusho, Japan that is 

associated with the KUC.  The KUC contains the highest salinity value within the YES of 

34.5 PSU.  The BS consists of relatively low salinity values and a strong salinity gradient 

from west to east.  A salinity maximum is present in the west part of the west region of 

the southern ECS and accurately reflects the more saline TWC.  A region of slightly less 

saline water is present along the western coast of the Korean peninsula, in the 

northeastern YS, and accurately the Korean Coastal Current.  A core of less saline water 

is centered in the middle of the northern ECS.  During the May time period the SSS over 

the YES never changes by more than 0.08 PSU. 

From July 19 through the end of the timeframe the KUC and TsWC 

gradually advect some more saline water northeastward toward Kyushu, Japan.  The 

TWC also gradually advects some more saline water northeastward.  From July 19 

through July 20 a core of slightly more saline water is present in the southwest part of the 

west region of the southern YS but is no longer present on July 21. 

c. SCS 

The SSS contour plot of the SCS for July 18 shows a core of more saline 

water on the eastern side of the Karimata Strait.  Less saline water is present in the 

coastal region of the east part of the southern SCS and the southeast part of the east 

region of the central SCS.  A core of less saline water is also located in the northern most 

part of the Gulf of Thailand.  An area of higher salinity is present over the middle part of 

the east region of the northern SCS associated with transport of more saline water from 

the KUC via the Luzon Strait.  Less saline water extends northward from the southwest 
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part of the west region of the central SCS into the northwest part of the west region of the 

central SCS and the middle part of the west region of the northern SCS.  The tongue of 

less saline water then extends northeastward into the northwest part of the east region of 

the northern SCS.  During the July time period the SSS over SCS never changes by more 

than 0.15 PSU per day. 

From July 19 through the end of the timeframe the surface current 

associated with the more saline water on the eastern side of the Karimata Strait gradually 

advects more saline water northward.  The SSS of the water in the southeast part of the 

east region of the northern SCS gradually increases as the more saline water from the 

northwest slowly advects southeastward.  The SSS of the northwest part of the west 

region of the central SCS, the middle part of the west region of the northern SCS, and the 

northwest part of the east region of the northern SCS gradually decreases as less saline 

water from the southwest part of the west region of the central SCS advects northward 

and then northeastward.  Additionally, the surge gradually extends further northeastward 

in the northwest part of the east region of the northern SCS.  
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VIII. AIR-SEA INTERACTION 

A. MAY TIME PERIOD 

The number of atmospheric mesoscale features that either propagate across the 

EAMS or develop over the EAMS during the May time period is significant. 

On May 13 a surface low develops in the west region of the northern SCS. From 

May 13 through May 17 the surface low deepens as it moves eastward to northward in 

the northern SCS.  On May 18 it moves northeastward into the ECS and continues to 

move northeastward over the ECS while filling until May 20. 

From May 13 through May 17 a surface high, initially centered over the southern 

boundary of the west region of the northern ECS, affects the majority of the YES and by 

12Z May 17 is located east of the east region of the northern ECS.  At 00Z May 18 the 

same surface high moves westward so that by 12Z May 18 it is located over the YS and 

remains present over the YS until May 22. 

From 12Z May 13 through May 15 a surface low northwest of the northeast 

region of the northern JES moves eastward and passes north of the northeast region of the 

northern JES. 

At 12Z May 14 a surface high develops over the southern boundary of the central 

JES.  From May 15 through May 16 the surface high moves eastward and northeastward 

across the central and southern JES while building so that by 12Z May 16 it is located 

east of the southern boundary of the northern JES. 

From May 15 through 00Z May 17 a surface low northwest of the southwest 

region of the northern JES moves eastward and then southward so that it is west of the 

northeast region of the northern JES.  On May 16 a second surface low develops over the 

east region of the northern ECS and moves northward over the Korean peninsula. At 00Z 

May 17 the second surface low moves further northward so that it is west of the 

northwest region of the central JES.  At 12Z May 17 the two surface lows combine.  On 

May 18 the surface low moves northeastward and passes north of the northeast region of 

the northern JES. 
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From 12Z May 17 through May 18 a surface high east of the east region of the 

northern ECS moves northeastward so that by 12Z May 18 it is southeast of the southern 

JES. 

From 12Z May 18 through May 19 a surface high northwest of the southwest 

region of the northern JES moves eastward and passes north of the northeast region of the 

northern JES. 

From 12Z May 18 through 00Z May 20 a surface high over the tip of the Korean 

peninsula moves eastward across the southern JES to a location that is centered over 

Honshu Japan. 

On May 19 a surface low develops in the east region of the northern SCS and 

remains present until May 20.  On May 21 the surface low joins a surface low that was 

south of the ECS.  From May 21 through May 24 the surface low south of the ECS 

deepens and moves northeastward passing to the east of the ECS.  From May 25 through 

May 26 the same surface low continues moving northeastward while passing to the east 

of the JES. 

From May 19 through May 20 a surface low northwest of the southwest region of 

the northern JES moves eastward and passes north of the northeast region of the northern 

JES. 

From 12Z May 20 through 00Z May 22 a surface high develops over the southern 

boundary of the central JES, builds, and then moves eastward over Honshu, Japan and 

weakens. 

From May 21 through 00Z May 22 a surface high north-northwest of the 

southwest region of the northern JES moves eastward and passes north of the northeast 

region of the northern JES. 

From 12Z May 21 through 00Z May 23 a surface low northwest of the southwest 

region of the northern JES moves northeastward and eastward and passes north of the 

northeast region of the northern JES. 

From 12Z May 22 through 00Z May 23 a surface low develops west of the 

northwest region of the central JES, remains stationary and fills. 
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From May 23 through 00Z May 24 a surface high west of the southern border of 

the northeast region of the northern JES moves northeastward and passes north of the 

northeast region of the northern JES. 

From 12Z May 23 through 00Z May 27 a surface low northwest of the southwest 

region of the northern JES moves northward, then becomes stationary as it deepens, and 

then moves northward again. 

On May 24 a surface high is present west of the YES that affects the majority of 

the YES through May 26.  On May 27 the surface high moves eastward passing over the 

west region of the central ECS.  On May 28 the surface high moves northward and 

westward so that by 00Z May 29 it has joined a more intense surface anticyclone 

northwest of the BS.  From 12Z May 29 through May 31 the surface high builds and 

moves eastward and southward over the west region of the northern ECS. 

On May 25 a surface low develops over the south part of the east region of the 

northern SCS.  From May 26 through May 28 the surface low remains present over the 

east region of the northern SCS.  On May 29 the same surface low moves northeastward, 

passes east of Taiwan and moves over the southern ECS while filling. 

From 12Z May 25 through 00Z May 27 a surface high develops over the east 

region of the central JES and moves eastward and northeastward so that it is east of the 

southern border of the northern JES.  At 12Z May 27 the surface high builds and remains 

stationary.  From May 28 through 00Z May 29 the surface high moves southward and 

eastward so that it is east of the southeast region of the central JES.  At 12Z May 29 the 

surface high moves northward to a location east of the northeast region of the central JES. 

From May 27 a through May 28 a surface low west of the BS moves eastward, 

passes over the western part of the BS, and moves northeastward while deepening and 

combines with another surface low that is west-northwest of the southwest region of the 

northern JES.  From May 29 through May 31 the surface low moves northward and 

eastward and passes over the northeast region of northern JES. 

At 12Z May 29 a surface low develops over the southern border of the northern 

SCS that by 12Z May 31 it is centered over the east region of the northern SCS. 
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The CAOCS oceanic component output clearly shows the impact of these 

atmospheric mesoscale features.  Several examples that demonstrate the effect of 

atmospheric forcing on the ocean SST, SSS, and surface velocity fields will be provided.  

These examples will include processes such as Ekman transport, coastal upwelling, and 

horizontal advection of temperature and salinity. 

A strong pressure gradient over the JES is present at 12Z May 15 due to a 

building surface high centered over the southern boundary of the east region of the 

central JES and an approaching surface low northwest of the southwest region of the 

northern JES.  Southwesterly winds at 20 knots are present over the majority of the north 

region of the central JES and over the south region of the northern JES.  Surface winds in 

the south part of the west region of the central JES, in the southern JES, and in the 

Korean Strait make an anticyclonic turn around the central high at 10 to 15 knots.  A 

more intense southeastward to eastward surface current is present in the southeast region 

of the northern JES due to Ekman transport from the wind stress.  The majority of the 

SST over the central and southern JES warms due to warm subsiding air normally 

associated with a developing low-level anticyclone.  Surface warming in this region is 

also due to horizontal advection of warmer water by the JNB and EKWC as they 

intensify due to Ekman transport by the easterly to southeasterly winds at 10 to 15 knots. 

A surface high is to the east of the JES on May 16.  There is a surface low over 

the Korean Peninsula and a second surface low to the northwest of the JES.  Surface 

current in the JES is intense and northeastward to eastward in the east part of the west 

region of the central JES, in the east region of the central JES, and in the east region of 

the southern JES on May16 due to Ekman transport by southeasterly winds at 15 to 20 

knots. By 12Z May 17 the surface low to the northwest dominates the JES and surface 

winds make a cyclonic turn and are southwesterly to south southwesterly at 20 knots over 

most of the JES.  The surface currents over the majority of the JES are intense and 

southeastward due to Ekman transport from the surface wind stress. Additionally, there is 

cooling over the east region of the central JES and there is also some cooling off the 

Russian coast in the southeast region of the northern JES.  The southeast currents are 

advecting cooler water from the Liman Current in the southeast region of the northern 
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JES towards the JNB in the central JES.  Coastal upwelling is occurring off the Russian 

coast. 

A surface high moves over the YS on May 18 and remains stationary.  The SAT 

of the surface high is warmer than the SST of the water over the same region.  Heat is lost 

from the atmosphere to the surface of the ocean and in combination with the presence of 

anticyclonic surface winds around the surface high, a warm-core anticyclonic circulation 

develops and is clearly present over the YS by May 20.  Only the surface of the ocean has 

been examined in this paper and additional research is required to determine the vertical 

extent in the ocean of this possible warm-core anticyclonic eddy over the YS that is 

present through May 23. 

A surface high is centered west of the YES on May 24.  A surface low is east of 

the ECS.  A strong east-west pressure gradient is present over the YES and winds are 

north northwesterly at 20 knots.  The SST of the central YS cools significantly due to 

cold air advection by the surface winds.  By May 25 the surface low has moved 

northeastward away from the YES and ridging associated with the surface high now to 

the west of the ECS extends over the YS.  The surface winds in the western YS are now 

southwesterly at 15 to 20 knots and the SST of the majority of the YS warms 

significantly due to warm air advection by the surface winds.  The southerly component 

of wind stress in a region of shallow water results in Ekman transport and a strong 

northeastward to eastward surface current over the YS. 

A surface high is northwest of the BS on May 29.  A surface low is centered over 

the southern ECS.  Surface winds in the east region of the central and southern YS are 

northerly at 20 knots.  The northerly component of wind stress in a region of shallow 

water results in Ekman transport and the Korean Coastal Current flows southwestward 

and offshore in the east region of the southern YS. The result of the offshore flow is 

coastal upwelling in the vicinity of the east coast of the Korean peninsula.  There is also 

surface cooling in the remainder of the east region of the southern YS and in the east part 

of the west region of the southern YS due to horizontal advection of the cooler water to 

the east by the southeastward surface current. 
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Troughing associated with a surface low east of the southern ECS is present over 

the northern SCS and the north part of the central SCS on May 24.  A strong surface high 

is located southeast of the east region of the central SCS.  Surface winds in the middle of 

the central SCS are west southwesterly at 15 knots.  Surface current over this same area 

flow southeastward to southward due to Ekman transport.  The SSS in this region 

increases as the southward to southeastward current advects the more saline water from 

the north into the region. 

CAOCS also shows the impact of the ocean SST fields on the atmosphere.  

During the May time period, four surface lows developed in the northern SCS.  Although 

the equatorial trough is a region favorable for cyclogenesis, the warm SST of the SCS 

contributes to upward vertical motion of the developing surface lows.  Similarly, the 500-

mb and 700-mb conditions were favorable for cyclogenesis in the east region of the 

northern ECS on May 16; however, the warmer SST of the KUC enforced the upward 

vertical motion in the lower levels of the atmosphere during the development of the 

surface low. 

B. JULY TIME PERIOD 

Although the onset of the summer monsoon and the more permanent features of 

the 500-mb level flow, such as the Manchurian Low, reduce the number of atmospheric 

mesoscale features that either propagate across the EAMS or develop over the EAMS, 

atmospheric mesoscale features still occur.  The duration of these atmospheric mesoscale 

features, when they do occur, is often on a longer timescale because the nature of the 

mid- level atmospheric flow is less transitory. 

Between July 18 and July 20 a surface low initially present over the east region of 

the northern ECS propagates over the southern JES to a position southeast of the southern 

JES by 12Z July 20. 

Between July 21 and July 31 a surface low that initially develops over the 

southeast region of the central ECS slowly propagates over the southern JES to a position 

east of the east region of the southern JES at 00Z July 31. 
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Between July 27 and July 31 a surface high initially present west of the YES 

propagates moves over the YES so that it is located over the west region of the central 

ECS by 12Z July 31. 

The CAOCS oceanic component output clearly shows the impact of these 

atmospheric mesoscale features that still occur during the summer monsoon season.  

Several examples that demonstrate the effect of atmospheric forcing on the ocean SST, 

SSS, and surface velocity fields will be provided. 

A fairly stationary surface high northeast of the northern JES and a strong surface 

low over the northeast region of the central ECS result in strong east northeasterly winds 

at 15 knots across the southeast region of the northern JES on July 22.  The surface 

velocity depiction of the YES for July 22 shows the JNB in the southeast region of the 

northern JES flowing northwestward across the basin towards the Russian coast due to 

Ekman transport by the surface wind stress.  The SST tendency plot for July 22 shows 

slight warming in the vicinity of the Russian coast in the southeast region of the northern 

JES due to advection of warmer water from the southeast.  A comparison of the SSS 

contour plot for July 21 and July 22 shows the slightly more saline water in the southeast 

part of the of the southeast region of the northern JES surging westward due to horizontal 

advection by the northwestward surface current in the area. 

A surface low initially over the northeast region of the central JES significantly 

deepens and remains fairly stationary between July 23 and July 24.  Comparison of the 

surface velocity depictions of the YES for July 23 and July 24 and the surface winds over 

the YES from 00Z July 23 through 12Z July 24 clearly demonstrates the impact of 

increased surface winds stress on the oceanic surface current circulation.  The surface 

winds over the YES on July 23 are predominantly cyclonic around the surface low but 

are fairly weak.  Surface winds remain cyclonic around the surface low on July 24 but 

significantly strengthen as the surface low deepens considerably.  On July 24 a significant 

change is noted in the surface flow of the YS, the BS, and the western ECS as a strong 

cyclonic circulation is present with strong offshore flow from the Korean peninsula, an 

intensification of the southward flowing Chinese Coastal Current in the vicinity of the 

Chinese coast and stronger inflow to the BS through the Bohai Strait.  The magnitude of 
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this cyclonic current is in excess of 1 m/s over the majority of the southern YS and over 

the west region of the northern ECS. 

A comparison of the SST tendency plot for July 24, the surface velocity 

depictions of the YES for July 23 and July 24, and the surface winds over the YES from 

00Z July 23 through 12Z July 24 demonstrates the impact of increased surface wind 

stress on SST through Ekman transport and coastal upwelling in a shallow water region 

of the ocean.  The west side of the Korean peninsula cools by 1°C.  The surface winds 

over this region change from east northeasterly at 5 knots to northeasterly at 30 knots.  

The increased wind stress causes the surface currents over this region to change from 

weak, off shore, westward flow to significantly stronger, offshore, west northwestward 

flow due to Ekman transport.  The stronger off shore flow results in coastal upwelling 

and the region cools.  The stronger northeasterly winds on July 24 advect cooler air from 

the northeast over the region also contributing to a lower SST. 

CAOCS also shows the impact of the ocean SST fields on the atmosphere.  

During the July time period, a surface lows develops over the southeast region of the 

central ECS at 00Z July 21.  Although the 500-mb and 700-mb conditions were favorable 

for cyclogenesis in the southeast region of the central ECS on July 21, the warmer SST of 

the KUC enforced the upward vertical motion in the lower levels of the atmosphere 

during the development of the surface low. 
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IX. COMPARISON OF CAOCS OCEANIC COMPONENT 
OUTPUT WITH UNCOUPLED OCEAN MODEL OUTPUT 

Surface velocity and SST data for the same region and for the same timeframe 

were available from an uncoupled POM run.  The output from the uncoupled POM run 

was available at five-day intervals.  During the May time period four dates were available 

for comparison with the CAOCS oceanic component output – May 16, May 21, May 26, 

and May 31.  During the June time period 3 days were available for comparison with the 

CAOCS oceanic component output – June 20, June 25, and June 30. 

Results of the comparison revealed some differences between the two models’ 

SST contour plots and surface velocity depictions.  These differences are attributed to the 

to the fact that the CAOCS oceanic component is consistently being updated in the 

coupling process whereas this is not the case for the uncoupled POM. 
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X. CONCLUSIONS 

The surface winds of the atmospheric component of CAOCS verified well against 

NCEP surface wind fields during May through July 1998.  The net radiation of the 

CAOCS output appears to be too high due to higher values of surface longwave radiation 

flux.  This discrepancy will be corrected in future work with CAOCS. 

The higher values of net surface radiation flux lead to slightly higher values of 

SST over the EAMS.  As the problem with the erroneously high surface longwave 

radiation flux of the CAOCS is corrected, the slightly higher values of the oceanic SST 

fields will adjust accordingly.  In general, however, the oceanic component of CAOCS 

performs well in simulating the EAMS surface current circulation, SST structure, and 

SSS structure.  CAOCS does have trouble with the open ocean boundary. 

This study focused primarily on the lower levels of the atmosphere and on the 

surface layer of the ocean.  It placed emphasis on the air-sea interaction processes that 

occur at these levels when the atmosphere and ocean behave in a way that cannot be 

described climatologically due to the small temporal scales of the numerous mesoscale 

features present at the surface of the ocean and in the lower levels of the atmosphere.  

Examination of the CAOCS air-sea interaction led to several conclusions.  First, the 

impact of atmospheric wind stress on oceanic surface currents is significant.  Even the 

strongest surface currents such as the KUC respond to significant changes in surface 

winds stress.  In shallower regions of the EAMS such as the YS, atmospheric mesoscale 

features like migrating surface anticyclones and transiting surface low pressure systems 

clearly affect the entire surface velocity field over the region. 

Secondly, the atmospheric forcing associated with major atmospheric mesoscale 

features alters the SST field of the ocean.  SST values can increase by up to 4°C 

especially when a surface anticyclone remains over the region for several days.  The 

response time for the oceanic SST values to return to normal conditions is often one day 

after the atmospheric mesoscale storm or anticyclone has dissipated or moved away from 

the region. 
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Thirdly, oceanic SSS fields over the EAMS are altered due to atmospheric forcing 

but to a lesser degree than the SST and surface velocity fields.  Even during the presence 

of a significant storm or anticyclone, the SSS fields rarely changed by more than 1 PSU.  

The response time for the SSS fields to return to normal values appears to be one day 

after the atmospheric mesoscale storm or anticyclone has dissipated or moved away from 

the region. 

Fourthly, CAOCS atmospheric and oceanic output is indicative of the impact of 

the ocean thermal structure on the lower level of the atmosphere. Analysis of CAOCS 

output revealed that warm SST values can often enhance upward vertical motion in the 

lower atmosphere and either support the development of atmospheric cyclones or trigger 

their actual development. 

Examination of CAOCS output and verification of the surface wind fields during 

May through July 1998 clearly support the fact that atmospheric forcing prior to and 

following the onset of the summer monsoon is by no means a steady state.  Significant 

atmospheric mesoscale features either develop over the EAMS or transit over the EAMS 

on relatively small temporal scales.  The presence of southeasterly winds at 10 knots over 

the JES or southwesterly winds over the northern SCS after the onset of the summer 

monsoon is not always the case.  This was made clear in the detailed description of the 

atmospheric processes that occurred during the May and July time periods from the 500-

mb level to the surface. 

A recent study by Chu et al. (2000) compared CAOCS model output over the 

EAMS for the period April through August 1998 with data collected during the 

international SCS Monsoon Experiment as well as data collected from USN air 

expendable bathythermograph (AXBT) surveys.  The study found that CAOCS has the 

capability to predict the current system and thermal struc ture of the EAMS and 

successfully predicted the SCS multi-eddy structure.  This study involved CAOCS model 

output over the EAMS for the same timeframe and verification involved a comparison of 

CAOCS oceanic output with available buoy station data that showed SST and SSS values 

to be in good agreement.  Examination of CAOCS output and verification of oceanic 

surface velocity, SST, and SSS fields clearly support the fact that the oceanic structure is 
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by no means a steady state.  Significant oceanic mesoscale features often develop over 

the EAMS such as a warm-core anticyclonic eddy over the YS and often have a temporal 

scale of a few days.  The presence of the southward flowing Chinese Coastal Current 

along the east coast of China to the south of the Shandong peninsula is not always the 

case and is just one example of how a basic climatologic description of the oceanic 

current system and sea surface thermohaline structure of the EAMS is not always 

sufficient.  This was made clear in the detailed description of the oceanic processes that 

occurred during the May and July time periods at the surface of the EAMS. 

The air-sea interaction is an ongoing process and a direct reflection of the current 

mesoscale state of both the atmosphere and the ocean.  A climatologically forced 

atmospheric or oceanic model will not represent these mesoscale features that occur on a 

relatively small temporal scale and are largely responsible for the air-sea interaction.  A 

climatologically forced atmospheric or ocean model will be misrepresentative of the low-

level atmospheric wind stress and the oceanic surface velocity, SST, and SSS fields. 

Although atmospheric (oceanic) models that are forced with previously analyzed 

oceanic (atmospheric) model output have the ability to represent the significant 

mesoscale features of the ocean or atmosphere and are useful for research purposes the 

experienced delay involved in the process is insufficient for the near-real time 

requirement of USN METOC support to the fleet. 

Differences were also noted between the uncoupled POM output and the CAOCS 

output.  These differences are most likely attributable to the fact that the CAOCS oceanic 

component is constantly being updated in the coupling process whereas this is not the 

case for the uncoupled POM.  Considering the fact that the atmospheric component of 

CAOCS as well as the oceanic component of CAOCS verified well against available 

previously analyzed and collected data it is possible that the oceanic component of 

CAOCS outperforms the uncoupled POM.  A more detailed study that involves the 

comparison of the CAOCS oceanic component output, the uncoupled POM output, and 

previously analyzed or collected oceanic data should be conducted in further support of 

this apparent conclusion. 
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Although the surface wind field and structure of the atmospheric component of 

CAOCS verified well, no uncoupled MM5 model output was used in this study.  

Therefore, no conclusions concerning the overall better performer, atmospheric 

component of CAOCS versus uncoupled MM5, can be made.  A more detailed study that 

involves the comparison of the CAOCS atmospheric component output, the uncoupled 

MM5 output, and previously analyzed NCEP atmospheric data is required for further 

conclusions regarding this matter. 

This study has shown that CAOCS has the potential to be an extremely useful tool 

for USN METOC personnel because of its verification and near-real time capability at 

the mesoscale level of a littoral region.  Accurate, real-time model output is essential to 

METOC personnel in order to properly analyze and forecast the ocean, atmosphere, and 

acoustical environment. 

This study supports the concept behind NRL’s COAMPS future capability.  Once 

NRL COAMPS becomes a truly coupled system, it can easily be adopted at NPS as a 

replacement of CAOCS.  It is highly recommended that future studies also involve 

comparison of the summer and winter monsoon using CAOCS as well as the impact of 

air-sea interaction at lower depths of the ocean using CAOCS.  The inclusion of an 

acoustic prediction system as part of CAOCS has strong potential to be very useful in 

forecasting the ocean acoustic environment and once established should be compared in 

future studies to uncoupled prediction systems to determine the value added. 
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APPENDIX A. COMPONENTS OF THE EAMS 

Appendix A consists of one figure that shows the three major seas that form the 

EAMs. 
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APPENDIX B. JES GEOGRAPHY 

Appendix B consists of one figure that shows the geography and isobaths of the 

JES.  Isobaths are in meters.  This figure is a modified version of figure 1 from Chu et al. 

(2001). 
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APPENDIX C. WINTER MONSOON 

Appendix C consists of one figure that depicts the climatological direction of the 

winds over the EAMS, the climatological position of the synoptic scale surface pressure 

systems, and the position of the polar front during the winter monsoon. 
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APPENDIX D. SUMMER MONSOON 

Appendix D consists of one figure that depicts the climatological direction of the 

winds over the EAMS, the climatological position of the synoptic scale surface pressure 

systems, and the position of the equatorial trough during the summer monsoon. 
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APPENDIX E. SURFACE CURRENTS OF THE JES 

Appendix E consists of one figure that shows the positions of the major surface 

currents of the JES.  
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APPENDIX F. YES GEOGRAPHY 

Appendix F consists of one figure that shows the geography and isobaths of the 

YES.  Isobaths are in meters.  This figure is a modified version of figure 2 from Chu et al. 

(1997a). 
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APPENDIX G. SURFACE CURRENTS OF THE YES 

Appendix G consists of one figure that shows the positions of the major surface 

currents of the YES.  
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APPENDIX H. SCS GEOGRAPHY 

Appendix H consists of one figure that shows the geography and isobaths of the 

SCS.  Isobaths are in meters.  This figure is taken from Chu et al. (1999b). 
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APPENDIX I. SCS SURFACE CIRCULATION PATTERN - 
WINTER 

Appendix I consists of one figure that shows the general upper level oceanic 

circulation pattern for the SCS during the winter. 
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APPENDIX J. SCS SURFACE CIRCULATION PATTERN - 
SUMMER 

Appendix J consists of one figure that shows the general upper level oceanic 

circulation pattern for the SCS during the summer. 
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APPENDIX K. SCS BIFURCATION REGIME OF THE KUC 
INTRUSION 

Appendix K consists of one figure that shows the bifurcation regime of the KUC 

intrusion.  The E denotes the general location of the NWL eddy that is cyclonic during 

the bifurcation regime. 
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APPENDIX L. SCS LOOP REGIME OF THE KUC INTRUSION 

Appendix L consists of one figure that shows the loop regime of the KUC 

intrusion.  The E denotes the general location of the NWL eddy that is anticyclonic 

during the loop regime. 
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APPENDIX M. CAOCS OCEANIC BATHYMETRY AND OPEN 
BOUNDARY LATERAL TRANSPORT 

Appendix M consists of one figure that shows the bathymetry data of the oceanic 

component of CAOCS as well as the open boundary lateral transport of the model 

domain.  Isobaths are in meters.  Transport is in Sverdrups.  This figure is taken from Chu 

et al. (2000). 
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APPENDIX N. SAMPLES OF LOW LEVEL WIND FIELD 
VERIFICATION 

Appendix N consists of four figures that compare NCEP 10-m wind fields with 

the CAOCS 10-m wind fields.  NCEP Data is on the left and CAOCS output is on the 

right.  The top comparison is for May 31 over the JES while the bottom comparison is for 

July 25 over the YES. 
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APPENDIX O. SAMPLES OF SST VERIFICATION 

Appendix O consists of three figures that show verification of CAOCS oceanic 

component output.  The left figure is the location of the buoy stations.  The right top 

figure shows the CAOCS SST values in red and buoy station number 1 recorded SST 

values for the time period May 5 through May 26.  The right bottom figure shows the 

CAOCS SST values in red and buoy station number 3 recorded SST values for the time 

period May 5 through May 21. 
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APPENDIX P. SCS, YES, AND JES REGIONS FOR DISCUSSION 
OF ATMOSPHERIC AND OCEANIC PROCESSES 

Appendix P consists of three figures that show how the YES, JES, and SCS were 

broken down into regions in order to facilitate discussion of atmospheric and 

oceanographic processes.  Regions of each sea are color coded for identification.  The 

first figure is for the JES, then the YES, and lastly the SCS. 
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APPENDIX Q. 500-MB RELATIVE 
VORTICITY/GEOPOTENTIAL HEIGHT PLOTS OVER THE EAMS 

FOR THE MAY TIME PERIOD 

Appendix Q consists of 38 figures that show 500-mb relative vorticity and 

geopotential height for the May time period.  The figures are in time sequential order 

with the left figure as the 00Z plot and the right figure as the 12Z plot from May 13 

through May31. 
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APPENDIX R. 700-MB VERTICAL VELOCITY/GEOPOTENTIAL 
HEIGHT PLOTS OVER THE EAMS FOR THE MAY TIME PERIOD 

Appendix R consists of 38 figures that show 700-mb vertical velocity and 

geopotential height for the May time period.  The figures are in time sequential order 

with the left figure as the 00Z plot and the right figure as the 12Z plot from May 13 

through May31. 
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APPENDIX S. SEA LEVEL PRESSURE/SAT/SURFACE WIND 
PLOTS FOR THE JES FOR THE MAY TIME PERIOD 

Appendix S consists of 38 figures that show sea level pressure, SAT, and surface 

winds for the May time period over the JES.  The figures are in time sequential order 

from May 13 through May31. 
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APPENDIX T. SEA LEVEL PRESSURE/SAT/SURFACE WIND 
PLOTS FOR THE YES FOR THE MAY TIME PERIOD 

Appendix T consists of 38 figures that show sea level pressure, SAT, and surface 

winds for the May time period over the YES.  The figures are in time sequential order 

from May 13 through May31. 
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APPENDIX U. SEA LEVEL PRESSURE/SAT/SURFACE WIND 
PLOTS FOR THE SCS FOR THE MAY TIME PERIOD 

Appendix T consists of 38 figures that show sea level pressure, SAT, and surface 

winds for the May time period over the YES.  The figures are in time sequential order 

from May 13 through May31. 
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APPENDIX V. 500-MB RELATIVE 
VORTICITY/GEOPOTENTIAL HEIGHT PLOTS OVER THE EAMS 

FOR THE JULY TIME PERIOD 

Appendix V consists of 28 figures that show 500-mb relative vorticity and 

geopotential heights for the May time period over the EAMS.  The figures are in time 

sequential order from July 18 through July31. 
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APPENDIX W. 700-MB VERTICAL VELOCITY/GEOPOTENTIAL 
HEIGHT PLOTS OVER THE EAMS FOR THE JULY TIME 

PERIOD 

Appendix W consists of 28 figures that show 700-mb vertical velocity and 

geopotential heights for the May time period over the EAMS.  The figures are in time 

sequential order from July 18 through July31. 
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APPENDIX X. SEA LEVEL PRESSURE/SAT/SURFACE WIND 
PLOTS FOR THE JES FOR THE JULY TIME PERIOD 

Appendix X consists of 28 figures that show sea level pressure, SAT, and surface 

winds for the July time period over the JES.  The figures are in time sequential order 

from July 18 through July 31. 
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APPENDIX Y. SEA LEVEL PRESSURE/SAT/SURFACE WIND 
PLOTS FOR THE YES FOR THE JULY TIME PERIOD 

Appendix Y consists of 28 figures that show sea level pressure, SAT, and surface 

winds for the July time period over the YES.  The figures are in time sequential order 

from July 18 through July 31. 
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APPENDIX Z. SEA LEVEL PRESSURE/SAT/SURFACE WIND 
PLOTS FOR THE SCS FOR THE JULY TIME PERIOD 

Appendix Z consists of 28 figures that show sea level pressure, SAT, and surface 

winds for the July time period over the SCS.  The figures are in time sequential order 

from July 18 through July 31. 
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APPENDIX AA. SST AND SURFACE CURRENT VELOCITY 
PLOTS FOR THE JES FOR THE MAY TIME PERIOD 

Appendix AA consists of 19 figures that show SST and surface current velocity 

for each day of the May time period for the JES.  The figures are in time sequential order 

from May 13 through May 31. 
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APPENDIX BB. SST AND SURFACE CURRENT VELOCITY 
TENDENCY PLOTS FOR THE JES FOR THE MAY TIME PERIOD 

Appendix BB consists of 18 figures that show SST and surface current velocity 

day-to-day tendency for the May time period over the JES.  The figures are in time 

sequential order from May 14 through May 31.  Each plot represents the change between 

the previous day and the current day. 
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APPENDIX CC. SSS PLOTS FOR THE JES FOR THE MAY TIME 
PERIOD 

Appendix CC consists of 19 figures that show SSS for each day of the May time 

period for the JES.  The figures are in time sequential order from May 13 through May 

31. 
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APPENDIX DD. SSS TENDENCY PLOTS FOR THE JES FOR THE 
MAY TIME PERIOD 

Appendix DD consists of 18 figures that show SSS day-to-day tendency for the 

May time period over the JES.  The figures are in time sequential order from May 14 

through May 31.  Each plot represents the change between the previous day and the 

current day. 
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APPENDIX EE. SST AND SURFACE CURRENT VELOCITY 
PLOTS FOR THE YES FOR THE MAY TIME PERIOD 

Appendix EE consists of 19 figures that show SST and surface current velocity 

for each day of the May time period for the YES.  The figures are in time sequential order 

from May 13 through May 31. 
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APPENDIX FF. SST AND SURFACE CURRENT VELOCITY 
TENDENCY PLOTS FOR THE YES FOR THE MAY TIME PERIOD 

Appendix FF consists of 18 figures that show SST and surface current velocity 

day-to-day tendency for the May time period over the YES.  The figures are in time 

sequential order from May 14 through May 31.  Each plot represents the change between 

the previous day and the current day. 
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APPENDIX GG. SSS PLOTS FOR THE YES FOR THE MAY TIME 
PERIOD 

Appendix GG consists of 19 figures that show SSS for each day of the May time 

period for the YES.  The figures are in time sequential order from May 13 through May 

31. 
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APPENDIX HH. SSS TENDENCY PLOTS FOR THE YES FOR THE 
MAY TIME PERIOD 

Appendix HH consists of 18 figures that show SSS day-to-day tendency for the 

May time period over the YES.  The figures are in time sequential order from May 14 

through May 31.  Each plot represents the change between the previous day and the 

current day. 
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APPENDIX II. SST AND SURFACE CURRENT VELOCITY 
PLOTS FOR THE SCS FOR THE MAY TIME PERIOD 

Appendix II consists of 19 figures that show SST and surface current velocity for 

each day of the May time period for the SCS.  The figures are in time sequential order 

from May 13 through May 31. 
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APPENDIX JJ. SST AND SURFACE CURRENT VELOCITY 
TENDENCY PLOTS FOR THE SCS FOR THE MAY TIME PERIOD 

Appendix JJ consists of 18 figures that show SST and surface current velocity 

day-to-day tendency for the May time period over the SCS.  The figures are in time 

sequential order from May 14 through May 31.  Each plot represents the change between 

the previous day and the current day. 
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APPENDIX KK. SSS PLOTS FOR THE SCS FOR THE MAY TIME 
PERIOD 

Appendix KK consists of 19 figures that show SSS for each day of the May time 

period for the SCS.  The figures are in time sequential order from May 13 through May 

31. 
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APPENDIX LL. SSS TENDENCY PLOTS FOR THE SCS FOR THE 
MAY TIME PERIOD 

Appendix LL consists of 18 figures that show SSS day-to-day tendency for the 

May time period over the SCS.  The figures are in time sequential order from May 14 

through May 31.  Each plot represents the change between the previous day and the 

current day. 
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APPENDIX MM. SST AND SURFACE CURRENT VELOCITY 
PLOTS FOR THE JES FOR THE JULY TIME PERIOD 

Appendix MM consists of 14 figures that show SST and surface current velocity 

for each day of the July time period for the JES.  The figures are in time sequential order 

from July 18 through July 31. 
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APPENDIX NN. SST AND SURFACE CURRENT VELOCITY 
TENDENCY PLOTS FOR THE JES FOR THE JULY TIME PERIOD 

Appendix NN consists of 13 figures that show SST and surface current velocity 

day-to-day tendency for the July time period over the JES.  The figures are in time 

sequential order from July 19 through July 31.  Each plot represents the change between 

the previous day and the current day. 
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APPENDIX OO. SSS PLOTS FOR THE JES FOR THE JULY TIME 
PERIOD 

Appendix OO consists of 14 figures that show SSS for each day of the July time 

period for the JES.  The figures are in time sequential order from July 18 through July 31. 
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APPENDIX PP. SSS TENDENCY PLOTS FOR THE JES FOR THE 
JULY TIME PERIOD 

Appendix PP consists of 13 figures that show SSS day-to-day tendency for the 

July time period over the JES.  The figures are in time sequential order from July 19 

through July 31.  Each plot represents the change between the previous day and the 

current day. 
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APPENDIX QQ. SST AND SURFACE CURRENT VELOCITY 
PLOTS FOR THE YES FOR THE JULY TIME PERIOD 

Appendix QQ consists of 14 figures that show SST and surface current velocity 

for each day of the July time period for the YES.  The figures are in time sequential order 

from July 18 through July 31. 
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APPENDIX RR. SST AND SURFACE CURRENT VELOCITY 
TENDENCY PLOTS FOR THE YES FOR THE JULY TIME PERIOD 

Appendix RR consists of 13 figures that show SST and surface current velocity 

day-to-day tendency for the July time period over the YES.  The figures are in time 

sequential order from July 19 through July 31.  Each plot represents the change between 

the previous day and the current day. 
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APPENDIX SS. SSS PLOTS FOR THE YES FOR THE JULY TIME 
PERIOD 

Appendix SS consists of 14 figures that show SSS for each day of the July time 

period for the YES.  The figures are in time sequential order from July 18 through July 

31. 
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APPENDIX TT. SSS TENDENCY PLOTS FOR THE YES FOR THE 
JULY TIME PERIOD 

Appendix TT consists of 13 figures that show SSS day-to-day tendency for the 

July time period over the YES.  The figures are in time sequential order from July 19 

through July 31.  Each plot represents the change between the previous day and the 

current day. 
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APPENDIX UU. SST AND SURFACE CURRENT VELOCITY 
PLOTS FOR THE SCS FOR THE JULY TIME PERIOD 

Appendix UU consists of 14 figures that show SST and surface current velocity 

for each day of the July time period for the SCS.  The figures are in time sequential order 

from July 18 through July 31. 
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APPENDIX VV. SST AND SURFACE CURRENT VELOCITY 
TENDENCY PLOTS FOR THE SCS FOR THE JULY TIME PERIOD 

Appendix VV consists of 13 figures that show SST and surface current velocity 

day-to-day tendency for the July time period over the SCS.  The figures are in time 

sequential order from July 19 through July 31.  Each plot represents the change between 

the previous day and the current day. 
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APPENDIX WW. SSS PLOTS FOR THE SCS FOR THE JULY TIME 
PERIOD 

Appendix WW consists of 14 figures that show SSS for each day of the July time 

period for the SCS.  The figures are in time sequential order from July 18 through July 

31. 
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APPENDIX XX. SSS TENDENCY PLOTS FOR THE SCS FOR THE 
JULY TIME PERIOD 

Appendix XX consists of 13 figures that show SSS day-to-day tendency for the 

July time period over the SCS.  The figures are in time sequential order from July 19 

through July 31.  Each plot represents the change between the previous day and the 

current day. 
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